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Resumen
Los sistemas de concentración solar basados en campos de heliostatos y receptor central
(comúnmente denominados sistemas de torre) permiten alcanzar grandes relaciones de con-
centración, asociadas a elevadas temperaturas del fluido de trabajo empleado en el receptor.
La utilización de este tipo de sistemas de concentración en combinación con ciclos de poten-
cia basados en dióxido de carbono (CO2) en condiciones supercríticas es una forma realmente
prometedora de maximizar la eficiencia total de una planta termosolar de concentración
(solar-to-thermal-to-electricity), reduciendo al mismo tiempo su tamaño y el coste de la elect-
ricidad (Levelized Cost of Electricity).
A la vista de semejante interés, en los últimos quince años, se han publicado gran cantidad de
artículos científicos sobre este tema, se han organizado varios congresos internacionales y
se ha construido un número significativo de instalaciones experimentales en todo el mundo,
hasta el punto de que el ciclo de potencia de sCO2, se considera hoy en día como una de las
alternativas más interesantes para un producir potencia eléctrica a partir de un buen número
de fuentes de energía, entre ellas la energía solar. No obstante, el rápido crecimiento del
interés de la comunidad científica e industrial alrededor de los ciclos de sCO2 se ha basado
inevitablemente en una búsqueda no estructurada de ciclos más eficientes y técnicamente
viables, más allá de los propuestos originalmente por los precursores de la tecnología: Gian-
franco Angelino y Edward Feher.
Observando este escenario, la presente tesis se centra en el análisis de los fundamentos ter-
modinámicos del ciclo de potencia de CO2 supercrítico, con el objetivo de proporcionar una
vía estructurada para el estudio de viabilidad termo-económica de este último aplicado a
centrales termosolares de concentración. De este modo, se pretende responder a la pregunta
de si la tecnología termosolar para producción de energía eléctrica puede llegar a ser competi-
tiva con otras tecnologías convencionales a medio y largo plazo, en un mercado carente de
subsidios e incentivos. Con estas consideraciones, este documento se estructura en cuatro
secciones claramente definidas. En primer lugar, se realiza una revisión exhaustiva del estado
del arte de la tecnología de ciclos de potencia de CO2 supercrítico, no solamente revisando
la información disponible en la literatura científica sino, también, proponiendo una nueva
categorización basada en las características termodinámicas intrínsecas de estos ciclos, con el
objetivo de detectar su potencial real y descartar aquellos ciclos que no resultan de interés
para la aplicación considerada. De esta revisión se obtiene una preselección de doce ciclos de
potencia.
En segundo lugar, se presenta una comparación puramente termodinámica de los ciclos
preseleccionados, tomando como parámetros de comparación (key performance indicators) el
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trabajo específico y los rendimientos energético y exergético en un rango significativamente
amplio de temperatura y presión de operación. Después de esta primera comparación, los cic-
los Matiant y Quasi-Combined quedan descartados de la lista anterior de doce ciclos debido a
su pobre rendimiento en aplicaciones termosolares.
En la tercera sección se propone una comparación económica de los diez ciclos restantes inte-
grados en una planta CSP, añadiendo una central basada en turbina de vapor representativa
del actual estado del arte de la tecnología; para ello, se tienen en cuenta todos los equipos de
este tipo de instalaciones. La comparación se realiza en entorno SAM (System Advisor Model,
desarrollado por el Laboratorio de Energías Renovables de Estados Unidos) si bien las simula-
ciones de los ciclos de sCO2 se realizan en entorno Matlab, empleando código de diseño para
intercambiadores de calor de ciruito impreso (Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers), basado en tra-
bajos ya existentes en la literatura. Además, se desarrolla un análisis de incertidumbre basado
en la metodología de Montecarlo, a fin de tener en cuenta la incertidumbre introducida en el
proceso de estimación de costes. Como resultado de esta comparación económica, los ciclos
Partial Cooling, Allam y Transcritical CO2 se confirman como las opciones más interesantes.
Este último ciclo, no obstante, se descarta en el último paso del análisis, debido a que requiere
unas condiciones ambientales poco realistas en localizaciones de plantas termosolares (es
necesaria una temperatura ambiente muy baja para permitir el proceso de condensación del
fluido de trabajo).
En la última parte del documento se estudia el funcionamiento de los ciclos Partial Cooling y
Allam en condiciones fuera de diseño, con el objetivo de evaluar el coste de electricidad de
una planta termosolar basada en esta tecnología. Para ello se presenta una nueva metodología
de caracterización del comportamiento fuera de diseño de los intercambiadores, denominada
Conductance Ratio Method, junto con un modelo de orden reducido basado en la identifi-
cación de Sub-espacios Activos, destinado a reducir drásticamente el coste computacional del
código. El software comercial AxStream se emplea para crear mapas de funcionamiento de los
compresores y bombas de los ciclos, mientras que la turbina se considera operando mediante
presión deslizante. Además, se consideran tres estrategias de control diferentes (por Inventory,
By-pass y Temperatura de Entrada a Turbina) y se determina que una combinación entre las
dos primeras opciones conduce al mejor rendimiento a carga parcial para ambos ciclos. La
información obtenida se incorpora a SAM para obtener los valores de coste de electricidad de
la planta.
El principal hallazgo de la presente tesis es que los ciclos de potencia sCO2 son capaces de
proporcionar valores de coste de electricidad (Levelized Cost of Electricity comparables a los
de las plantas termosolares basadas en turbina de vapor, o incluso ligeramente menores. Esta
circunstancia, teniendo en cuenta del enfoque conservador empleado a lo largo del presente
trabajo (especialmente en términos de estimaciones económicas), confirma que los ciclos
de sCO2 son una alternativa interesante para mejorar la competitividad de las plantas CSP-
STE a medio-largo plazo, si bien no parece que permitan reducciones drásticas del coste de
electricidad como anuncian algunos autores.
Key words: Energía renovable, Energía termosolar de concentración, Dióxido de carbono
supercrítico, Ciclo de potencia con sCO2
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Abstract
Concentrated Solar Power based on central receiver systems (i.e., solar towers) enable very
high concentration ratios, which translate into very high temperatures of the working fluid in
the receiver. Utilizing these concentration technology in combination with power cycles based
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) in supercritical conditions is a promising means to maximize total
efficiency of Concentrated Solar Power plants (solar-thermal-electricity STE), whilst reducing
both footprint and cost of electricity (Levelized Cost of Electricity).
In the light of these positive features, In the last fifteen years, a large number of papers re-
searching this topic have been published in literature, several dedicated technical meetings
have been organized and a significant number of experimental facilities have been developed
worldwide. As a consequence, the sCO2 power cycle is nowadays considered as one of the
most interesting technologies for electric power generation based on different primary energy
sources, amongst which solar energy. Nevertheless, the rapidly growing interest in sCO2 shown
by the scientific and industrial communities has inevitably given way to an often unstructured
search for more efficient and technically feasible cycles beyond those originally proposed by
the fathers of the technology: Gianfranco Angelino and Edward Feher.
In this scenario, this work is focused on the analysis of the thermodynamic principles of sCO2
power cycles, with the aim to provide a structured pathway for the thermo-economic feasibility
study of the latter when applied to CSP power plants. Thus, the work aims to find out whether
or not Solar Thermal Electricity has the potential to become competitive against conventional
power generation technologies (relying on fossil fuels or renewable energy sources) in the mid
and long terms, in subsidy/incentive-free market conditions. With this is mind, the thesis is
organized in four sections. Firstly, a thorough review of the state-of-the-art of sCO2 power
cycles is done, not only reviewing the information available in the public domain, but also
proposing a new categorization based on the thermodynamic features inherent to these cycles.
This review is aimed at identifying the actual potential of the cycles and, therefore, discard
those layouts which are not interesting for the application considered. Based on this review,
twelve cycles are shortlisted.
Secondly, a purely thermodynamic comparison of these cycles is developed, based on specific
work and 1st and 2nd Law efficiencies for a wide range of operating pressure and temperature.
After this analysis, the Matiant and Quasi-Combined layouts are discarded due to their poor
thermodynamic performance overall.
The third section proposes an economic comparison of the ten remaining cycles integrated
into a CSP plant, in addition to a conventional CSP-STE plant using steam turbine technology
v
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for reference; to this aim, all the equipment that is needed in such power plants is taken
into account. The comparison is performed in SAM environment (System Advisor Model
developed by the US National Renewable Energy Laboratory) even though sCO2 performance
simulation is done with proprietary, in-house codes running in Matlab and using a specific
off-design performance code of Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers. Additionally, an uncertainty
analysis based on the Montecarlo methodology is developed in order to take into account the
uncertainty incurred in the cost estimation process. As a result of this economic comparison,
the Partial Cooling, Allam and Transcritical CO2 layouts are found to be the most feasible
solutions. Nevertheless, the latter cycle is eventually discarded for the unrealistic ambient
temperature that is needed to enable condensation of the working fluid.
Finally, the last section of the thesis investigates the off-design performance of the Partial
Cooling and Allam cycles with the aim to assess the Levelized Cost of Electricity of CSP-STE
plants employing these cycles. A novel methodology to predict the off-design performance of
heat exchangers, namely the Conductance Ratio Method, is presented along with a reduced-
order model based on the Active Sub-spaces method and meant to drastically reduce the
computational cost of the code. The commercial software AxStream is employed to produce
performance maps of compressors and pumps and the turbine is assumed to operate in
sliding-pressure mode. Also, three different control strategies are considered (Inventory, By-
pass and Turbine Inlet Temperature) and a combination between the two former options is
found to lead to the best part-load performance of both cycles. The information obtained is
then incorporated into SAM to obtain the cost of electricity of the power plant.
The main finding of the present dissertation is that sCO2 power cycles are capable of providing
LCoE values comparable to those of CSP-STE plants based on steam turbines, or even slightly
lower. Taking into account the conservative approach employed throughout the present work,
especially in terms of economic estimations, this comes to confirm that sCO2 power cycles are
an interesting alternative to enhance the competitiveness of CSP-STE plants in the mid to long
term, even if they do not seem to enable the drastic cost reductions claimed by some authors.
Key words: Renewable energy, Concentrated Solar Power, Supercritical Carbon Dioxide, sCO2
power cycle
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1 Introduction
This first chapter presents the general background of the thesis -in terms of sustainable devel-
opment and energy utilization- and a justification of its research topic, along with a discussion
of the specific objectives and associated general methodology. Also in this chapter, a brief
description of the structure of the document and of the original contribution to knowledge
provided by the thesis are presented.
1.1 Background
The themes of sustainable energy and climate change are gaining increasing importance in the
international, scientific debate in recent years, thanks also to the creation of several summits
and conferences focused on these topics. Among these, the Earth Summits, consisting in
decennial meetings of world leaders organized since 1972 with help of the United Nations,
and the United Nations Climate Change Conferences (COP, Conference of the Parties), a series
of yearly conferences developed by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC), are worth noting. The main accomplishment of these conferences, started
in 1995, was the signature of the world-widely known Kyoto Protocol in 1997. This managed to
move the public opinion, attracting the interest of a great majority of the scientific community
and mass media, converting climate change and sustainable development into a worldwide
topic of debate. All of a sudden, concepts like greenhouse gas emissions and global warming
were on everyone’s lips and several campaigns to raise awareness were initiated. This process
continued during the past twenty years and is still ongoing nowadays, as demonstrated by
the recent signing Paris Agreement in March 2019, where the climate change was universally
recognized as a concrete threat to our planet. The agreement, proposed in 2015 during the
COP17, focuses on mitigating global warming and establishes a long-term goal that is as
necessary as it is challenging: on one hand, keeping the global average temperature raise to
well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels; on the other, limiting this increase to 1.5°C, since
this would substantially reduce the risks and effects of climate change. Figure 1.1 represents
potential future emissions pathways of global greenhouse gas emissions in the case of no
climate policies, with the currently implemented policies, with the national pledges set forth
in the Paris Agreement and with the aforediscussed 2ºC and 1.5ºC consistent pathways. Values
are expressed in gigatonnes of equivalent CO2, while high, intermediate an low pathways
represent ranges for a given scenario. The temperatures quoted to the right of the chart report
the estimated average global temperature rise by 2100 (from pre-industrial levels). As claimed
by several environmental organizations, an increase of only 2ºC would cause a tremendous
damage to the ecosystem (extreme heat, water scarcity, extinction of the coral reef and of
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several vegetal and animal species [14]), while a 3ºC rise would be able to initialize an irre-
versible process as a consequence of which areas inhabited by more than 275 million people
worldwide would potentially be flooded [15]. Observing such a destructive scenario from an
engineering standpoint, it seems to be mandatory to seriously question ourselves about what
sustainable development really means and, above all, what pragmatic actions could possibly
give solutions to this looming problem.
Figure 1.1: Global greenhouse gas emissions scenarios (adapted from [1]).
It is widely acknowledged that sustainable energy is a principle whereby the human use of
energy "meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs" [16]. In this definition, the needs of the present must be thoroughly
discussed in order to completely understand the real extent of the problem. The population of
the world has been growing steadily in the last centuries, increasing from 0.9 billion in 1800
to 7.4 billion in 2015 as reported in Figure 1.2, and there is no evidence of a decline in the
near future. In fact, according to the last projections provided by [1], the world population
will be increasing in the next decades, even if at a lower annual growth rate, at least until 2100.
Interestingly, the steep increase in world population has translated into a parallel economic
growth in the last century, in particular after World War II, as shown in Figure 1.3.
The World Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is usually employed as a figure of merit for the
world’s wealth, calculated as the total output of the world economy, adjusted for inflation
and expressed in 2011 international dollars. From 1850 to 1950, world population doubled
(from 1.26 to 2.52 billion) while GDP experienced an almost five-fold increase, reaching 9,250
billion dollars (USD). Nevertheless, the exponential growth was yet to come: from 1950 to
nowadays, the world population tripled, while GDP experienced a tremendous twelve-fold
increase, reaching 110,000 billion dollars (USD).
Such worldwide economic growth has, nonetheless, not been distributed evenly throughout
the world. This is shown in Figure 1.4(a) where inequalities between the wealthiest and under-
developed regions is very visible. Interestingly, there is a very clear parallelism between wealth
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Figure 1.2: World population growth, 1750-2100 (adapted from [1]).
Figure 1.3: Evolution of World population and World Gross Domestic Product from 1850 to
2015 (based on data from [1]).
and consumption of energy (electricity), as observed in Figure 1.4(b), and the same can be
claimed for other goods like the number of motor vehicle ownership, connections to internet,
etc. 1
Further to the previous discussion, Figure 1.5 presents the evolution of world GDP and Primary
Energy Consumption in the last forty years, showing an undeniable similarity between the
two trends. The data, taken from the British Petroleum Statistical Review of World Energy
[2], confirms that the Primary Energy Consumption has more than doubled in this period,
exceeding 13,000 Mtoe in 2015, against an almost four-fold increase of GDP. Interestingly, the
same plot shows a temporary decline of both figures or merit, due to the Global Financial
1A complete data-set can be found in [1], even if the author decided to not include the corresponding diagrams
here to limit the extension of the present chapter.
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(a) World GDP per Capita in 2016 (adapted from [1]). Real GDP per capita is measured
in USD, inflation adjusted to USD2011.
(b) World Electricity Consumption per capita in 2015 (adapted from [1]).
Figure 1.4: World distribution of GDP and Consumption of Electricity.
Crisis that took place around 2009.
In order to analyze possible strategies in the frame of sustainable development, it is manda-
tory to understand the contribution of each energy source to the cumulative consumption
of primary energy and the extent to which this is affecting climate change. According to the
technical report by BP, world energy consumption is characterized by the following scenario:
fossil fuels provide the great majority of energy, reaching a total of 84.2 %, 34.2% of which
obtained from Oil, 27.6% from Coal and 23.4% from Natural Gas; 10.4% of the total energy
consumed is produced from renewable energies, and only 4.4% is provided by Nuclear. Figure
1.6 shows the evolution of this overall scenario in the last thirty years, and a possible projection
to 2040, as declared by the International Energy Agency (IEA).
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Figure 1.5: World Primary Energy Consumption in Mtoe (obtained from [2]).
Figure 1.6: World Energy Consumption by fuel in Btu (obtained from [3]).
According to the data provided in this section, it becomes clear that even if renewable ener-
gies will increase their share of the World energy consumption significantly, fossil fuels still
represent more than 75% of the primary energy consumption worldwide (at least according to
IEA studies), which continues to increase carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emissions
rate as previously discussed in Figure 1.1. This puts forward a need to de-carbonize the world
energy consumption through the use of effective carbon abatement technologies in fossil fuel
power plants and the deployment of renewable energy generation capacity at a faster rate. To
this end, a balanced approach is needed, far from biased or simplistic statements like that
set forth in the Energy [R]Evolution report by Greenpeace[4], which claims that "there are no
major economic or technical barriers to moving towards 100% renewable energy by 2050". Such
declarations are warmly welcomed by the general public and certainly work at a macroeco-
nomic level, but energy supply is a very local task for which many hurdles and challenges
remain unsolved2. Nevertheless, this being said, there is consensus in the urgent need to
2The discussion held between the scientific groups led by Prof. M.Z. Jacobson and Dr. C.T.M. Clack in regards to
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find and develop new technologies to help deploy renewable electricity at the highest possi-
ble pace and to the largest possible extent, and this is the stage in which this thesis is presented.
1.2 Motivation for this research
Solar energy is acknowledged as the most abundant and competitive alternative amongst
renewable energy sources, due to its characteristic features such as low-cost and large availabil-
ity and the extremely low greenhouse gas emissions (from a Life Cycle Analysis perspective).
Nowadays, photovoltaic panels are the technology of choice for the large majority of solar
power generation facilities, in terms of installed capacity and energy produced [3]. Neverthe-
less, this technology also presents weaknesses, among which low dispatchability is without
a doubt one of the most salient. Comparing the scenario proposed by Greenpeace [4] and
the projections by IEA [3], Figure 1.7, it looks clear that Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) is
also called to play a leading role along with PV in the intent to partially (or fully, in the most
optimistic projection) replace fossil fuels. CSP presents all the features that PV is currently
lacking in order to enhance the performance of Solar energy technology, both individually
[19, 20] or in hybrid-configurations [21]. CSP is much more dispatchable than PV, thanks to
a mature Thermal Energy Storage technology that allows Solar Tower plants to work really
close to nominal conditions 24 h per day [22]. Moreover, CSP power plants can be designed
for much larger power ratings, comparable to steam or gas turbine power plants; such is the
case of like Ouarzazate Solar Power Station [23] and Ivanpah Solar Power facility [24], with
outputs of 510 and 392 MW respectively (gross electric power) and using parabolic trough and
solar tower technologies (Ouarzazate also employs thermal energy storage).
Among all the CSP technologies -Linear Fresnel Reflectors (LFR), Solar Parabolic Dishes (SPD),
Parabolic Trough Collectors (PTC) and Solar Power Tower (SPT)- parabolic trough and central
receiver systems have the largest share of installed capacity and also the largest potential
for future development and mass deployment [19]. Among the two, this thesis focuses on
central receiver systems (Solar Towers) because of their inherent thermodynamic potential
enabling higher efficiency and the utilization of innovative power cycles. As a downside, it
is acknowledged that the costs of central receiver systems are currently higher than those of
parabolic trough power plants.
A typical commercial SPT with TES is presented in Figure 1.8. A solar field composed by a large
number of heliostats concentrates solar radiation onto the external receiver surface, located
in the upper part of the tower. In a standard configuration with TES enabled, molten salts
flowing inside the receiver (usually referred to as Solar Salts, NaNO3-KNO3) absorb this energy
in the form of sensible heat, increasing their temperature up to 565ºC. The high temperature
salts are then stored in a hot tank from which they are then sent to a steam generator. Energy
is transferred from the molten salts to the feed-water stream. The low temperature salts are
sent to storage in a cold tank at 290ºC and the high pressure, high temperature live steam
is used to drive the turbine in a >40% efficient Rankine power cycle. The installation cost
and Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE) of these plants is in the order of 5800 $/kW and 13-15
¢/kWh [25] respectively, values that are not really appealing if compared to 3800 $/kW [26]
the potential electrification of United States based on renewable energy only [17, 18] is another recent example of
this.
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Figure 1.7: Foreseen development of electricity generation under the IEA "Current Policies"
and the Energy [r]evolution case (obtained from [4]).
and 6-7 ¢/kWh [27, 3] for a coal power plant or 1600-1800 $/kW [25] and 8-9 ¢/kWh [28] for a
photovoltaic farm. Moreover, these figures of merit can be drastically increased in unfavorable
locations with a low availability of solar irradiation.
Figure 1.8: Schematic representation of a typical SPT plant with TES (obtained from [5]).
In order to tackle their potentially unfavorable economics, several solutions to reduce the
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installation costs and LCoE of SPT technology have been studied in the last years. For example,
a large number of different receiver geometries have been considered to enhance the solar
Concentration Ratio (CR) (capacity to concentrate solar energy on the receiver, hence achiev-
ing high temperature and efficiency) [29] and receiver efficiency [30], solid particles receivers
enabling fairly high temperatures have been explored. These receivers lead to higher thermal
efficiencies [31] and enable the utilization of alternative fluids in the TES [5]. Moreover, a
particularly interesting option is the employment of alternatives fluids in the power cycle,
substituting steam in an attempt to achieve higher thermal efficiencies of the power block. It
is to note that this is of critical importance considering the fact that the thermal efficiency of
the power cycle is the weakest step in the overall energy conversion process. This is shown in
Figure 1.8 and in Eq. (1.1), where the overall efficiency of the plant is expressed as the product
of the the efficiency of the individual energy conversion steps.
ηover al l = ηs f ∗ηr ec ∗ηth ∗ηel (1.1)
In Eq. (1.1), the efficiency of the solar field represents the ratio from the concentrated solar
radiation that is effectively captured by the heliostats and reflected on the aperture plane of
the receiver to the solar irradiance on the field times the total aperture area of the heliostats
(maximum amount of solar energy that can be captured by the heliostats). The definition of
receiver efficiency ηr ec is clarified in Figure 1.9 where Q̇abs is the the amount of concentrated
radiation striking the aperture plane of the receiver.
Figure 1.9: Heat balance of a solar receiver.
This value is then reduced to Q̇tr ans , which is the heat flux actually transferred to the receiver
once the radiative (Q̇r ad ), convective (Q̇conv ) and reflective (Q̇r e f l ) losses are subtracted. All
the formulations regarding these parameters, along with the definition of ηr ec , are provided
in Figure 1.9. The efficiency of the receiver ηr ec is hence the ration from the thermal energy
transferred to the working fluid to the the total incoming heat flux on the aperture plane. It
usually takes high values, above 90% and it has little margin for further improvement [19].
The standard value of optical efficiency (ηs f ) is in the order of 60%, considering an external
cylindrical receiver. Again, several solutions have been proposed in literature to improve these
values, such as the use of optimized novel fin-like receivers [32] or the use of innovative cavity
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receivers [29, 33], but despite of small improvements in the order of 2-3% in ηs f [32], these are
not able to overcome the major optical losses experienced by the system, in particular cosine,
shadowing and spillage [34]. Finally, ηel is the electric generator efficiency, taking values that
are usually above 95% due to its high TRL.
The remaining term in Eq. (1.1) is the thermal efficiency of the power cycle (ηth) which is
currently in the order of 40% for standard Rankine cycles using steam turbine. This is a lower
value than that of the former terms, and it has the potential to grow significantly if alternative
fluids and cycle configurations are considered (note that raising this value to 50% brings
about a 20% improvement in overall performance). One of the potential routes to achieving
such higher efficiencies is the utilization of sCO2 power cycles, due to a series of features that
are thoroughly discussed in this thesis: much higher thermal efficiency, adaptability to high
ambient temperature locations and small footprint.
Further to the foregoing discussion, and in order to better understand the real potential of
sCO2 power cycle technology to enhance SPT performance, the interactions between ηr ec
and ηth are now analyzed. To this end, let an "ideal" receiver (i.e. neglecting conductive,
convective and other major optical losses and assuming α= ε= 1 and λ= 0). For this case,
ηr ec results to be strongly dependent on receiver temperature (Tr ec ) and on Concentration
Ratio (CR), as shown in Figure 1.10(a) where the dependence of ηr ec on the fourth power of
receiver temperature and on the inverse CR, Eq. (1.2), becomes visible.
ηr ec ≈ 1−σε
T 4r ec −T 4amb
Ib,nC R
(1.2)
Let now an ideal power cycle be considered. This ideal cycle would be a Carnot cycle, achieving
highest thermal efficiency ηth for given receiver and ambient temperatures.The product of
receiver and cycle efficiencies for this ideal case, herein called "system efficiency", is presented
in Figure 1.10(b), representing the best possible power plant for a given solar field and electric
generator. This parameter is extremely important since it credits the existence of an optimal
receiver temperature Tr ec yielding the most leveraged power plant design for each solar field
technology (CR). Thus, considering concentration ratios ranging 400 to 1000 (standard values
for SPT technology [35]), the optimum Tr ec falls between 950 and 1200 K approximately, which
is an intermediate/high temperature that results favorable for sCO2 power cycles in compari-
son with conventional steam Rankine ones. This is shown graphically in Figure 1.11 where it
becomes evident that Brayton-like sCO2 power cycles achieve highest thermal efficiency in
the temperature range of interest (obviously disregarding the Carnot cycle)3. Based on these
results, this technology can be regarded as the best option to maximize the performance of
next generation Solar Power Tower plants as expressed in Eq. (1.1).
The discussion presented so far in this section has credited an undeniable thermodynamic
potential of sCO2 power cycles applied to CSP plants. Nevertheless, several questions still re-
3It is acknowledged that the horizontal axis in Figures 1.10 and 1.11 do not represent the same parameter, but
since turbine inlet temperature and receiver temperature are close to one another and they run in parallel, this
does not preclude the conclusion reported in the text.
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(a) ηr ec as a function of Tr ec and concentration ratio [36].
(b) System efficiency as a function of Tr ec and CR [36].
Figure 1.10: Receiver and Carnot cycle efficiencies (ηr ec and ηC ar not ) and their combined
effect as a function of receiver temperature and CR.
Figure 1.11: Dependence of cycle thermal efficiency (ηth) on turbine Inlet temperature, taking
into account four different cycles. Minimum cycle temperature is set to 35ºC in all cases.
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main unanswered and must be thoroughly discussed in order to fully understand its technical
feasibility:
• For an actual power cycle, which is the operating temperature (receiver temperature)
from which sCO2 power cycles actually present better thermodynamic performance
than current-state-of-technology steam cycles? Is this temperature achievable by the
current or foreseen receiver technology?
• Even at a temperature range for which sCO2 power cycles exhibit a clear thermodynamic
advantage over contemporary steam technology, will they enable lower installation
costs than state-of-the-art SPT plants?
• Will sCO2 power cycles allow to significantly reduce LCoE of a CSP plant, making this
technology competitive against steam driven SPT and fossil-driven gas or steam tur-
bines? In particular, will sCO2 power cycles serve to achieve the 6 ¢/kWh target cost of
energy pursued by the Sunshot Program [37]?
1.3 An introduction to the current state of the art
In order to provide answers to these questions, a thorough review of the state of the art of the
supercritical Carbon Cioxide (sCO2) power cycle technology is mandatory. A brief introduction
into it is provided in this section, aimed at helping the reader better understand the focus of
this dissertation. Later on, Chapter 2 will present a longer and more detailed review of sCO2
power cycles.
• Fundamentals of the technology: initially proposed by Feher [12] and Angelino [38] in
the late 1960s, one of the very interesting features of this cycle is its ability to achieve
high efficiency in a variety of applications operating at intermediate temperature: Con-
centrated Solar Power [39, 40], Waste Heat Recovery [41] and Gen IV nuclear reactors
[42] amongst others. In his work [6], Angelino identified a certain range of turbine inlet
temperatures (maximum cycle temperature) within which sCO2 cycles were able to
outperform both steam Rankine cycles (with preheating and reheat) and conventional
Brayton cycles with state-of-the-art technology. Below the lower limit of this range,
steam cycles would yield better performance whereas, above the upper level, conven-
tional gas turbines (Brayton cycles) would be a more efficient choice.
The limits of the temperature range for which sCO2 is of interest depend also on turbine
inlet pressure. Hence, considering intermediate pressures of about 130 atm (arond 13
MPa), the lower temperature limit turns out to be in the order of 550ºC whilst, if a higher
pressure is considered (300 atm or about 30 MPa), this temperature increases to about
640 ºC, as shown in Figure 1.12. In this plot, it is easily observed that the sCO2 cycles pro-
posed by Angelino achieve thermal efficiencies higher than 53% at 700 ºC, as opposed to
the 51% of double reheated steam cycles and 38.5% of an inter-cooled, non-recuperated
Brayton cycle. This is very interesting information for CSP technology because, with the
operating temperatures (550ºC) and pressures (15 to 30 MPa) of contemporary plants,
there is virtually no advantage in using sCO2 instead of steam. Therefore, higher tem-
peratures are mandatory in order to substantially raise the efficiency of sCO2-based CSP
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Figure 1.12: Performance of different carbon dioxide cycles in comparison with double reheat
steam cycles and inter-cooled Brayton cycles at high turbine inlet pressure (300 atm) [6].
power generation with respect to state-of-the-art power plants.
A number of projects to develop sCO2 technology are currently in progress worldwide,
tackling different applications and exploring both fundamental aspects as well as other
features related to commercialization. One of such initiatives is NET Power’s Clean
Energy Demonstration Plant [43], located in La Porte (Texas), which is the first large-
scale power plant in the world operating with an sCO2 cycle. This cycle is a semi-closed
cycle, known as Allam cycle after its inventor, and it is based on the oxy-combustion of
natural gas for efficient power generation and capture of pipeline-ready carbon dioxide.
This plant presents a gross output of 25 MWe, although NET Power is currently working
on a larger 295 MWe commercial facility. In addition to this project, the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) is currently funding several projects through different programmes
[39, 44], among which the Supercritical Transformational Electric Power Project (STEP
Demo [45]) must be highlighted. This project, funded by DOE with $84 million, is lead
by the Gas Technology Institute in collaboration with Southwest Research Institute,
General Electric and the National Energy Technology Laboratory with the aim to design,
build and operate a fully functional, integrated, pilot-scale power plant with 10 MW
electric output, located in San Antonio (Texas). As the official site claims, "STEP Demo
will be among the largest demonstration facilities for sCO2 technology in the world".
Moreover, the Directorate General for Research and Development of the European
Commission is also funding a number of projects. The Supercritical CO2 Heat Removal
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System (sCO2 Hero [46]) is a project funded by the Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation
programme, aimed at nuclear applications and marked in the Horizon 2020 programme.
The Supercritical CO2 Cycle for Flexible & Sustainable Support to the Electricity System
(sCO2-Flex [47]) is funded by the same programme, with the aim to adapt a coal-fired
power plant employing a 25 MW power block based on sCO2 technology. Finally, the Su-
percritical CARbon dioxide Alternative fluids Blends for Efficiency Upgrade of Solar power
plants (SCARABEUS [48]), funded by the Horizon 2020 programme, is the last European
project to be started. With a strong participation by the University of Seville, the project
is at developing sCO2 blends with the ultimate objective of enabling condensation of
the working fluid at very high ambient temperatures, thus increasing the efficiency and
largely improving the economics of sCO2-based CSP power plants.
In addition to these recent developments, the contribution of other smaller facilities
to the development of sCO2 technology in the past must also be acknowledged. Most
of these facilities, at the micro (<500 kWe) or mini scale (<1 MWe), are located in USA
(SANDIA National Laboratories [49, 50, 51, 52] , Bechtel Marine Propulsion Corpora-
tion [53, 54, 55, 56, 57], but there are also other systems in operation in Asia (KAERI
and KAIST in South Korea [58, 59], Tokyo Institute of Technology in Japan [60] and the
Nuclear Power Institute of China [61]), Europe (Research Centre Rez in Prague, Czech
Republic [62]) and Australia (University of Queensland, [63]). Finally, a note on the
single commercial available in the market must be made; this is an 8 MWe unit for
Waste Heat Recovery developed by Echogen and currently commercialized by Siemens
through Dresser-Rand [64, 65, 66].
The main topics for research and publication spread nowadays among turbomachinery,
heat exchangers, off-design operation and further thermodynamic developments. This
latter area is precisely the topic of the present thesis which aims to contribute a thorough
and systematic theoretical analysis of the thermodynamic principles of the sCO2 power
cycle and on the economics of a potential for application to CSP. This has been identified
by the author as a gap of the recent literature in the topic, which has mostly relied on
the seminal works by Angelino and Feher. Indeed, the general approach followed by
these authors got somehow lost in the last years when new layouts have continuously
been proposed without providing a solid thermodynamic justification, hence leaving
the aforelisted questions unanswered. This is thoroughly discussed in Chapter 2.
• Installation Costs: there are numerous technical analyses of sCO2 power cycles, either
from a thermodynamic standpoint or integrated into particular applications or energy
sources, as commented in the previous paragraph. In contrast, there is still a great deal
of uncertainty when it comes to the economic competitiveness of the technology. Some
authors have tried to estimate the cost of sCO2 power cycles, from the fundamental
work by Dostal [67] to contemporary works by NETL [68], SuperCritical Technologies Inc.
[41], and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [69]. More specifically, super-alloys
for advanced power systems are studied by De Barbadillo et al. [70] and Cich et al. [71],
while the cost of printed circuit heat exchangers (PCHE) is assessed by Hinze et al. [72]
and Kim et al. [73]. The very recent work by Weiland et al. [74] is the last contribution
to this task, providing cost estimation correlations for all the major components of
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a sCO2 power cycle, obtained from DOE data as obtained from vendors. Regarding
concentrated solar power, NREL’s System Advisor Model (SAM) [75] is the most common
tool employed in literature for techno-economic analysis, also when using sCO2 cycles
[76].
Further to the works cited above, it is worth noting that the vast majority of references
in literature use cost estimates adapted to current-state-of-the-art CSP technology,
with temperatures around 550 ºC and standard solar salts. When a sCO2 power cycle
is used, turbine inlet temperature must be increased in order to attain a significant
thermodynamic gain (Fig. 1.12), and therefore alternative molten salts must also be
employed. These features are loosely studied in literature, which raises the complexity
of providing an accurate estimate of the installation costs of sCO2-based CSP power
plants. This is why, in the present dissertation, the cost estimation of all the major
equipment, based on standard CSP technology and performed with SAM or with an
in-house models, has been upgraded with a series of correction factors and uncertainty
quantification to account for the singularities of sCO2 blocks as opposed to those using
steam turbines. This is considered an original contribution of this thesis.
• Off-design Conditions: as it can be deduced from the current state of development
of the technology, the information about control of sCO2 power cycles in partial load
and transient conditions available in literature is limited. A number of publications
have been produced in the last years, providing a small amount of test data coming
from either theoretical analyses [77] or from the main experimental facilities mentioned
earlier in this section. Amongst them, the contributions by SANDIA [78, 79, 80], Bech-
tel Marine Propulsion Corporation [57], Echogen [81] and KAIST [82] are worth noting.
Moreover, a few dynamic models have been developed with the aim to predict off-design
performance, such as the work presented by Direby et al. [80], using SANDIA’s data
for the compressors, and by Moyssetsev et al. [83], from Argonne National Laboratory.
Other authors presented more specific studies as, for example, the transient charac-
teristics during startup of one of the 100 kW class loops available in USA [84]. More
recently, other publications have proposed other partial or complete dynamic models:
Mahapatra et al [85] developed a software-based dynamic model of the STEP facility
[45]; similarly, Zhang presented a dynamic model of a Recompression cycle employed in
a CSP plant with thermal storage in Modelica Language [86]; finally, Wright et al. [87]
also proposed a model to predict off-design performance of sCO2 cycles for waste heat
recovery applications. A very recent work that is worth noting has been developed by
Allison et al. [88] using experimental data from the 1 MWe-scale sCO2 test loop at SwRI,
for which the design/control requirements of the facility are discussed.
A final comment in regards to off-design performance prediction is to highlight that very
little data or ready-to-use information is actually available. Most of the experimental
data are confidential and most models make very case-specific simplifying assumptions
which are not applicable to a different case or set of boundary conditions. For this
reason, the author decided to develop a series of in-house models to predict off-design
performance of heat exchangers and turbomachinery, along with some general assump-
tions about cycle control in CSP applications. This original work is thoroughly presented
in Chapter 5 of the thesis.
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In the light of this brief review of the current state of the art of sCO2 technology, it becomes
evident that no certain and univocal answers can be provided to the questions posed in the
previous section. A deeper analysis of these three aspects (cycle configuration, cost estimation
and off-design performance) seems therefore mandatory in order to understand the real
potential and feasibility of Supercritical CO2 power cycles for CSP power plants. This is the
actual topic of the dissertation.
1.4 Structure of the dissertation
This thesis is divided into six chapters, each one of which corresponds to the different stages
of the research:
• Chapter 2 - State of the art. This chapter presents a literature review focused on the
sCO2 power cycle technology. All the cycle layouts found in literature are described
and categorized, providing a comprehensive classification with the aim to facilitate
the comparison between different layouts. Both stand-alone and combined cycles
configurations are taken into account.
• Chapter 3 - Thermodynamic comparison. The most interesting cycles amongst those
reviewed in Chapter 2 are compared from a purely thermodynamic standpoint, consid-
ering steady-state conditions. First and Second Law efficiencies are used as figures of
merit of this analysis, along with specific work. The aim of this study is to isolate the
thermodynamic potential of each cycle from the inherent technical constraints brought
about by the realization of the technology, hence providing a clear insight into the true
potential of each cycle, regardless of the application.
• Chapter 4 - Thermo-economic comparison. In this chapter, the sCO2 power cycle is
integrated in a CSP plant with Thermal Energy Storage and a new thermo-economic
comparison is carried out. On one hand, the installation costs for all the major equip-
ment are assessed, calculating the Overnight Capital Cost per kW installed; on the other
hand, the analysis is enriched with a new figure of merit, found to be extremely impor-
tant both for the thermodynamic performance of the cycles and for their installation
cost: the temperature rise experimented by molten salts in the solar receiver.
• Chapter 5 - Partial Load Analysis and LCoE Assessment. Among all the cycles consid-
ered in the previous chapters, two configurations are selected and their performance
in off-design conditions are analyzed. This chapter presents off-design performance
models of both heat exchangers and turbomachinery and different control strategies of
the power cycle are discussed. Finally, the Levelized Cost of Electricity of a CSP power
plant employing a sCO2 power cycle is assessed using the free software SAM.
• Chapter 6 - Conclusions. The main findings of the research are discussed. Suggestions
for future work are also given.
• Appendix A - Heat Exchangers model. Design and performance models of Printed
Circuit Heat Exchanger are described in detail in this Appendix.
• Appendix B - Off-design performance of the Partial Cooling cycle. This Appendix
provides all the results corresponding to the off-design performance of the Partial
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Cooling cycle that are not included in Chapter 5. Providing these results in an appendix
is aimed at reducing the overall length of the main report.
• Appendix C - Off-design performance of the Allam cycle. Akin to Appendix B, this
annex provides the results corresponding to the Allam cycle.
• Appendix D - Input Parameters to the System Advisor Model. This appendix provides
all the input parameters of the software used to perform techno-economic simulations
in Chapter 5, in order not to increase the length of this part of the report.
1.5 Original contribution to knowledge
The core work of the present doctoral research is almost entirely original, even if some already-
existing simulation tools have been adapted to be used in the parallel cycle analysis. For
instance, the design model of Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers is developed with an in-house
code based on an already existing model found in literature (see Appendix A). Nonetheless, the
non-original content is explicitly highlighted throughout the dissertation, in order to separate
original and non-original contents of the research.
The author would like to emphasize that the most salient original feature of this work is the
approach used. Indeed, from the beginning, the dissertation tries to avoid preconceived ideas
and to follow the mainstream research path defined by literature. Thus, in each step of the
research, scientific questions are genuinely outlined, sometime even naively, and the answers
obtained constantly shape the actual strategy and direction of the research, not vice-versa.
As said, the result of this unconstrained thinking is a novel approach to the analysis of sCO2
power cycle technology, which is thought to provide a clear insight into the most interesting
layouts from a thermodynamical point of view, regardless of the application, and also into the
actual techno-economic feasibility of the most suitable ones for CSP plants.
Finally, it is also to note that the content of this dissertation has partially been presented in
several scientific papers, published in either high-caliber journals such as Applied Energy,
Renewable Energy and the ASME Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power or pre-
sented at leading conferences, as commented in the introduction of each chapter. This is
regarded as an indirect (or maybe direct) measurement of the originality and archival value of
the research.
1.6 List of publications
Parts of this work have already been published in scientific journals and presented at technical
conferences, as indicated at the beginning of each chapter. The following five publications
have been produced by the author with assistance by the supervisors of the thesis and other
peers at the University of Seville, plus a collaboration with SwRI and Alpha Laval (paper
presented at ASME Turbo Expo 2017):
• F. Crespi, G. Gavagnin, D. Sánchez, G.S. Martínez, Supercritical carbon dioxide cycles for
power generation: A review, Applied Energy 195, 152–183 (2017).
• F. Crespi, D. Sánchez, J.M. Rodríguez, G. Gavagnin, Fundamental Thermo-Economic
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Approach to Selecting sCO2 Power Cycles for CSP Applications, Proceedings of 4th Inter-
national Seminar on ORC Power Systems, Milan, IT, (2017).
• F. Crespi, D. Sánchez, K. Hoopes, B. Choi, N. Kuek The Conductance Ratio method for
off-design heat exchanger modeling and its impact on an sCO2 Recompression cycle,
Proceedings of ASME Turbo Expo 2017: Turbomachinery Technical Conference and
Exposition, Charlotte, NC, (2017).
• F. Crespi, D. Sánchez, J.M. Rodríguez, G. Gavagnin, A Thermo-Economic Methodology to
Select sCO2 Power Cycles for CSP Applications, Renewable Energy, (2018). (This paper is
an extended version of the one included in the Proceedings of 4th International Seminar
on ORC Power Systems in 2017)
• F. Crespi, G. Gavagnin, D. Sánchez, G.S. Martínez, Analysis of the Thermodynamic Poten-
tial of Supercritical Carbon Dioxide Cycles: a Systematic Approach, Journal of Engineer-
ing for Gas Turbines and Power 140, 051701-1–10 (2018).
• F. Crespi, D. Sánchez, T. Sánchez, G.S. Martínez, Capital Cost Assessment of Concentrated
Solar Power Plants Based on Supercritical Carbon Dioxide Power Cycles, Journal of
Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power 141, 071011-1–9 (2019).
The author would also like to highlight another work produced by the author himself in
collaboration with other peers of Politecnico di Milano after his M.Sc. thesis, that, in spite
of not being directly connected with the main topic of the present dissertation, helped the
author to better understand construction and operation issues of CSP technology:
• F. Crespi, A. Toscani, P. Zani, D. Sánchez, G. Manzolini, Effect of passing clouds on the
dynamic performance of a CSP tower receiver with molten salt heat storage, Applied
Energy 229, 224–235 (2018).
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2 Thermodynamics of Supercritical CO2
Cycles. Literature Review
This second chapter presents the review of the state of the art of sCO2 power cycles. Firstly, the
pathway from closed cycle gas turbines to sCO2 cycle is discussed, along with an analysis of
the seminal works of Angelino and Feher. Secondly, a total of forty two stand-alone layouts
and thirty eight combined cycles resulting from a thorough literature search are categorized
following original criteria aimed to unambiguously describe the configurations based on their
thermodynamic characteristics. Finally, a quantitative and qualitative comparison between all
the cycles taken into account is made, based on the data available in literature.
The contents of this chapter are partially available in:
F. Crespi, G. Gavagnin, D. Sánchez, G.S. Martínez, 2017, Supercritical carbon dioxide cycles for
power generation: A review, Applied Energy 195, pp. 152–183.
2.1 Historical approach to the closed cycle gas turbine
Closed cycle gas turbines were proposed some seventy five years ago by Dr. Curt Keller from
Escher-Wyss, Switzerland, as a means to increase efficiency beyond the values achieved by
contemporary steam turbines [89]. Numerous advantages over steam and open cycle gas tur-
bines were claimed: high part load efficiency, efficient fuel utilization, reduced environmental
impact, modular small-scale design, high efficiency over a wide range of power-to-heat ratios
and compressor/turbine isolated from combustion products and environmental contamina-
tion.
The closed cycle gas turbine technology was nevertheless obscured in the late 1960s by a step
improvement of open cycle combustion turbines thanks to the introduction of new materials
and blade-cooling technologies, which enabled higher firing temperatures. All of a sudden,
conventional gas turbines reached comparable and even higher efficiencies with much lower
installation costs, and superseded the formerly leading technology, also due to the low prices
of natural gas.
A new technology based on the closed cycle gas turbine was however proposed in this period:
the supercritical CO2 power cycle. It was actually an update of the already existing closed cycle
engines with the introduction of this novel working fluid,carbon dioxide, which presented
dense (real) gas behavior throughout the compression process due to the vicinity of the crit-
ical point. This particular feature enabled large reductions in compression work, therefore
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increasing the overall thermal efficiency even at moderate turbine inlet temperatures. Even
if the first sCO2 cycle ever proposed was a partial condensation Brayton cycle patented by
Sulzer in the late 1940s [90], the first landmark in the development of the supercritical CO2
power cycle was set by the original works by Gianfranco Angelino (1968) [38, 6] and Edward
Feher (1967-1969)[12, 91]. These authors, working in Europe (Politecnico di Milano, Italy) and
United States (Douglas Aircraft Co.) respectively, presented the theoretical fundamentals of
this innovative technology and proposed a series of possible configurations of the working
cycle. They drew attention to the great potential of carbon dioxide used as working fluid
in supercritical and transcritical power cycles, thanks to its advantageous thermodynamic
properties. Soon after Angelino and Feher’s seminal works, a few studies were developed
by Strub and Frieder [92], a team at General Electric [93] and others but after little time the
interest decayed and the technology was almost abandoned. It was not until forty years later
that Vaclav Dostal revived the interest in the sCO2 power cycle with the publication of his
doctoral thesis in 2004 [67]. Dostal did a thorough review of the works by Angelino and Feher,
both thermodynamically and technologically, and proposed some modifications in the cycle
layouts. Starting from this publication, aimed at finding alternative technologies for nuclear
reactors of a new generation, the sCO2 Brayton power cycle has captured increasing attention
by the scientific and industrial communities. As of today, this cycle is acknowledged as one
of the most promising technologies for the next generation of power systems, provided that
the technical challenges inherent to the high pressures and temperatures are successfully
overcome.
2.2 The sCO2 power cycle
2.2.1 Original works by Angelino and Feher
Most of the thermodynamic cycles studied by the scientific community today and those imple-
mented in the few experimental loops available derive from the initial proposals of Angelino
and Feher [38, 12]. For this reason, and in order to better understand the evolution of sCO2
technology, it is worth starting from a comprehensive review of their work.
Several configurations of condensation (transcritical) cycles were set forth by Angelino in [38],
with the main argument that standard Brayton cycles (gas turbines) yielded lower efficiency
than Rankine cycles (steam turbines) when considering similar turbine inlet temperatures.
As opposed to these though, the utilization of carbon dioxide at supercritical pressures was
claimed to be able to provide the same or even higher efficiency than steam turbines whilst
still retaining the simplicity of closed cycle gas turbines. Initially, Angelino considered a simple
transcritical condensing cycle with a recuperative layout for which it was observed that the
main contribution to inefficiency (irreversibility) came from the recuperative heat exchanger.
For this reason, a series of layout modifications were devised by Angelino, aimed at reducing
these losses and increasing cycle efficiency. To this end, a Partial Condensation cycle was
proposed, with a reduced mass flow in the low temperature recuperator that managed to
largely reduce the losses in this equipment. This cycle was actually the forerunner of the mod-
ern Recompression cycle where the low pressure carbon dioxide stream is split into parallel
compression processes in order to achieve the same effect on the irreversibility of the low
temperature recuperator.
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The main shortcoming of the previous cycle was that turbine exhaust pressure was imposed
by condenser pressure. Therefore, in order to make these two pressures independent from one
another, a modification of the cycle layout was proposed whereby an additional compressor
ensured pressure flexibility and convergence at the same time. This modified layout can
be named Partial condensation with precompression1 cycle and its modern evolution is the
Partial Cooling cycle. Moreover, in order to attenuate sthe effects of high temperatures and
pressures at turbine inlet, Angelino proposed a modification whereby the high pressure carbon
dioxide flowing out from the high temperature recuperator was expanded (before entering
the heat adder) in a high pressure, moderate temperature turbine. Thanks to this, turbine
inlet pressure was reduced and hence the mechanical design of this component was made
easier. This cycle can be named Partial condensation with pre-expansion cycle. Finally, the
last modification of the base cycle layout in Angelino’s work is the Total condensation with
precompression cycle, very similar to the Partial condensation with precompression though, in
this case, without the low pressure flow-split before compression. The advantage of the Total
condensation with precompression cycle is the reduction in the number of components; on
the negative side, the condensation section operates with all the mass flow rate and therefore
the equipment have larger size and duty.
Contemporary to Angelino, Feher studied alternative power cycles which could potentially
improve the performance of state-of-the-art Rankine and Brayton cycles [12]. The proposal of
this author was built upon a purely supercritical cycle (halfway from Rankine to Brayton cycles)
which could be implemented with either water-steam or carbon dioxide. The advantages of
this cycle, as claimed by the author, were twofold. On one hand, the capability to overcome
some of the limitations inherent to Rankine cycles such as temperature restrictions, turbine
exhaust in saturated steam/vapor conditions and a large number of turbine stages (due to the
large expansion ratios). On the other, the possibility to solve restrictions of Brayton cycles such
as large compression work (fluid in gaseous state), high sensitivity of cycle performance to
pressure drops and compressor efficiency and large heat transfer areas due to the low density
at the usual operating pressures. A modified version of this cycle was also mentioned by the au-
thor, wherein pump inlet is below the critical pressure. This cycle, termed pseudo-Supercritical
cycle by Feher, resembles the condensation cycle presented by Angelino in [38].
The final conclusions drawn by Feher are similar to those presented by Angelino. Both authors
agree that the supercritical cycle enables higher efficiencies (ca. 50%) than conventional
Brayton cycles with moderate turbine inlet temperatures. Also, with respect to Rankine cycles,
supercritical carbon dioxide cycles offer potentially higher efficiencies at temperatures higher
than some 600ºC but, more interestingly, with much smaller footprint. The main flaw of both
analyses is nevertheless the oversimplification of the thermodynamic calculations as some of
the assumptions are far from reality and yield misleading results. For instance, it is not realistic
to neglect pressure drops in a system operating at 200 bar, or to consider ideal compression
and expansion processes (both in Feher). This concern about the results obtained by Angelino
is shared by Dostal et al. in [67] where it is stated that the assumptions made by the former
author regarding turbomachinery efficiency must be updated (mainly for the compressor and
pump) and the same applies to the pinch point differences in the high and low temperature
1Note that this name was not given in the original work by Angelino. It is a term proposed by the author of this
work to better track the different layouts.
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recuperators. The same authors indicate that the pressure losses considered by Angelino are
too optimistic and thus the efficiency of the more complex cycles would have to be corrected
to a lower value. In any case, these observations are valid for thermal efficiency only as nothing
is said about auxiliary power or mechanical losses. With all this in mind, it is concluded that
the figures obtained by Angelino and Feher in their fundamental contribution provide a very
good initial approach to the topic even if they cannot be extrapolated to a practical case.
2.2.2 Categorization criteria
The sCO2 power cycles taken into account in this work present a great variety of thermody-
namic features. They can be fully supercritical or transcritical, with total/partial condensation
or without it, simple or combined cycles, recuperative or not, etc. In order to properly analyze
the differences between the various configurations, a categorization of the proposed layouts is
required. The basic idea of the present work is therefore to organize the massive amount of
information collected in literature, allowing a more comprehensive approach to sCO2 cycles.
To this end, the following assumptions have been made:
• Fundamental division between simple and combined cycles. Firstly, the cycle propos-
als found in literature are divided in two main groups: simple and combined cycles. It is
nonetheless possible that the same cycle layout (for instance Recompression) appears
in both categories, depending on whether that layout is used as a stand-alone power
system or if, on the contrary, it is used in combination with other systems in a combined
cycle application. In the former, the objective is to achieve highest cycle efficiency
whilst, in the latter, the aim is to achieve the best combined performance of the waste
heat recovery unit and the bottoming cycle [94]. This will be further explained later.
• No discrimination between purely supercritical and transcritical cycles. This means
that, considering the same cycle layout, in the present categorization there is no differ-
ence between a Rankine or a Brayton cycle. Although it is acknowledged that from a
component design standpoint this assumption is misleading, it is still valid conceptually.
It enables a substantial reduction of the number of cycles taken into account and is
based on two considerations:
– The layouts used in a pseudo-Brayton or in a pseudo-Rankine sCO2 cycle can
be identical, except for the particular compression device (pump or compressor)
and lowest temperature heat exchanger (cooler or condenser). This also makes it
theoretically possible to shift from a transcritical to a supercritical cycle by merely
changing the temperature and/or pressure at the inlet to the compressor [6, 95].
– The thermodynamic features that characterize a given layout remain essentially
unaltered when changing from transcritical to supercritical working conditions
[6, 96].
• No discrimination between cycles with or without condensation. Akin to the previous
assumption, the proposed categorization remains focused on the layout of the cycle,
neglecting whether or not there is condensation of CO2 during the heat rejection process.
This assumption is even more important in the context of the cycle being supercritical
or transcritical. Transcritical and condensing are not synonyms [97] even if they are
sometimes considered equivalent. A supercritical cycle, whose reduced pressures and
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temperatures are always higher than one, might feature condensation (supercritical con-
densation) whilst a transcritical cycle (reduced pressures and temperatures higher/lower
than one depending on cycle station) might either present total/partial condensation
(pseudo-Rankine) or just cooling without condensation (pseudo-Brayton). Thus, the
same cycle layout can theoretically belong to either category, transcritical or supercriti-
cal, without this meaning that condensation is automatically implemented/discarded.
• No discrimination based on the type of heat source. An important characteristic of the
sCO2 power cycle is its applicability to a large number of different heat sources, due to
its high efficiency in a wide temperature range. As further explained in section 2.6 (Table
2.4), the applications already considered range from nuclear power to concentrated
solar power, and also combined cycles with gas turbines or fuel cells. The result is that
the same cycle layout is found several times in literature with different temperature and
pressure levels, even if the associated thermodynamic fundamentals remain the same.
For the sake of generality, and in order to avoid repetition, the cycles in this work are
not categorized according to their application/heat source but focusing on the layout
and thermodynamic fundamentals. A direct consequence of this assumption is that
cycles presenting oxy-combustion (internal combustion) and others that are externally
fired might fall in the same category. This means that cycles operating on gas mixtures
(typically 92––96% CO2 and 4––8% of H2O , N2 and other combustion products) or CO2
only are treated as a single cycle if they share the same layout.
• Cycles labeled with a code based on thermodynamic features, excluding condensa-
tion. This last assumption is the main argument to assign a certain category. Taking
inspiration from [98], a system of labels is set up by the authors in order to unam-
biguously describe the cycle layout based on its thermodynamic characteristics. The
features considered are: internal heat recovery (and number of recuperators), reheat,
intercooling, flow-split before compression, flow-split before expansion, flow-split be-
fore heating and flow-split before heating-expansion (Table 2.1). Using this system, a
Simple Recuperated Brayton cycle comprising compressor, heater, turbine, recuperator
and cooler would be termed "R1". Adding reheat would change the code to "R1-RH"
and considering intercooled compression and a two-stage internal heat recovery (low
and high temperature recuperators) would yield "R2-RH-IC".
Symbol Thermodynamic Feature
R Internal heat recovery (recuperator)
IC Intercooled Compression
RH Reheated expansion
SFC Split-flow before compression
SFE Split-flow before expansion
SFH Split-flow before heating
SFHE Split-flow before heating and expansion
Table 2.1: Categorization criteria.
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2.3 Stand-alone cycles
The different configurations found in literature are summarized in Table 2.2 and described in
the following subsections.
Cycle Number Cycle Name Category Label References
1 Si mpl e Recuper ated R1 [12, 50, 53, 58, 61, 67, 91, 99-124]
2 Tr anscr i t i cal CO2 R1 [6, 38, 125-129]
3 Hot d ay R1− IC [130, 109]
4 All am R1− IC [131-135]
5 Inter cool i ng I I R1− IC [101, 113]
6 Br ay ton CO2 GT R1− IC [136]
7 Reheati ng I I R1−RH [101, 113]
8 Spl i t −E xpansi on R1−RH [101, 113, 110]
9 M ati ant R1− IC −RH [137, 138, 139]
10 All am +RH R1− IC −RH [132]
11 For ced Cooler R1− IC −RH [140]
12 DE MO R1− IC −RH [141, 142]
13 Pr eheati ng R1−SF H [101, 113]
14 S −E J R1−SF E [143]
15 Inter −Recuper ated R2 [101, 113]
16 Recompr essi on R2−SFC [6, 8, 11, 38, 58, 61, 67, 96-107, 109-118, 120-123, 129, 144-158]
17 B AS R2−SFC [159, 160]
18 Pr ecompr essi on R2− IC [38, 6, 67, 99, 103, 111, 113, 11]
19 Recuper ated C POC R2− IC [161]
20 Par ti al Cool i ng R2− IC −SFC [38, 6, 99, 100, 67, 103, 109, 111, 115, 116, 146, 11, 122, 129]
21 Inter cool i ng I R2− IC −SFC [97, 116, 136, 120, 129]
22 Reheati ng I R2−RH −SFC [97, 99, 103, 116, 108, 120, 123]
23 Doubl e Reheated Recompr. R2−RH −SFC [121]
24 Dr i scol l R2−SF H [162]
25 REC 2 R2−SFC −SF H [150, 163]
26 Tur bi ne Spl i t F l ow I R2−SF HE [101, 113]
27 Tur bi ne Spl i t F l ow I I R2−SF HE [101, 113]
28 Tur bi ne Spl i t F l ow I I I R2−SF HE [101, 113]
29 RC −E J R2−SFC −SF E [143]
30 Recompr essi on + IC +RH R2− IC −RH −SFC [116, 108, 120, 164]
31 Par ti al Cool i ng +RH R2− IC −RH −SFC [116, 108, 164]
32 MC −E J R2− IC −SFC −SF E [143]
33 Doubl e Recompr essi on R3−SFC [97]
34 Par ti al Cool i ng w/ Impr. Recup. R3− IC −SFC [6, 67, 111, 99]
35 C ascade R3−SFC −SF HE [105]
36 REC 3 R3−SFC −SF H [159, 150, 163, 160, 165]
37 Schr oder −Tur ner R3− IC −RH −SFC −SF E [166, 167]
38 Quasi − combi ned R3− IC −RH −SFC −SF HE [168]
39 Ranki ne w/ Reheat RH [169, 110]
40 Ranki ne w/ e j ector SFC −SF H [170, 110]
41 C POC IC [161, 149]
42 TCO IC −RH [171]
Table 2.2: Summary list of stand-alone cycles.
2.3.1 R1
The Supercritical Simple Recuperated cycle (Figure 2.1) is a simple recuperated Brayton cycle
adapted to the supercritical region. It is aimed at overcoming (to the extent possible) the
inherent limitations presented by a standard/classic Brayton cycle, such as the very high com-
pression work and large heat transfer areas due to a low specific volume. Taking advantage
of the thermo-physical properties of carbon dioxide in the supercritical region, not only is
compression work drastically reduced, but the resulting system is also much more compact
and less sensitive to pressure drops. The reduction of compressor work brings about a lower
compressor delivery temperature which, in combination with the low pressure ratio and
recuperative nature of the cycle, brings about a substantial rise of thermal efficiencies.
This process is nonetheless more complex than in a standard Brayton cycle, due to the large
variations of CO2 properties near the critical point, and it also has technological implications
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on the design of turbomachinery and heat exchangers. Indeed, the aerodynamic design of the
compressor is halfway from hydraulic to thermal machinery theory [172] and the occurrence
of an internal pinch point in the low temperature recuperator or in the cooler is also likely.
The latter circumstance is caused by the strong influence of temperature and pressure on
specific heat (cp,sCO2 ) and adds up to the dissimilar heat capacity (Cp,sCO2 = ṁ · cp,sCO2 ) of
the hot and cold sides of the recuperator. The cumulative effect is a twofold restriction on
heat exchanger effectiveness, as clearly discussed in [67], which poses a limitation on the
attainable efficiency of the cycle (reduced recuperative capacity) [173]. As an example of how
this limitation could be overcome, Manente and Lazzaretto [174] propose a cascaded cycle
composed by two separated Supercritical Simple Recuperated cycles to recover waste heat
from a biomass combustion process. This configuration is termed Simple Cascaded sCO2
power cycle, the term cascaded indicating that the two Simple Recuperated systems are actually
two stand-alone cycles that collect waste heat at different temperature levels.
The Transcritical CO2 cycle in Figure 2.1 presents the same conceptual configuration as the
Supercritical Simple Recuperated but turns out to be a pseudo-Rankine cycle. Recurrently
proposed in [125, 126, 127, 119], this cycle fits in with low-temperature waste heat recovery
applications and its use is also proposed in combined cycle applications (see Section 2.4.2).
Figure 2.1: Stand-alone R1 cycles.
2.3.2 R1-IC
The Hot Day cycle, the Allam cycle, the Intercooling II cycle and the Brayton CO2 gas turbine
cycle with two intercoolings fall into the same category (Figure 2.2). They are all single-flow
recuperative cycles with intercooled, multistage compression.
The Hot Day cycle is named after US Patent 8,783,034 [130]. It is a transcritical cycle developed
by ECHOGEN and specifically designed for waste heat applications [109]. It is actually an
evolution of the Simple Recuperated cycle that incorporates a three-step compression process
with two compressors and a pump separated by an intercooler and a condenser respectively
(or three compressors with two intercoolers in a different embodiment). The stream leaving
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Figure 2.2: Stand- alone R1-IC cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodiments (center
and bottom).
the pump flows into the recuperator and follows the standard layout of the Simple Recuperated
cycle.
The Allam cycle (named after its lead inventor) is an oxy-fired cycle, combusting natural or
synthetic gas with pure oxygen produced by an Air Separation Unit. The main features of this
cycle are the very high efficiency and the capability to capture pipeline ready CO2 without any
auxiliary physical/chemical absorption system [131]. The Allam cycle results to be a highly
recuperative cycle due to the internal recuperators and the thermal integration between the
power cycle and the Air Separation Unit (needed of substantial cooling to reduce compres-
sion work of the various streams). The CO2 cycle is of the semi-closed type. The CO2-rich
combustion gases are expanded in a turbine downstream of which they are cooled down in a
staged recuperator. Then, water separation takes place before intercooled compression (gas
compression first and then liquid compression in a pump). A fraction of this high pressure
carbon dioxide is sent to storage (pipeline ready) whilst the rest flows towards the recuperator
and combustor. Further optimization of this cycle with the integration of a coal gasification
system is discussed in [134].
The Intercooling II cycle (or simply "Intercooling" in [101]) is an evolution of the Supercritical
Simple Recuperated cycle, with the addition of intercooled compression, originally proposed
for nuclear applications. The same applies to the Brayton CO2 gas turbine cycle with two
intercoolings, proposed by Muto in [136], which is also a variation of the basic Supercritical
Simple Recuperated layout. The main difference between these two is that the Brayton CO2 gas
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turbine cycle with two intercoolings presents two intercoolers and it is specifically designed for
solar thermal power plants.
2.3.3 R1-RH
The introduction of reheating enables a twofold improvement of cycle performance: expan-
sion work increases and the thermal stresses due to the high pressures and temperatures
at turbine inlet are largely reduced. Two cycles proposed by Ahn and Lee [101] result when
reheating is implemented in the Supercritical Simple Recuperated cycle: the Reheating II cycle
and the Split Expansion cycle (also proposed in [110]), Figure 2.3. The only difference between
these two cycles is found in the heat addition process. In the first one, heat is added to the
cycle in two steps (heater and reheater). In the second one, the high pressure outlet flow
of the recuperator flows directly into the first turbine stage, without any addition of exter-
nal heat, and is then reheated (external heat addition) before entering the low pressure turbine.
Figure 2.3: Stand-alone R1-RH cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodiments
(bottom).
2.3.4 R1-IC-RH
This section includes those recuperative cycles that are characterized by a multi-stage in-
tercooled compression and a reheated (therefore two-stage) expansion (Figure 2.4). The
first cycle presented is the Matiant cycle, named after its inventors Mathieu and Iantovski
[137, 138, 139]. It is an oxy-combustion cycle whose original feature is the presence of three
expanders, one of them located in the middle of the heating process. As already seen for the
Allam cycle, the Matiant cycle has the capability to capture and deliver pipeline-ready CO2
produced during the oxy-combustion process.
The Allam cycle with reheating also falls in this category. It is just a basic Allam cycle incorpo-
rating a second turbine after reheat [132]. The Forced Cooler cycle [140] is an evolution of the
Supercritical Simple Recuperated cycle with the addition of intercooling and reheat. The name
of this configuration is due to the addition of an extra-cooler (namely Forced cooler) between
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the standard cooler and the first compressor. The Forced cooler consists of a heat exchanger
connected to a two-stage vapor-compression refrigeration cycle with a flash chamber, using
R134-a as working fluid [140]. A series of different embodiments of this cycle are proposed in
literature, with two or three compression stages, all of which belong to the present category.
Therefore, the authors have decided to cite the one with two-stage intercooled compression
only for the sake of simplicity.
The DEMO cycle, proposed by Yantovsky [141, 142] is almost identical to the Allam cycle with
reheating with the addition of a high pressure turbine right after the recuperator. Therefore,
this cycle presents a double reheat process with a sort of sequential oxy-combustion, three
intercooled compressors in series and a pump for the last compression stage. A variant of the
DEMO cycle is herein termed the ALSTOM cycle, devised by H.U. Frutschi and patented by
ALSTOM technology Ltd. [175]. This incorporates one single compressor before the liquid
compression stage (pump) and a single reheat.
Figure 2.4: Stand-alone R1-IC-RH cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodiments
(center and bottom).
2.3.5 R1-SFH
In the Preheating cycle [101], Figure 2.5, the supercritical CO2 flow is split in two streams
downstream of the compressor. One stream flows into the recuperator whilst the other flows
into a first heater. Both flows are then mixed into a single stream and heated up in a second
heater, downstream of which the turbine is located. Proposed for nuclear applications, this
layout tries to better fit with the configuration of the heat source.
2.3.6 R1-SFE
The S-EJ cycle, proposed by Vasquez in [143], is a Supercritical Simple Recuperated cycle
assisted by an ejector located upstream of the heater, Figure 2.5. The high-temperature CO2
leaving the heater is split in two streams. One fraction is expanded in a turbine and then
follows the standard Brayton cycle flowing into the recuperator. The remaining fraction enters
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Figure 2.5: Stand-alone R1-SFH and R1-SFE cycles. General layouts (top) and particular
embodiments (bottom).
a second turbine downstream of which it is directed to an ejector for mechanical compression.
The addition of an ejector can result in a significant increase of thermal efficiency according
to Vasquez, due to the compression brought about by the different velocities of the injected
gas and the jet gas (motive fluid) [176].
2.3.7 R2
Label R2 stands for a single-flow, highly recuperative cycle characterized by the presence of
two recuperators, Figure 2.6. The Inter-recuperated cycle [101] is based on the Supercritical
Simple Recuperated but incorporates a different configuration of the recuperation process.
Thus, the latter is divided in two different heat exchangers, one of them located between the
compressors.
Figure 2.6: Stand-alone R2 cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodiment (bottom).
2.3.8 R2-SFC
The Supercritical Recompression cycle (Figure 2.7) is the evolution of the previous configura-
tion proposed by Angelino [38, 6] and has evident connections with Feher’s work [12]. The
cycle is named after the re-compressor located in parallel with the main compressor, which
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means that the flow is split in two for the compression process. The first stream flows into
the cooler where its temperature is reduced to a value close to the critical temperature. The
second stream is not cooled but compressed directly in the re-compressor. The benefits of
this layout are twofold. First, the pinch point problem in the low temperature recuperator is
attenuated due to the change in heat capacity that is brought about by the dissimilar mass flow
rates on the high (reduced flow) and low pressure (full flow) sides of the equipment. Second,
the thermal duty of the cooler is also reduced, hence reducing the size of this equipment.
The Supercritical Recompression layout is the most extensively researched cycle in literature
along with the Supercritical Simple Recuperated, as credited by the references in Table 2.2.
Finally, the Supercritical Recompression configuration is used by Manente and Lazzaretto in
the Part-flow cascaded sCO2 power cycle [174], followed by a Supercritical Simple Recuperated
cycle, and by Johnson and McDowell [177], followed by another Supercritical Recompression
cycle.
The BAS cycle [159, 160] is essentially a Recompression cycle adapted to nuclear applications,
Figure 2.7. The heating process is distributed in four different heat exchangers to better fit
with the temperature limits imposed by the reactor layout.
Figure 2.7: Stand-alone R2-SFC cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodiments
(bottom).
2.3.9 R2-IC
The Supercritical Precompression cycle [67], Figure 2.8, is a further development of the Partial
condensation with precompression cycle proposed by Angelino. It is a fully supercritical cycle
that overcomes the restriction imposed by the compression process on turbine exhaust pres-
sure. In effect, when the compressor inlet pressure is increased to supercritical values, either
the expansion ratio is reduced or the turbine inlet pressure increases to prohibitive values.
The outcome in the first case is a reduction in cycle specific work whereas, in the second case,
the mechanical design of the components gets much more complex.
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The Recuperated CPOC cycle [149], where CPOC stands for Cryogenic Pressurized Oxy-Combustion,
is another oxy-fuel based power cycle with integrated carbon capture, which combines the
supercritical Recompression cycle concept with an advanced oxy-combustion process. The
basic sCO2 cycle is only slightly modified with the addition of a cyclone downstream of the
combustor (for ash removal) and a water separator between the low temperature recuperator
and the cooler. The cycle is fully supercritical and the bleed valve for carbon dioxide seques-
tration is located between the re-compressor and the high temperature recuperator, Figure
2.8.
Figure 2.8: Stand-alone R2-IC cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodiments
(bottom).
2.3.10 R2-IC-SFC
The Supercritical Partial Cooling cycle [67] derives, again, directly from Angelino’s work. It
is a modification of the Partial condensation with precompression cycle, very similar to the
Supercritical Recompression layout but with the addition of a cooler and a pre-compressor
before the flow-split, Figure 2.9. For this reason, this cycle can also be found in literature under
the name Modified Recompression cycle [113]. The interest of the Partial Cooling cycle is a
higher specific work [11] and a very low sensitivity of global efficiency to deviations of pressure
ratio from the optimum value [115].
The Intercooling I layout proposed by Moisseytsev [97] is another split-flow, highly-recuperative
cycle characterized by a multi-stage compression process. This configuration is very similar to
the Recompression cycle but with the addition of intercooling in the main compression line,
Figure 2.9. Originally investigated by Moisseytsev to better fit with sodium-cooled fast reactor
applications, this cycle has also been considered for solar thermal power plants (Supercritical
CO2 Gas Turbine with intercooling [136]).
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Figure 2.9: Stand-alone R2-IC-SFC cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodiments
(bottom).
2.3.11 R2-RH-SFC
The Reheating I cycle proposed by Moisseytsev [97] is a mere evolution of the Recompression
cycle, characterized by the addition of a single reheat as shown in Figure 2.10. As already
mentioned for the Intercooling I, this cycle is specifically designed for sodium-cooled fast
reactor applications where reheating takes place in a Na-to-CO2 heat exchanger. Dostal and
Kulhanek also proposed a cycle identical to Reheating I, under the name of Split expansion
cycle [111, 99], and Padilla presented a comparison of Recompression cycles with and without
reheating [154]. For the sake of simplicity, only the configuration proposed by Moisseytsev is
considered in the present work.
The Double Reheat Recompression cycle [121] adds a second reheat to the configuration origi-
nally proposed by Moisseytsev, Figure 2.10. Additionally, Mecheri and Le Moullec propose a
by-pass valve before the low-temperature recuperator, which results in a secondary stream of
CO2. This fraction of the main flow is split after the main compressor, heated up in another
heater and re-injected before the high-temperature recuperator. The aim of this flow-split is
to overcome the usual pinch-point problems and associated irreversibility in the internal heat
recovery process, and it is also proposed in other cycles such as the Simple Recuperated, the
Recompression and the Double Recompression [121] layouts.
2.3.12 R2-SFH
The Driscoll cycle, proposed by Dostal et al. [162], is a modification of the Recompression
layout with a single compressor. The sCO2 flow is split into two streams downstream of the
compression process and merged later between the two recuperators, Figure 2.11. The aim is
to prevent the development of an internal pinch-point in the low temperature recuperator,
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but it results in a significant decrease of the thermal efficiency of the cycle [162].
Figure 2.10: Stand-alone R2-RH-SFC cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodiments
(bottom).
Figure 2.11: Stand-alone R2-SFH and R2-SFC-SFH cycles. General layouts (top) and particular
embodiments (bottom).
2.3.13 R2-SFC-SFH
As already explained for the Preheating cycle, the SF H is usually employed to better fit with
the temperature range imposed by the thermal source. In the case of the REC2 cycle designed
for fusion reactors [150, 163], a standard Recompression configuration is modified with the
addition of four heaters, one of them in parallel with the second recuperator. This is shown in
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Figure 2.11.
2.3.14 R2-SFHE
The Turbine Split Flow I, II and III cycles are three highly-recuperative configurations charac-
terized by a flow-split situated between compressor and recuperator [101]. The sCO2 flow is
divided in two different streams that are then heated up and expanded separately, before being
finally mixed together before the cooler, Figure 2.12. These layouts increase the expansion
work (a second turbine is added) but this does not result in an increase in thermal efficiency
[101]. The three cycles differ from one another in the layout of the recuperation/expansion
process.
Figure 2.12: Stand-alone R2-SFHE cycles. General layout (top left) and particular embodiments
(top right and bottom).
2.3.15 R2-SFC-SFE
The RC-EJ cycle is another configuration proposed by Vasquez in [143], consisting in a Recom-
pression cycle assisted by an ejector. This configuration, shown in Figure 2.13, is characterized
by the same features as the S-EJ (ejector) and Recompression (split-flow) cycles.
2.3.16 R2-IC-RH-SFC
This category contains two layouts proposed by Turchi [116] initially and then also by Padilla
et al. [108] and Shelton et al. [120]. The general layout is aimed at enhancing the performance
of the Recompression and Partial Cooling cycles by merely adding multi-stage intercooled
compression and reheated expansion processes (Figure 2.14). The benefits provided by these
configurations, named Recompression with IC and RH and Partial Cooling with RH respec-
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tively, are the same as those previously discussed for their standard configurations without
reheat.
Figure 2.13: Stand-alone R2-SFC-SFE and R2-IC-SFC-SFE cycles. General layouts (top) and
particular embodiments (bottom).
Figure 2.14: Stand-alone R2-IC-RH-SFC cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodi-
ments (bottom).
2.3.17 R2-IC-SFC-SFE
The MC-EJ cycle is the third configuration proposed by Vasquez [143] and consists in a Recom-
pression cycle assisted by an ejector with the addition of intercooling in the main compression
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line, Figure 2.13. It presents essentially the same characteristics as the RC-EJ cycle plus a
reduction of compression work thanks to intercooling.
2.3.18 R3-SFC
The Double Recompression cycle is a highly recuperative configuration proposed by Moisseyt-
sev [97] where the standard high-temperature recuperator cycle is divided in two heat ex-
changers (intermediate and high temperature) in order to improve its effectiveness, Figure
2.15. In this layout, the stream of CO2 is split twice, downstream of the intermediate and low
temperature recuperators respectively, following the same idea as in the Recompression cycle.
Nevertheless, this configuration does not have any beneficial impact on thermal efficiency
(other than the enhanced heat transfer in the recuperator) [97].
Figure 2.15: Stand-alone R3-SFC (left) and R3-IC-SFC (right) cycles. General layouts (top) and
particular embodiments (bottom).
2.3.19 R3-IC-SFC
The Partial cooling with improved recuperation cycle [67] is again a further development of a
configuration proposed by Angelino in [6]. Starting from a standard Partial Cooling layout, an
additional three-stream recuperator is located between the second recuperator (now working
at intermediate temperature) and the cooler. The aim of this configuration shown in Figure
2.15 is to attain higher thermal efficiency thanks to the recovery of the heat available at the
outlet of the pre-compressor [111]. This is only possible if the outlet temperature of the latter
is higher than the outlet temperature of the main compressor. In an alternative layout, the
three-stream recuperator can be replaced by two recuperators connected in parallel [111].
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2.3.20 R3-SFC-SFHE
The Cascade Supercritical CO2 cycle proposed by Johnson et al. [105] was included in the sCO2
cycle development programme at Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne for solar thermal applications.
It is a further development of the Supercritical Recompression cycle with the addition of a
flow-split valve downstream of the low temperature recuperator (cold side). As shown in
Figure 2.16, this valve divides the flow into two streams, both of which follow the layout of a
Supercritical Simple recuperated cycle independently (i.e., recuperator, heater and turbine)
rejoining upstream of the low temperature recuperator (low pressure, high temperature side).
The aim of this configuration is to recover heat from the solar plant with two heaters, in order
to better fit with the large ∆T that is typical of this technology.
Figure 2.16: Stand-alone R3-SFC-SFHE (left) and R3-SFC-SFH (right) cycles. General layouts
(top) and particular embodiments (bottom).
2.3.21 R3-SFC-SFH
The REC3 cycle is the second configuration proposed in [150]. It is very similar to the REC2
layout but incorporates a third recuperator at intermediate temperature. Differently from the
Double Recompression cycle, the REC3 configuration presents two compressors only and can
be considered a development of the Recompression cycle with a more complex layout of the
recuperation process, Figure 2.16.
2.3.22 R3-IC-RH-SFC-SFE
The Schroder-Turner cycle is an evolution of the Partial cooling with improved recuperation
system, the main difference being the presence of three compressors and one power turbine
only as shown in Figure 2.17. It is an extremely recuperative cycle, capable of taking advantage
of the specific heat mismatch between the various streams in the recuperators thanks to
several flow-splits [166, 167]. In an alternative embodiment, the Schroder-Turner cycle can be
simplified by removing the low-temperature recuperator [167]. This latter configuration is the
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one considered in Table 4.
Figure 2.17: Stand-alone R3-IC-RH-SFC-SFE cycles. General layout (top) and particular
embodiment (bottom).
2.3.23 R3-IC-RH-SFC-SFHE
The Quasi-combined system is an oxy-combustion cycle proposed by Zhang and Lior [168]
whose complex layout incorporates several components as shown in Figure 2.18. The compres-
sion process is similar to the Partial Cooling cycle where the flow is split into two streams after
a first compressor. The first stream is condensed thanks to the heat absorbed by an LNG evap-
orator, and then pumped and heated in the low and intermediate temperature recuperators.
Then, this stream is expanded in a high-pressure turbine and heated in the high-temperature
recuperator before rejoining the second stream (as in the Matiant cycle). This second stream is
compressed after the flow-split valve, heated up in the intermediate temperature recuperator
and finally mixed with the first stream. Once mixed, the entire flow enters the oxy-combustion
chamber along with methane and pure oxygen (from an Air Separation Unit) and the resulting
combustion gases are expanded across the low pressure turbine. After this, the working fluid
is used (as if it were a pseudo-topping-cycle) to heat up the low temperature, high pressure
flow in three recuperators before being finally directed to the water separator, cooler (again
working with evaporating LNG) and first compressor. The name Quasi-combined derives from
the fact that the mixed flow of sCO2 and H2O coming from low pressure turbine and flowing
towards the water separator acts as a sort of Brayton-like "topping cycle", heating the pure
sCO2 flow that acts as the corresponding Rankine-like "bottoming cycle" [168].
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Figure 2.18: Stand-alone R3-IC-RH-SFC-SFHE cycles. General layout (top) and particular
embodiment (bottom).
2.3.24 RH
Tuo proposes the Rankine with Reheat cycle for low-temperature waste heat recovery applica-
tions as a sort of evolution of the Transcritical CO2 layout with the addition of a single reheat
[169], Figure 2.19.
2.3.25 SFC-SFH
The Rankine with ejector cycle was proposed by Li et al. for low-grade heat applications
(ca. 100 °C) [170]. It consists of a simple non-recuperative Rankine cycle where the flow is
split before the compression process: one stream is compressed, heated, expanded in the
turbine and directed to the ejector whereas the other is compressed, heated in a second heater
working at lower temperature and then sent to the ejector. This is shown in Figure 2.19. The
two streams are mixed in the ejector and the cycle is closed by a cooling process that can either
be implemented in a cooler or a condenser (Supercritical or Transcritical layouts respectively).
2.3.26 IC
The Cryogenic Pressurised Oxy-Combustion cycle [149, 161] is the ancestor of the Recuperative
CPOC cycle presented earlier, Figure 2.20. It is a non-recuperative cycle and, in spite of a
possible utilization in combined cycle applications, it does not bring about further benefits
than the recuperative configuration.
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Figure 2.19: Stand-alone RH and SFC-SFH cycles. General layouts (top) and particular embod-
iments (bottom).
Figure 2.20: Stand-alone IC and IC-RH cycles. General layouts (top) and particular embodi-
ments (bottom).
2.3.27 IC-RH
The Texas Cryogenic Oxy-fuel (TCO) cycle proposed by the Southwest Research Institute [171]
is another oxy-combustion non-recuperative power cycle with reheat, Figure 2.20. Thanks to
the novel oxy-fuel combustor geometry and to the high pressure ratio, this configuration is
claimed to be able to reach significant thermal efficiency gains even if important technological
challenges such as the high temperature and extremely high pressure at turbine inlet are faced.
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2.4 Combined cycles
Combined cycles are usually made up of two thermally integrated cycles operating at different
temperature levels. High temperature heat is supplied to the topping cycle which converts a
fraction of it into mechanical work and rejects (all or part of) the remaining to the bottoming
cycle. This lower temperature heat is again partially converted into mechanical work by this
second system. The fraction of heat that is not converted into work is rejected to the environ-
ment at very low temperature [178].
Amongst the several cycles quoted below, some incorporate the supercritical/transcritical CO2
cycle in the topping system, the bottoming system or both. For those cases with a bottoming
CO2 cycle, the topping system is usually a combustion gas turbine. For those where the CO2
cycle is the topping system, the bottoming system has to operate at a fairly low temperature
and hence an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) is almost universally adopted. In this case, it is
also usual that the performances of the topping sCO2 system are slightly penalized in order to
maximize the global performance of the combined cycle plant [165]. The different configura-
tions found in literature are summarized in Table 2.3.
Number Cycle Name Category Label Locus of sCO2 cycle References
1 [Si mpl e Recuper ated R1 Toppi ng ] [102, 179-181]
2 Si mple Recuper ated +RH + IC R1− IC −RH Toppi ng [102]
3 Recompr essi on R2−SFC Toppi ng [165, 179-184]
4 Par ti al Cool i ng R2− IC −SFC Toppi ng [179]
5 Par ti al Cool i ng +RH R2− IC −RH −SFC Toppi ng [102]
6 sCO 2−ORC I I R3−SFC Toppi ng [165]
7 sCO 2−ORC I I I R3−SFC Toppi ng [165]
8 sCO 2−ORC IV R3− IC −SFC −SF H Toppi ng [165]
9 Br ay ton Si mple Bot tomi ng [185, 186]
10 i so −Br ay ton Si mpl e Bot tomi ng [187]
11 Si mple Recuper ated R1 Bot tomi ng [186-193]
12 Hot Day R1− IC Bot tomi ng [109]
13 Pr eheati ng R1−SF H Bot tomi ng [41, 190]
14 Tr i pl e Heati ng R1−SF H Bot tomi ng [190]
15 Dual E xpansi on R1−SF HE Bot tomi ng [190]
16 Combi ned Recompr. and Pr eheat . R1−SFC −SF H Bot tomi ng [190]
17 Pr ecompr essi on R2− IC Bot tomi ng [190]
18 Recompr essi on R2−SFC Bot tomi ng [188, 190, 194, 195]
19 Par ti al Recuper ati on R2−SF HE Bot tomi ng [190]
20 C ascade I R2−SF HE Bot tomi ng [94, 196, 41, 190]
21 C ascade I I R2−SF HE Bot tomi ng [94, 196, 190]
22 Dual St ag e R2−SF HE Bot tomi ng [189, 41]
23 C ascade I + IC R2− IC −SF HE Bot tomi ng [94, 196, 190]
24 C ascade I I + IC R2− IC −SF HE Bot tomi ng [94, 196, 190]
25 Composi te Bot tomi ng I I R2−SFC −SF HE Bot tomi ng [188]
26 Composi te Bot tomi ng I I I R2−SFC −SF HE Bot tomi ng [188]
27 C ascade I I I R2− IC −SF H −SF HE Bot tomi ng [94, 196, 197, 190]
28 T hr ee −St ag e R3−SF HE Bot tomi ng [181]
29 Bot tomi ng r ecompr. wi th Reheat R3−RH −SFC Bot tomi ng [188]
30 Composi te Bot tomi ng I R3−SFC −SF HE Bot tomi ng [188]
31 Composi te Bot tomi ng IV R3−RH −SFC −SF HE Bot tomi ng [188]
32 Si mple Recuper ated + Recompr. R1+ (R2−SFC ) Bot tomi ng [188]
33 Recompr essi on + Pr eheati ng (R2−SFC )+ (R1−SF H) Bot tomi ng [196]
34 Pr ecompr essi on + Pr eheati ng (R2− IC )+ (R1−SF H) Bot tomi ng [196]
35 sCO2 +TCO2 R1+Si mple Bot tomi ng [194, 195, 180]
36 RCO2+TCO2 (R2−SFC )+Si mple Toppi ng +Bot tomi ng [107, 183, 180]
37 Per eg r i ne Tur bi ne Si mple Nested [198]
38 Recuper ated Per eg r i ne Tur bi ne R1−SF H Nested [198]
Table 2.3: Summary list of combined cycles.
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2.4.1 Topping cycles
Some of the stand-alone cycles presented in the first part of this work have also been pro-
posed for combined cycle applications. For instance, the Supercritical Simple Recuperated
cycle is used in the L1XRY system in [102, 179, 180] and in [102] again with the addition
of reheat and intercooling, L2XRY in [102]. Moreover, combined cycles making use of the
Supercritical Recompression layout are proposed in [165] (sCO2-ORC I) and successively in
[179, 182, 183, 180, 184]. Finally, the Supercritical Partial Cooling cycle is considered in [179]
and the Supercritical Partial Cooling cycle with reheat is used in the L3XRY system in [102]
again. All this information about the possible combinations are reflected in Table 2.32.
Further to the cycles in the paragraph above, three novel topping cycle configurations are
proposed by Pichel et al. [165]. These are categorized and presented in the following sections.
R3-SFC
The sCO2-ORC II is based on the Supercritical Recompression cycle as shown in Figure 2.21.
The sCO2 flow directed to the main compressor is firstly heated in an additional recuperator
(called ORC Regenerator), then used as heat source for the ORC bottoming cycle and finally
sent to the cooler and the main compressor. The hot fluid employed in the ORC Regenerator
is a high-temperature sCO2 stream obtained from a flow-split valve at the inlet to the heater,
which is later re-injected into the re-compressor flow stream between the two standard re-
cuperators. The aim of this layout is to increase the temperature level of the thermal energy
provided to the bottoming cycle. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the sCO2 cycle results to be
affected negatively, a circumstance that must be more than compensated for by the ORC
system if this combined configuration is to be of any interest [165].
The sCO2-ORC III is almost identical to the previous configuration, with the difference that
the additional flow-split is made at the turbine inlet in order to obtain a stream at higher tem-
perature for the bottoming cycle, Figure 2.21. According to the authors, and for the afore-cited
reasons, this flow configuration has an even more detrimental effect on the performance of
the sCO2 cycle performance [165]. Therefore, the fraction of CO2 directed to the ORC regen-
erator must be small enough to limit this effect but, at the same time, it must enable a good
performance and substantial contribution of the bottoming cycle.
R3-IC-SFC-SFH
The sCO2-ORC IV cycle makes use of the sCO2 flow at the outlet from the recompressor, which
is at a higher temperature than the outlet from the main compressor, as heat source for the
bottoming cycle, Figure 2.22. The standard low-temperature recuperator is divided in two
steps and the first flow-split, determining the fraction of CO2 going to the main-compressor
and the re-compressor, is performed between these two heat exchangers. The fraction going
to the main-compressor is then split in two cold fluid streams for the new low temperature re-
cuperators. On the other hand, the fraction going to the re-compressor is initially compressed
and part of its sensible heat is then transferred to the bottoming ORC cycle. This flow is later
cooled down in an intercooler, compressed in a second re-compressor and finally mixed with
2The main features of these cycles were already presented before and are therefore not repeated here again.
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the main stream before the high temperature recuperator [165].
Figure 2.21: Topping R3-SFC cycle. General layout (top) and particular embodiments (bottom).
Figure 2.22: R3-IC-SFC-SFH Topping cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodiment
(bottom).
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2.4.2 Bottoming cycles
The aim of the bottoming cycle of a combined system is slightly different from that of a stan-
dard stand-alone cycle. Akin to waste heat recovery, not only has the bottoming system to
achieve a high thermal efficiency but it also has to ensure that the amount of heat recuper-
ated from the topping cycle is as high as possible. This is common-place in gas and steam
combined cycle applications [178] and, even if it is not directly applicable to all sCO2-based
combined cycles, it remains a crucial design feature if the overall efficiency is to be maximized
[94].
As already seen for the topping cycles, section 2.4.1, some of the stand-alone cycles presented
in section 2.3 have also been proposed as part of combined systems in literature. For instance,
Tahmasebipour et al. present a simple non-recuperative sCO2 Brayton cycle to enhance the
thermal efficiency of the Shazand steam power station [185] and Shu et al. present both a
recuperative and a non-recuperative Brayton cycle for a waste heat recovery application down-
stream of an internal combustion engine [186]. A bottoming Supercritical Simple Recuperated
cycle is proposed for integration with a gas turbine in [188, 189, 199] along with a Supercritical
Recompression system in [188, 199]. The Hot day cycle is proposed by Nassar et al. [109], the
Preheating cycle by Wright et al. [41] and the Precompression cycle in [190, 199], all of them
integrated downstream of a gas turbine exhaust. A combined cycle composed entirely by sCO2
cycles is proposed by Wang et al. for nuclear applications [107]. This is formed by a topping
Supercritical Recompression cycle and a bottoming Transcritical Rankine cycle, both running
on carbon dioxide and adopting the name RCO2+TCO2 in this work.
In a less conventional application, sCO2 cycles have also been proposed to bottom Molten Car-
bonate Fuel Cells (MCFC) in hybrid systems. These systems use a topping high temperature
fuel cell and a bottoming heat engine to combine the production of electrochemical and me-
chanical work (hence the name hybrid). The CO2 cycles that are most frequently considered in
these applications are the Supercritical Simple Recuperated layout [191, 192, 194, 195, 193] and
the Recompression cycle [194, 195] even if other configurations are also possible. For instance,
Bae et al. introduce a hybrid system composed by a bottoming combined cycle formed by two
CO2 cycles, Supercritical Simple Recuperated and Transcritical Rankine, coupled to a MCFC
[194, 195]; this layout is here referred to as sCO2+TCO2. The fuel cell is the heat source of the
Supercritical Simple Recuperated cycle, which results to be the topping unit of the bottom-
ing combined cycle, and is also connected with the Transcritical Rankine cycle working as
the corresponding bottoming system. The latter presents high thermal efficiency in the low
temperature range and is able to exploit the waste heat of the topping cycle better than an
ORC. Moreover, if a lower efficiency of the sCO2 recuperator is accepted, a more compact and
flexible system can be obtained thanks to the good performance of the Transcritical Rankine
system [194].
Cascaded configurations composed by one or more of the already presented stand-alone cycles
are proposed by Cho et al [196] and Moroz et al. [188]. The former presents two configurations.
The first one consists of a Recompression cycle that exploits a stream of high temperature
flue gases, followed by a Preheating cycle working at lower temperatures. A second proposal
follows the same approach to combine the Precompression and Preheating cycles. Moroz et
al., on the other hand, present a combination of a Recompression cycle followed by a Simple
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Recuperated system.
Simple bottoming cycles
The iso-Brayton cycle was recently proposed by Heo et al. [187] for waste heat recovery applica-
tions downstream of gas turbines. It presents a non-recuperative configuration characterized
by an iso-thermal compression process. The fluid is compressed at constant temperature,
then heated up and finally expanded in a turbine as shown in Figure 2.23. It is worth noting
that this cycle does not include a cooler, so the fluid exiting the turbine flows directly into the
iso-thermal compressor whose inlet temperature is therefore the same as the turbine exhaust
temperature. This can significantly simplify the cycle layout, even if the technology needed to
compress at constant temperature is still under development.
Figure 2.23: Simple and R1-SFH bottoming cycles. General layouts (top) and particular
embodiments (bottom).
R1-SFH
The Triple Heating cycle proposed by Kim et al. [190] is almost identical to the Preheating
cycle. The difference is just the addition of a heater right after the compressor and before the
usual flow-split valve in the reference configuration, Figure 2.23. The main aim of this cycle is
to enhance the recovery of waste heat.
R1-SFHE
Another cycle proposed in [190] is the Dual Expansion layout. It is an evolution of the Super-
critical Simple Recuperated cycle obtained by simply adding a new heater-turbine line, Figure
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2.24. A flow-split valve divides the main flow in two downstream of the compressor. The first
stream flows into the recuperator, is heated up in the heater and then expanded in a turbine
before it finally returns to the recuperator. The other fraction of the flow follows a similar path
but without the first step (recuperator): it is heated up and then expanded in a second turbine
before rejoining the first stream upstream of the recuperator.
Figure 2.24: R1-SFHE and R1-SFC-SFH Bottoming cycles. General layouts (top) and particular
embodiments (bottom).
R1-SFC-SFH
The Combined Recompression and Preheating cycle is another proposal made by Kim et al.
[190]. This configuration, as suggested by its name, results from the combination of the
stand-alone cycles that are contained in the name, Figure 2.24. The compression process is
taken from the Recompression cycle, retaining the flow-split valve that divides the main stream
before the compression stage. One fraction is cooled, compressed and then heated up with
the exhaust of the topping cycle (not in a low temperature recuperator as in the Recompression
cycle). The second fraction is compressed only (not heated) before it rejoins the first stream
downstream of the heater. After compression, the flow is divided again in two streams, closing
the cycle with the known configuration of a Preheating cycle.
R2-SFHE
The Cascade I cycle in [94] presents a flow-split after the compressor, where the sCO2 flow
is divided in two streams. The first stream is heated up thanks to the recovery of waste heat
from the topping cycle, and then expanded in a turbine downstream of which it is sent to two
recuperators in series. The second stream raises its temperature across the cited recuperators
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and is then expanded in a second turbine before being mixed with the first stream downstream
of the high temperature recuperator, Figure 2.25. The main benefit of this configuration is that
the waste heat recovery process is strongly enhanced thanks to the absence of recuperation in
the first sCO2 stream. On the negative side, the main shortcoming is the lower efficiency of the
low temperature recuperator, which is negatively affected by the different mass flow rates on
each side (hot and cold) [94].
Figure 2.25: R2-SFHE Bottoming cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodiments
(center and bottom).
Another configuration proposed by Kimzey is the Cascade II cycle [94]. This is an evolution
of the previous Cascade I cycle with the addition of another heat exchanger connected with
the topping cycle. This second heat exchanger is located just upstream of the second turbine
(downstream of the recuperator in the second sCO2 stream), Figure 2.25.
The layout of the Dual Stage cycle presented in [189, 41] is very similar to that of the Cascade I
layout. The only difference is the existence of a recuperator in both sCO2 streams rather than
just one, Figure 2.25. Therefore, the temperature of sCO2 at the inlet of the waste heat recovery
process is higher than in the Cascade I configuration.
The Partial Recuperation cycle is the last proposal made by Kim et al. in [190]. The flow is
divided in two after the compressor. The first stream flows into the high pressure side of the
high temperature recuperator, is heated up in a heater, expanded in a turbine and, finally, it
flows across the low pressure side of the high temperature recuperator. The second stream
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enters the low temperature recuperator (high pressure side), then the heater and, finally, the
second turbine. The two streams mix before flowing into the low temperature recuperator,
Figure 2.25.
R2-IC-SFHE
The Cascade I with intercooling and the Cascade II with intercooling cycles are two configura-
tions proposed by Kimzey, identical to the ones presented previously with the simple addition
of intercooling, Figure 2.26. The benefits of this layout are twofold. On one hand, the total
compression work decreases, with a consequent increase of net power output. On the other,
the temperature of the sCO2 flow after compression is lower so the waste heat recovery from
exhaust gases of the topping cycle is enhanced [94].
Figure 2.26: R2-IC-SFHE Bottoming cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodiments
(bottom).
R2-SFC-SFHE
Moroz et al. propose a series of novel configurations for the bottoming cycle of a combined
system in [188]. The main idea is to combine different stand-alone cycles in a unique layout
by using several flow-splits, Figure 2.27. In the Composite bottoming II configuration, the
standard layout of a Recompression cycle is used and a second turbine is then inserted in the
main-compressor line by splitting the flow in two streams. Therefore, the resulting config-
uration is a combination of a Recompression cycle and a simple non-recuperative Brayton
cycle. Both heaters (each one specific to the main and secondary turbines) are both thermally
connected to the topping cycle, thus enhancing waste heat recovery. The Composite bottoming
III cycle is an evolution of the previous configuration, with the addition of another flow-split
valve downstream of the low-temperature recuperator. This enables splitting the expansion
process in two turbines whilst also increasing the recovery of heat from the flue gases of the
topping system.
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Figure 2.27: R2-SFC-SFHE Bottoming cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodiments
(bottom).
R2-IC-SFH-SFHE
The last configuration proposed by Kimzey is the Cascade III cycle, also reconsidered by Huck
in [197]. The latter is similar to the Cascade I with intercooling layout due to the flow-split
after the compression process and the fact that only one of the two sCO2 streams recovers
heat from the topping cycle. The novel feature of this configuration is the division of the heat
recovery process in two heat exchangers, in between which the two sCO2 streams are mixed,
Figure 2.28. This allows to control the temperature profiles of the recuperators by varying
the mass flow rates of the two streams, hence reducing the irreversibility of the internal heat
exchange process [94].
R3-SFHE
The Three stage configuration presented in [181] is a modification of the Dual Stage layout. In
this configuration, the sCO2 flow that does not receive thermal energy from the topping cycle
is divided in two streams, each one expanded in a different turbine and sent to a different
recuperative heat exchanger. These two secondary streams are finally mixed together with the
main stream before flowing into the condenser, Figure 2.28.
R3-RH-SFC
Another configuration proposed by Moroz et al. is the Bottoming recompression with reheat
cycle [188]. Contrary to the proposals presented previously, the latter does not result from
the combination of different cycles but from the modification of the standard Recompression
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Figure 2.28: R2-IC-SFH-SFHE and R3-SFHE Bottoming cycles. General layouts (top) and
particular embodiments (bottom).
cycle. A reheating process is enabled by merely adding a high temperature recuperator, a new
heat exchanger connected to the topping cycle and a second turbine, Figure 2.29.
Figure 2.29: R3-RH-SFC and R3-SFC-SFHE Bottoming cycles. General layouts (top) and
particular embodiments (bottom).
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R3-SFC-SFHE
The Composite bottoming I cycle in [188] is essentially the same as the Composite bottoming
II, with the addition of a recuperator before the secondary turbine, Figure 2.29. Therefore, it
results from the combination of the Recompression and Simple Recuperated cycles.
R3-RH-SFC-SFHE
The Composite bottoming IV cycle is the last configuration proposed by Moroz et al. in [188].
It is obtained by adding a reheating process to the Composite bottoming III layout in Figure
2.30. The flow at the outlet of the last turbine flows through a new recuperator, after which it
is heated up by the flue gas stream of the topping cycle and then expanded in a new turbine.
This increases the waste heat recovery potential and the net power output of the combined
cycle.
Figure 2.30: R3-RH-SFC-SFHE Bottoming cycles. General layout (top) and particular embodi-
ment (bottom).
2.4.3 Nested cycles
The previous sections have presented several configurations for topping and bottoming sCO2
cycles in combined cycle applications with somewhat standard integration layouts: heat is
supplied to a topping system which produces work and rejects heat to a bottoming system
that further converts a fraction of this into useful work. Alternative proposals can be found
in literature though. For instance, Stapp proposes two nested configurations where a sCO2
cycle is combined with a gas turbine in such a way that a standard topping/bottoming cycle
structure cannot be defined, Figure 2.31.
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Figure 2.31: Nested simple (left) and R1-SFH (right) cycles. General layouts (top) and particular
embodiments (bottom).
The combined system proposed by Peregrine Turbine is formed by two Brayton cycles: the
topping cycle is a low pressure ratio gas turbine whilst the bottoming system presents a closed
sCO2 Brayton layout. Although none of the cycles is recuperative, they are nested into one
another to yield a "globally recuperative" cycle [198]. In fact, this could be seen as a cross-
recuperative layout in the sense that there are two recuperators where the working fluids of
different cycles exchange heat to increase the global system efficiency. Thanks to this smart
integration, the Peregrine Turbine system is able to achieve high thermal efficiencies. An
evolution of this configuration is the Recuperated Peregrine Turbine cycle which presents the
same fundamentals but is based on a Simple Recuperated sCO2 cycle and makes use of four
heat exchangers (rather than two) to connect the CO2 system to the gas turbine.
2.5 Other cycles
Besides power production, sCO2 systems have been investigated for several alternative ap-
plications. For instance, various systems have been proposed to store energy in different
ways: thermal energy storage (TES) [200, 201], bulk energy storage [41], heat-pump based
energy storage [202, 203] and thermo-electric energy storage (TEES) [204]. Also, a number of
sCO2 combined systems have been looked into for mobile applications (cooling and power
production [205], fuel savings [206]), ship propulsion [207] and waste heat recovery in the aero
and naval industries [208, 209]. The feasibility of less conventional power plants based on
sCO2 cycles has been studied in [210, 155, 211, 212, 213] for co-generation, [214] for geother-
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mal power and [215] for combined heating, cooling and hot water production. Finally, other
applications under investigation are hydrogen production [216], refrigeration [217] and novel
dual-evaporator systems [218].
2.6 Comparison
2.6.1 Thermal performance
The review presented in this chapter confirms that sCO2 power cycles have been proposed in
literature for a number of different applications. From Nuclear power plants to Waste Heat
Recovery, from Concentrated Solar Power to oxy-combustion plants, this technology always
shows great potential in comparison to the default technologies employed in those fields. Ta-
bles 2.4 and 2.5 summarize the boundary conditions (minimum and maximum temperatures
and pressures of the cycle) and thermal efficiencies declared in the original papers for the
stand-alone and combined cycles3, along with the application proposed for each of them. In
both cases, some standardization of the minimum cycle temperature is observed and there is
also certain uniformity in the maximum pressure. For combined cycles, the minimum cycle
pressure does not vary largely from one layout to another. Nevertheless, large discrepancies in
turbine inlet temperature are observed; even if these are larger for stand-alone applications
(Table 2.4), they also arise in combined cycle configuration (Table 2.5).
Figure 2.32 puts together the declared thermal efficiency of each stand-alone power cycle
considered in this work. The large dispersion observed in the chart is interesting: even if most
cycles exhibit efficiencies in the range from 40 to 50%, some reach 60% whilst others are well
below 10%. This is due to the different layout of each cycle but, also, the very different bound-
ary conditions considered by the authors, in particular turbine inlet temperature (TIT) but
also other parameters like cooling medium available (sink temperature) isentropic efficiencies
of turbomachinery and effectiveness (or terminal temperature difference) of heat exchangers.
Actually, this is further assessed in Figure 2.33 where efficiency is plotted against turbine inlet
temperature for all the cycles considered, showing the clear impact of this parameter on cycle
performance. The aforecited dispersion is still visible (for the cited reasons) but it is attenuated
to a very large extent.
Figure 2.34 presents the same information as Figure 2.32 for the combined cycle layouts
considered, giving independent values for the sCO2 and overall combined cycles whenever
possible. Two aspects are worth noting. The efficiency of the sCO2 cycles (in blue) is also not
uniform, as it was the case for the stand-alone cycles. Also, regarding the global combined
cycle efficiency, these combined systems using sCO2 technology demonstrate that they are
able to achieve comparable (but not substantially higher) efficiencies to state-of-the-art gas
and steam combined cycle power plants.
3Note that, in this case, minimum and maximum pressure and temperature correspond to the sCO2 cycle only
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Num. Cycle Name Pmi n Tmi n Pmax Tmax ηth Application Ref.
1 Si mpl e Recuper ated 7.35 32.0 25.0 550 56.0 Not specified [12]
2 Tr anscr i t i cal CO2 5.0 15.0 20.0 700 42.0 Nuclear [38]
3 Hot d ay 6.5 28.0 25.0 510 37.3 WHR [109]
4 All am 3.0 20.0 30.0 1150 59.0 Oxy-combustion [132]
5 Inter cool i ng I I 7.5 32.0 25.0 500 37.0 Nuclear [101]
6 Br ay ton CO2 GT 1.8 35.0 10.2 650 45.0 CSP [136]
7 Reheati ng I I 7.5 32.0 25.0 500 37.5 Nuclear [101]
8 Spl i t −E xpansi on 7.5 32.0 25.0 500 34.0 Nuclear [101]
9 M ati ant 0.1 29.0 30.0 1300 44.3 Oxy-combustion [137]
10 All am +RH 0.1 20.0 30.0 1150 60.0 Oxy-combustion [132]
11 For cedCooler 6.7 -40.0 25.0 830 48.7 Nuclear/CSP [140]
12 DE MO 0.4 20.0 24.0 1250 52.0 Oxy-combustion [141]
13 Pr eheati ng 7.5 32.0 25.0 500 27.0 Nuclear [101]
14 S −E J 6.8 32.0 25.0 650 41.6 Nuclear/CSP [143]
15 Inter −Recuper ated 7.5 32.0 25.0 500 38.0 Nuclear [101]
16 Recompr essi on 7.8 32.0 25.0 550 46.5 Nuclear [11]
17 B AS 8.5 30.0 25.0 458 42.0 Nuclear [159]
18 Pr ecompr essi on 9.6 32.0 25.0 550 43.5 Nuclear [11]
19 Recuper ated C POC 0.1 -62.0 17.5 1200 63.0 Oxy-combustion [161]
20 Par ti al Cool i ng 5.0 32.0 25.0 550 46.1 Nuclear [11]
21 Inter cool i ng I 7.6 32.0 20.0 480 39.0 Nuclear [97]
22 Reheati ng I 7.6 32.0 20.0 415 37.0 Nuclear [97]
23 Doubl e Reheated Recompr essi on 7.5 32.0 30.0 620 52.4 Fossil Fuel (Coal) [121]
24 Dr i scol l 7.6 32.0 25.0 550 40.0 Nuclear [162]
25 REC 2 8.5 30.0 25.0 550 45.7 Nuclear [150]
26 Tur bi ne Spl i t F l ow I 7.5 32.0 25.0 500 33.0 Nuclear [101]
27 Tur bi ne Spl i t F l ow I I 7.5 32.0 25.0 500 30.5 Nuclear [101]
28 Tur bi ne Spl i t F l ow I I I 7.5 32.0 25.0 500 29.0 Nuclear [101]
29 RC −E J 14.7 32.0 25.0 650 41.6 Nuclear/CSP [143]
30 Recompr essi on + IC +RH 8.0 32.0 25.0 550 48.5 CSP [116]
31 Par ti al Cool i ng +RH 5.0 32.0 25.0 550 48.0 CSP [116]
32 MC −E J 5.6 32.0 25.0 650 41.6 Nuclear/CSP [143]
33 Doubl e Recompr essi on 7.6 32.0 20.0 466 39.0 Nuclear [97]
34 Par ti al Cool i ng w/ Impr oved Recup. 4.4 32.0 15.0 550 45.0 Nuclear [99]
35 C ascade not decl ar ed 41.4 CSP [105]
36 REC 3 8.5 32.0 22.5 600 46.0 Nuclear [159]
37 Schr oder −Tur ner 6.6 47.0 34.9 650 49.6 Solar [167]
38 Quasi − combi ned 0.1 -70.0 15.6 1300 65.6 Oxy-combustion [168]
39 Ranki ne w/ Reheat 5.7 20 12 90 7.3 WHR [169]
40 Ranki ne w/ e j ector 7.2 30.0 12.5 72.0 6.4 WHR [170]
41 C POC 0.1 -17.7 15.2 530 30.0 Oxy-combustion [161]
42 TCO 0.1 20.0 48.3 705 40.0 Oxy-combustion [171]
Table 2.4: Stand-alone cycles. Original boundary conditions (P [MPa], T [°C ]).
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Num. Cycle Name sCO2 Other Pmi n Tmi n Pmax Tmax ηth,sCO2 ηth,over al l Ref.
1 Si mpl e Recuper ated Topp. ORC 4.0 35.0 30.0 727 32.5 42.8 [102]
2 Si mpl e Recuper ated +RH + IC Topp. ORC 3.0 35.0 27.0 727 n.d . 49.1 [102]
3 Recompr essi on Topp. ORC 7.4 30.0 25.0 500 43.3 43.5 [165]
4 Par ti al Cool i ng Topp. ORC 3.8 55.0 25.0 800 49.7 52.3 [179]
5 Par ti al Cool i ng +RH Topp. ORC 3.5 35.0 29.5 727 n.d . 50.5 [102]
6 sCO2 −ORC I I Topp. ORC 7.4 30.0 25.0 500 36.9 38.0 [165]
7 sCO2 −ORC I I I Topp. ORC 7.4 30.0 25.0 500 37.8 38.1 [165]
8 sCO2 −ORC IV Topp. ORC 7.4 30.0 25.0 500 37.3 39.2 [165]
9 Br ay ton Bot t . ST 7.8 32.0 20.0 300 n.d . 41 [185]
10 i so −Br ay ton Bot t . GT 0.5 35.0 30.0 400 41.0 n.d . [187]
11(a) Si mpl e Recuper ated Bot t . GT 5.8 20.0 20.0 365 n.d . 48.9 [189]
11(b) Si mpl e Recuper ated Bot t . MC FC 7.5 35.0 22.5 650 39.9 59.4 [192]
12 Hot Day Bot t . GT 6.5 28.0 25.0 510 n.d . 37.3 [109]
13 Pr eheati ng Bot t . GT 7.7 32.0 24.0 390 27.8 21.2 [41]
14 Tr i pl e Heati ng Bot t . GT 8.9 36.9 27.6 346 26.9 n.d . [190]
15 Dual E xpansi on Bot t . GT 8.9 36.9 27.6 398 27.5 n.d . [190]
16 Combi ned Recompr. and Pr eh. Bot t . GT 8.9 36.9 27.6 346 n.d . n.d . [190]
17 Pr ecompr essi on Bot t . GT 8.8 36.9 27.6 385 31.4 n.d . [190]
18(a) Recompr essi on Bot t . GT 8.4 30.0 32.0 450 33.9 51.7 [188]
18(b) Recompr essi on Bot t . MC FC 7.4 35.0 22.5 650 45.1 61.1 [195]
19 Par ti al Recuper ati on Bot t . GT 8.9 36.9 27.6 498 29.7 n.d . [190]
20 C ascade I Bot t . GT 8.5 36.9 27.6 604.9 28.4 n.d . [94]
21 C ascade I I Bot t . GT 8.4 36.9 27.6 604.9 31.2 n.d . [94]
22 Dual St ag e Bot t . GT 5.8 20.0 20.0 426 n.d . 50.0 [189]
23 C ascade I + IC Bot t . GT 6.0 36.9 27.6 604.9 33.7 n.d . [94]
24 C ascade I I + IC Bot t . GT 6.0 36.9 27.6 604.9 33.7 n.d . [94]
25 Composi te Bot t . I I Bot t . GT 8.4 30.0 32.0 450 28.1 55.1 [188]
26 Composi te Bot t . I I I Bot t . GT 8.4 30.0 32.0 450 28.4 55.4 [188]
27 C ascade I I I Bot t . GT 5.0 36.9 27.6 604.9 35.2 n.d . [94]
28 T hr ee −St ag e Bot t . GT 6.4 20.0 20.0 480 26.0 23.7 [181]
29 Bot t . Recompr. w/ RH Bot t . GT 8.4 30.0 32.0 450 35.6 52.9 [188]
30 Composi te Bot t . I Bot t . GT 8.4 30.0 32.0 450 31.5 55.4 [188]
31 Composi te Bot t . IV Bot t . GT 8.4 30.0 32.0 450 29.5 55.8 [188]
32 Si mpl e Recuper ated + Recompr. Bot t . GT 8.4 30.0 32.0 260|450 32.3 55.3 [188]
33 Recompr essi on + Pr eheati ng Bot t . GT 7.8 32.0 28.0 307|570 34.1 57.9 [196]
34 Pr ecompr essi on + Pr eheati ng Bot t . GT 7.8 32.0 28.0 333|570 33.4 57.6 [196]
35 sCO2+TCO2 Bot t . MC FC 6.4|8.1 25.0|55.0 22.5 650 46.1 61.5 [195]
36 RCO2+TCO2 Topp.+Bot t . 6.4|7.4 25.0|32.0 10.0|20.0 230|550 44.3 45.9 [107]
37 Per eg r i ne Tur bi ne Nes. GT 7.5 32.0 25.4 750 n.d . 49.0 [198]
38 Recuper ated Per eg r i ne Tur bi ne Nes. GT 7.8 32.0 26.7 750 n.d . 43.0 [198]
Table 2.5: Combined cycles. Original boundary conditions (P [MPa], T [°C ]).
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Figure 2.32: Stand-alone cycles. Summary of thermal efficiencies (Correspondence of cycle
number in Table 2.4).
Figure 2.33: Influence of turbine inlet temperature on thermal efficiency for the stand-alone
cycles considered.
Figure 2.34: Combined cycles. Summary of sCO2 and overall thermal efficiencies (Correspon-
dence of cycle number in Table 2.5).
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2.6.2 Qualitative comparison
Further to the comparison of thermal performance given in the previous section, a new as-
sessment of the technology is presented below. With the objective of identifying the main
advantages and shortcomings (flaws) of the numerous cycles proposed, their corresponding
strengths and weaknesses (as identified by the author) have been listed in Tables 2.6 to 2.9.
The first set of tables, Table 2.6 and 2.7, corresponds to stand-alone layouts whereas Tables 2.8
and 2.9 refer to combined cycle configurations.
Tables 2.6 and 2.7 do not aim to be exhaustive nor to provide a complete list of strengths and
weaknesses to which no further items could be added. Also, given the fundamental description
presented in this chapter, where emphasis has been put on the thermodynamic features of
sCO2 cycles, a complete SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis has
been considered arbitrary or likely to introduce large subjectivity.
For the cited reasons, Tables 2.6 and 2.7 focus on the following aspects:
• Layout: simple layouts are preferred over more complex configurations. Usually, the
latter require a larger number of components which would arguably make off-design
operation less flexible than in the former case. Nevertheless, complexity is in some
cases linked to flow-split valves whose set point depends on the operating strategy of
the cycle, and can therefore bring additional maneuverability to the power plant (i.e.,
the fraction of flow diverted depends on certain restrictions regarding the pressure
and temperature at certain locations of the cycle, thus changing dynamically with the
operating conditions).
• Thermal efficiency: further to the previous bullet point, thermal efficiency usually comes
at the cost of a higher cycle complexity.
• Carbon capture: some cycles based on oxy-combustion enable carbon capture without
chemical processes involved. Unfortunately, this is usually accompanied by the need to
incorporate an Air Separation Unit to work in parallel with the sCO2 cycle.
• Suitability for certain applications, in particular nuclear reactors.
• Cooling process: some cycles require very low temperatures at the beginning of the
compression process which means wet or even cryogenic cooling systems.
• Footprint: there are some features related to the footprint of the system: specific/expan-
sion work, effectiveness (pinch point) of heat exchangers...
The information in Tables 2.8 and 2.9 is based on similar principles but incorporates features
that are specific to combined cycles. The most important amongst these is the temperature
rise across the heater in cycles used to bottom higher temperature systems, according to the
information in Table 2.3. In these cycles, this temperature rise is proportional to the efficiency
of waste heat recovery. In other words, the larger ∆Theater , the more energy is recovered from
the exhaust of the topping cycle and the higher ηW HR . Another feature that is linked to the
previous one is whether the heating process is split into more than one heat exchanger. This
layout is usually aimed at enhancing the heat recovery process even if it brings about a higher
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] Cycle Name Strengths Weaknesses
1 Simple recuperated Simple layout Internal pinch-point
Experimental facilities available Moderate thermal efficiency
2 Transcritical CO2 Simple layout Wet cooling needed
High specific work
3 Hot Day Relatively simple layout Moderate thermal efficiency
Commercial
4 Allam Very high thermal efficiency Very complex layout
Integrated CO2 capture ASU needed
Commercial High TIT
5 Intercooling II Simple layout Increased cooling load
6 Brayton CO2 GT Good thermal efficiency Lack of significantly positive features
Specific for CSP
7 Reheating II Simple layout Lack of significantly positive features
Higher expansion work
8 Split-Expansion Simple layout Low thermal efficiency
Higher expansion work
9 Matiant High specific work Remarkably high TIT
Integrated CO2 capture ASU needed
Very complex layout
10 Allam+RH Very high thermal efficiency Very complex layout
Integrated CO2 capture ASU needed
11 Forced Cooler High thermal efficiency R134-a refrigeration cycle is needed
12 DEMO High thermal efficiency Complex layout
Integrated CO2 capture High rated TIT
ASU needed
13 Preheating Fits with ∆T of nuclear reactor Low thermal efficiency
14 S-EJ High thermal efficiency Complex layout
Lower pressure level Number of components
15 Inter-recuperated Enhanced recuperation of heat Modest thermal efficiency
16 Recompression High thermal efficiency Complex recuperator design
Internal pinch-point cleared
Smaller cooler
Experimental facilities available
17 BAS Fits with ∆T of nuclear reactor Large number of HXs
18 Precompression Unrestricted turbine exhaust pressure Mechanical design of components
19 Recuperated CPOC Very high thermal efficiency Complex layout
Integrated CO2 capture High rated TIT
Cryogenic cooling system
ASU needed
20 Partial Cooling High thermal efficiency Complex layout
High specific work
Low sensitivity to PR deviations
21 Intercooling I Fits with Na-cooled fast nuclear reactor Complex layout
Table 2.6: Stand-alone cycles: Strengths-Weaknesses analysis (Part 1).
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] Cycle Name Strengths Weaknesses
22 Reheating I Fits with Na-cooled fast nuclear reactor Complex layout
23 Double Reheated High thermal efficiency Complex layout
Recompression Internal pinch-point cleared
24 Driscoll Prevents pinch-point problems Low thermal efficiency
25 REC2 Fits with ∆T of nuclear reactor Large Number of HXs
26 Turbine Split Flow I Higher expansion work Low thermal efficiency
27 Turbine Split Flow II Higher expansion work Low thermal efficiency
28 Turbine Split Flow III Higher expansion work Low thermal efficiency
29 RC-EJ High thermal efficiency Complex layout
Lower pressure level needed Number of components
30 Recompression+IC+RH Same as Recompression cycle Large number of HXs
Specifically designed for CSP Number of components
31 Partial Cooling+RH Same as Partial Cooling cycle Large number of HXs
Specifically designed for CSP Number of components
32 MC-EJ High Thermal Efficiency Complex Layout
Lower pressure level needed Number of components
Reduced compression work
33 Double Recompression Highly recuperative Very complex layout
Fits with Na-cooled fast nuclear reactor No increase in thermal efficiency
34 Part. Cooling with Highly recuperative No increase in thermal efficiency
Improved Recuperation Fits with Na-cooled fast Nuclear reactor
35 Cascade Commercial interest Complex layout
Designed for CSP (high ∆Tr ecei ver ) Number of components
36 REC3 Fits with ∆T of nuclear reactor Complex layout
Highly recuperative Large number of HXs
37 Schroder-Turner High thermal efficiency Very complex layout
Extremely recuperative
38 Quasi-Combined Remarkably high thermal efficiency Very complex layout
Integrated CO2 capture Remarkably high rated TIT
Remarkably high pressure ratio LNG cooling system
High specific work ASU needed
39 Rankine with Reheat Designed for low-T WHR Low thermal efficiency
Simple layout
40 Rankine with ejector Designed for low-T WHR Low thermal efficiency
Ejector needed
41 CPOC Integrated CO2 capture Low thermal efficiency
Cryogenic cooling system
ASU needed
42 TCO High thermal efficiency Prohibitive pressure level
Integrated CO2 capture ASU needed
Table 2.7: Stand-alone cycles: Strengths-Weaknesses analysis (Part 2).
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] Cycle Name Strengths Weaknesses
1 Simple Recuperated See cycle 1, Table 2.6 See cycle 1, Table 2.6
2 Simple Recuperated See cycle 1, Table 2.6 See cycle 1, Table 2.6
+ IC + RH High turbine exhaust temperature
3 Recompression See cycle 16, Table 2.6 See cycle 16, Table 2.6
4 Partial Cooling See cycle 20, Table 2.6 See cycle 20, Table 2.6
High combined cycle efficiency
5 Partial Cooling + RH See cycle 20, Table 2.6 See cycle 31, Table 2.6
High combined cycle efficiency
High turbine exhaust temperature
6 sCO2-ORC II High specific work Complex layout
High turbine exhaust temperature Large number of HXs
Low combined cycle efficiency
7 sCO2-ORC III High specific work Complex layout
High turbine exhaust temperature Large number of HXs
Low combined cycle efficiency
8 sCO2-ORC IV High specific work Very complex layout
High turbine exhaust temperature Large number of HXs
Low combined cycle efficiency
9 Brayton Very simple layout Low combined cycle efficiency
Not recuperative
High ∆Theater
10 iso-Brayton Very simple layout (no cooler) Low combined cycle efficiency
Not recuperative Isothermal compression process
High ∆Theater
11 Simple Recuperated See cycle 1, Table 2.6 Highly recuperative
Small ∆Theater
12 Hot day See cycle 3, Table 2.6 See cycle 3, Table 2.6
High ∆Theater
13 Preheating Heating process in two steps Low combined cycle efficiency
High ∆Theater s
14 Triple heating Heating process in three steps Large number of HXs
High ∆Theater s
Excellent waste heat recovery
15 Dual Expansion Heating process in two steps Complex layout
High waste heat recovery
16 Combined Recompression Heating process in three steps Complex layout
+ Preheating Very high ∆Theater s
Excellent waste heat recovery
17 Precompression See cycle 18, Table 2.6 See cycle 16, Table 2.6
High combined cycle efficiency Poor waste heat recovery
18 Recompression See cycle 16, Table 2.6 Highly recuperative
Poor waste heat recovery
Low global specific work
19 Partial Recuperation Heating process in two steps Complex layout
Table 2.8: Combined cycles: Strengths-Weaknesses analysis (Part 1).
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] Cycle Name Strengths Weaknesses
20 Cascade I Good waste heat recovery Low recuperator effectiveness
Low net specific work
21 Cascade II Heating process in two steps Low thermal efficiency
Good waste heat recovery
High net specific work
22 Dual Stage Same as cycle 20 in this table Wet cooling needed
High specific work
23 Cascade I + IC High net specific work Low recuperator effectiveness
24 Cascade II + IC Heating process in two steps
Very good waste heat recovery
High thermal efficiency
High net specific work
25 Composite bottoming II Heating process in two steps Complex layout
Very good waste heat recovery Number of components
High combined cycle efficiency
26 Composite bottoming III Heating process in three steps Very complex layout
Very good waste heat recovery Number of components
High combined cycle efficiency
27 Cascade III Heating process in two steps Complex layout
Remarkable waste heat recovery
High thermal efficiency
Remarkable net specific work
28 Three Stage High specific work Wet cooling needed
Complex layout
29 Recompression bottomming See cycle 18, Table 2.8 See cycle 18, Table 2.8
+ RH High combined cycle efficiency
Heating process in two steps
30 Composite bottoming I Heating process in two steps Complex layout
High combined cycle efficiency Highly recuperative
31 Composite bottoming IV Heating process in four steps Very complex layout
Very good waste heat recovery Number of components
High combined cycle efficiency
32 Recompression See cycle 11 and 18, Table 2.8 Number of components
+ Simple Recuperative Heating process in two steps Very large number of HXs
High combined cycle efficiency
33 Recompression See cycle 13 and 18, Table 2.8 Number of components
+ Preheating Heating process in three steps Very large number of HXs
High combined cycle efficiency
34 Precompression See cycle 13 and 17, Table 2.8 Several Components
+ Preheating Heating process in three steps Very large number of HXs
High Combined Thermal Efficiency
35 sCO2 + TCO2 See cycle 1,Table 2.8; cycle 2, Table 2.6 Wet cooling needed
Simple layout
High combined cycle efficiency
36 RCO2 + TCO2 See cycle 3,Table 2.8; cycle 2, Table 2.6 Wet cooling needed
37 Peregrine Turbine Simple Layout
High combined cycle efficiency
38 Recuperated Peregrine Complex layout
Turbine Large number of HXs
Table 2.9: Combined cycles: Strengths-Weaknesses analysis (Part 2).
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costs due to the several high temperature heat exchangers that are needed.
Finally, even if some interesting works with a formal approach to project appraisal have re-
cently been published [41], assessing the economics of sCO2 cycles is still very uncertain due
to the lack of experimental facilities and standardization. Therefore, most of the attempts
to evaluate the cost of the technology are based on mere extrapolations from other power
generation technologies. It is precisely in this scenario that the qualitative comparison pre-
sented in this section, in combination with the numerical information provided in Section
2.6.1, provides hints to screen potential layouts for specific applications. With this information,
a pre-selection of cycles is possible. Then, a more rigorous assessment of the on-design and
off-design thermal performance should give way to a complete techno-economic evaluation
for which considering specific boundary conditions would be mandatory.
2.7 Selection of the best cycle layout
Reorganizing all the information discussed so far in chronological order, the lack of a clear
development path of sCO2 technologies from a thermodynamic performance standpoint
becomes even more evident. Table 2.10, excerpted from Table 2.4, presents the following
information for each cycle: name, most likely application, declared thermal efficiency, year of
publication. Then, Figure 2.35 illustrates the chronological evolution of the thermal efficiency
of the cycles, together with their corresponding peak temperatures. Thermal efficiencies
are shown as blue bars and referring to the left axis, whilst turbine inlet temperatures are
represented by markers whose values are given by the right axis. All these markers are then
connected by a black dashed line4.
# Name Application ηth[%] Year Ref. # Name Application ηth[%] Year Ref.
1 Simple Recuperated Not.spec. 40.4 1968 [12, 11] 22 Hot day WHR 37.3 2013 [130, 109]
2 Transcritical CO2 Nuclear 42.0 1968 [38] 23 Intercooling II Nuclear 37.0 2014 [101]
3 DEMO Oxy-comb. 52.0 1995 [141] 24 BraytonCO2GT CSP 45.0 2014 [136]
4 Matiant Oxy-comb. 44.3 1999 [137] 25 Reheating II Nuclear 37.5 2014 [101]
5 Quasi-Combined Oxy-comb. 65.5 2006 [168] 26 Split-Expansion Nuclear 34.0 2014 [101]
6 Intercooling I Nuclear 39.0 2009 [97] 27 Allam + RH Oxy-comb. 60.0 2014 [132]
7 Reheating I Nuclear 37.0 2009 [97] 28 Pre-heating Nuclear 27.0 2014 [101]
8 Double Recompression Nuclear 39.0 2009 [97] 29 Inter-recuperated Nuclear 38.0 2014 [101]
9 Recompression Nuclear 46.5 2011 [38, 11] 30 Recuperated CPOC Oxy-comb. 64.0 2014 [161]
10 Precompression Nuclear 43.5 2011 [38, 11] 31 REC2 Nuclear 45.7 2014 [150]
11 Partial Cooling Nuclear 46.1 2011 [38, 11] 32 Turbine Split Flow I Nuclear 33.0 2014 [101]
12 Driscoll Nuclear 40.0 2011 [162] 33 Turbine Split Flow II Nuclear 30.0 2014 [101]
13 Part. Cool. w/ impr. rec. Nuclear 45.0 2011 [6, 11] 34 Turbine Split Flow III Nuclear 29.0 2014 [101]
14 Rankine w/ reheat WHR 7.30 2011 [169] 35 Rankine w/ ejector WHR 6.40 2014 [170]
15 Cascade CSP 41.4 2012 [105] 36 CPOC Oxy-comb. 30.0 2014 [161]
16 TCO Oxy-comb. 40.0 2012 [171] 37 Forced Cooler Nuclear/CSP 46.3 2016 [140]
17 Allam Oxy-comb. 59.0 2013 [131] 38 S-EJ Nuclear/CSP 41.6 2016 [143]
18 BAS Nuclear 42.0 2013 [159] 39 RC-EJ Nuclear/CSP 41.6 2016 [143]
19 Recompression + RH + IC CSP 48.5 2013 [116] 40 MC-EJ Nuclear/CSP 41.6 2016 [143]
20 Partial Cooling+ RH CSP 48.0 2013 [116] 41 Double Reheated Recompr. Fossil Fuel 52.4 2016 [121]
21 REC3 Nuclear 45.5 2013 [159] 42 Schroder-Turner Solar 49.6 2016 [167]
Table 2.10: Survey of sCO2 cycle layouts published in the public domain. Where two references
are provided, the first one indicates the year of first publication whilst the reported thermal
efficiency is taken from a more recent source.
The possible applications (i.e. energy source) of the cycles in Table 2.10 are easily deduced
4It is noted that turbine inlet temperature is not reported for the Cascade cycle, number 15 in Fig. 2.35. This is
because values were not provided in the original work from [105]
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Figure 2.35: Chronological development of sCO2 cycles: thermal efficiencies and Turbine Inlet
Temperatures. Cycle numbers refer to Table 2.10, and are different from those in Table 2.4.
from their corresponding TIT by merely observing Fig.s 2.33 and 2.35: oxy-combustion and
fossil-fuel driven cycles present exhibit really high temperatures (above 1000 ºC), Nuclear
and CSP applications lie between 500 and 750 ºC, and WHR options operate at extremely low
temperatures, lower than 100 ºC.
The scenario depicted in the foregoing tables and charts is certainly heterogeneous, and it
pretty much looks as if each new cycle did not rely on the previously existing body of knowl-
edge. This observation could arguably be explained by the absence of a thorough and rigorous
analysis of the underlying thermodynamics principles of sCO2 cycles. Indeed, even if a large
number of works regarding cycle optimization have been published, virtually none has fol-
lowed the path already set forth by Angelino and Feher [6, 12].
In spite of the comments set forth earlier in this section, the information contained in Table
2.10 and Figure 2.35, along with the qualitative comparison included in Tables 2.6 and 2.7,
is now employed in the pre-selection of cycles, aimed at finding the best layouts that will be
object of the thermodynamic and thermo-economic comparisons developed in the next chap-
ters. Hence, those cycles with higher thermal efficiencies could easily be identified as the best
candidates, but a selection based only on this figure of merit could turn out really misleading.
In fact, configurations presenting high values of ηth are normally characterized by extremely
high TIT, so choosing only amongst these cycles could limit the study to layouts specifically
created for oxy-combustion applications. Moreover, keeping in mind that the actual topic of
the present PhD dissertation is to analyze the feasibility of sCO2 cycles applied to CSP plants
with Thermal Energy Storage, extremely high temperatures might not be of interest. Based
on this rationale, the author decided to select those cycles with highest thermal efficiency
but trying a) to maintain in this portfolio representative cycles for the three main fields of
application (oxy-combustion, CSP and Nuclear in Table 2.10), b) to take into account the real
impact that the different configurations had in specific literature and c) to avoid extremely
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complex layouts. The result is a set of twelve different cycles, as described in the following
paragraphs.
Firstly, in order to retain the original works by Feher [12] and Angelino [38], the Simple Re-
cuperated and the Transcritical CO2 are selected, cycles number 1 and 2 in Figure 2.35. As
discussed previously, the former is a Brayton-like cycle, while the second is a Rankine-like one.
They share the same simple layout, with the only difference that the cooler and compressor
of the Simple Recuperated cycle are replaced by a condenser and pump in the Transcritical
CO2. Both cycles are reported to achieve intermediate thermal efficiency when operating
with moderate turbine inlet temperature,so there may be margin for improvement of their
thermodynamic performance. Moreover, these cycles have already been included in experi-
mental facilities [50, 53, 54, 52] discussed in Chapter 1, which means that they are at a higher
Technology Readiness Level (TRL), and they have strongly influenced all the research done in
sCO2 technology in the last forty years.
The Recompression, Precompression and Partial Cooling cycles (number 9, 10 and 11 in Figure
2.35) have been selected from the work by Kulhanek and Dostal [11]. Originally proposed
by Angelino [38] with a transcritical configuration, these layouts are presented by Dostal in
his PhD thesis as being the best candidates for Nuclear power plants [67]. If an intermediate
turbine inlet temperature is considered (550ºC, [11]), these cycles have the potential to achieve
fairly high thermal efficiency, 46.5, 43.5 and 46.1 % respectively. Together with the Simple
Recuperated cycle, these layouts are the most referenced and studied ones in literature (see
Table 2.2). In particular, the Recompression cycle is very likely the most famous configuration,
and it has already been experimented several times by SANDIA [49, 51]. This provides the
cycle with a high TRL.
For CSP applications, the following three cycles are selected: Recompression+RH+IC, Partial
Cooling+RH and Schroder-Turner. The first two cycles are proposed by Turchi et al. [116];
they are mostly evolutions of the afore-described Recompression and Partial Cooling cycles,
with the addition of intercooling and reheat. These features enhance their thermodynamic
performance strongly, along with the fact that the double heater may be able to improve the
performance of the solar receiver. On the other hand, the Schroder-Turner layout presents
one of the best recuperator configurations among the cycles presented in literature, along
with a high thermal efficiency, which may have a positive impact on its thermodynamic and
thermo-economic features.
Akin to the Recompression+RH+IC layout, the Double Reheated Recompression cycle is an
evolution of the Recompression configuration with an enhanced reheat process. In spite of its
complexity, this layout results to be very interesting given the extremely high thermal efficiency
claimed by Mecheri and La Moullec [121].
The Allam, Matiant and Quasi-Combined cycles are selected as representatives for oxy-
combustion applications. These cycles are particularly interesting due to their high specific
work which enables, along with the very high thermal efficiency, a significant footprint reduc-
tion. Moreover, it is worth noting that the Allam cycle is the only cycle that has already chieved
the pre-commercial scale [133].
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Finally, it must be highlighted that some cycles characterized by very high thermal efficiency
(ηth > 45%) have been excluded from the pre-selection process, mostly due to the complexity
of their layouts or to the need for especial equipment what makes them less feasible than the
selected configurations. In particular, the DEMO, Allam+RH and Recuperated CPOC layouts
are very similar to the Allam cycle and share the same advantages but at the cost of a much
more complex layout; therefore, the author has decided to consider the Allam cycle only.
The same applies to the REC2, REC3 and Partial Cooling with improved recuperation cycles,
which are mere evolutions of the Recompression and Partial Cooling layouts, but with a larger
number of heat exchangers which is not compensated for by the resulting performance gain.
2.8 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a thorough review of the state of the art of sCO2 power cycles, cov-
ering forty two different stand-alone layouts and thirty eight combined cycle configurations.
These cycles have also been categorized according to their main features, yielding twenty
seven and thirty different categories respectively, Tables 2.2 and 2.3. The average thermal
efficiency of the stand-alone power cycles is in the order of 40%, Table 2.4, even if values in the
range from 60 to 65.5% are achieved by oxy-combustion cycles using very high turbine inlet
temperatures, Figure 2.33. For combined cycle layouts, efficiencies in the range from 50 to
60% seem to be easily affordable.
From a global perspective, there is no doubt that the sCO2 power cycle has captured the
attention of the energy industry either for stationary power generation, combined heat and
power or waste heat recovery. Its versatility in a wide range of applications and fuels, whether
fossil, nuclear or renewable, and the remarkable performance at moderate temperatures set
this technology apart from the competitors that currently dominate the market.
Based on this premise, the truth is that the rapid growth of the scientific and industrial com-
munities around sCO2 has inevitably relied on an unstructured search of more efficient and
technically feasible cycles, sometimes lacking an underpinning thermodynamic rationale.
This is in contrast with the seminal works by Angelino [38, 6] and Feher [12] which put forward
a systematic approach to sCO2 technology for different operating conditions. Along the same
lines as the latter authors, the author of this research has humbly tried to review and categorize
the vast amount of information produced around supercritical carbon dioxide in recent years.
It has indeed been shown that this can be systematically organized in cycles sharing some
basic features and, therefore, performances. Such categorization will hopefully yield a sort of
road-map to be used by researchers in the field to screen the cycles that meet their interests
best.
As a result of the this thorough literature review, twelve configurations have been selected as
possible candidates for CSP power plants: Simple Recuperated, Transcritical CO2, Precompres-
sion, Recompression, Recompression+RH+IC, Partial Cooling, Partial Cooling+RH, Schroder-
Turner, Double Reheated Recompression, Allam, Matiant and Quasi-Combined. These con-
figurations are thoroughly presented and analyzed from a thermodynamic standpoint in the
following chapter.
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3 Thermodynamic Analysis
This chapter presents a thermodynamic comparison between the twelve cycles selected in the
previous chapter, without further economic or technological considerations. In the first part
of the analysis, no technical restrictions are considered with the aim to focus on the actual
thermodynamic potential of each cycle. Then, in a second phase, restrictions are set on the max-
imum temperature achievable by the recuperator. In all cases, common boundary conditions
are used, and various peak temperature levels are considered, theoretically corresponding to
different potential applications. A brief description of the models employed to characterize the
performance of heat exchangers is also provided.
An adapted version of this chapter has been published in:
F. Crespi, G. Gavagnin, D. Sánchez, G.S. Martínez, 2018, Analysis of the Thermodynamic
Potential of Supercritical Carbon Dioxide Cycles: a Systematic Approach, Journal of Engineering
for Gas Turbines and Power 140, 051701.
3.1 Introduction
The objective of the present chapter is to set up and develop a systematic analysis of the
different sCO2 cycles proposed in literature in order to hopefully draw universal conclusions
regarding the layouts that are most interesting. To this end, common boundary conditions
must be fed into a thermodynamic model of performance along with a similar set of assump-
tions regarding where the technological limits (maximum pressure) lie.
After the thorough review provided in Chapter 2, a total of forty two different configurations
are identified, amongst which twelve layouts of interest are chosen. The corresponding layouts
are presented in Figure 3.1: Simple Recuperated, Transcritical CO2, Precompression, Recom-
pression, Recompression+RH+IC, Partial Cooling, Partial Cooling+RH, Schroder-Turner, Double
Reheated Recompression, Allam, Matiant and Quasi-Combined. For these configurations, the
dependence of specific work and thermal efficiency on pressure ratio and turbine inlet temper-
ature has been explored. The results are then presented in the form of standard diagrams as
those already employed by Angelino in [6], Figure 3.2, and other authors for open and closed
cycle gas turbines [219, 98].
Angelino’s original idea is developed a little further though and applied to the analysis of
the twelve cycles at four temperature levels (550, 750, 950 and 1150 ºC) and a significantly
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Figure 3.1: Layouts of selected cycles.
Figure 3.2: Diagrams of Thermal Efficiency vs. Specific Work, as originally proposed by
Angelino [6].
larger range of pressures (in certain cases up to 600 MPa). The aim of this approach is to
actually separate the thermodynamic potential of each cycle from the inherent technological
constraints brought about by the very high operating pressures and temperatures. This is
thought to provide a clearer insight into which cycles offer a larger margin for efficiency gain,
should a parallel development of materials, manufacturing and auxiliary systems take place.
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Moreover, the author decided not to consider temperatures lower than 550ºC for a twofold
reason: on one hand, this is the current state-of-the-art temperature for a CSP plants with TES,
and reducing this value would only lead to a reduction in terms of thermal efficiency without
any evident benefit; on the other hand, even if no particular application is taken into account,
Angelino [6] specifically claimed that the sCO2 cycle is able to achieve efficiencies higher
than a Rankine cycle only if its turbine inlet temperature is significantly higher than 550ºC,
depending on the pressure level considered. Therefore, limiting the study to temperatures
higher than 550 ºC, sCO2 power cycles are analyzed for the conditions of interest only, those for
which sCO2 technology has the potential to yield better performance than standard Rankine
cycles using water/steam.
Nevertheless, before starting the analysis of the selected cycles, a brief description of tools
used during the simulations is provided in the next section.
3.2 Simulation tools
In order to analyze the cycles presented in the previous section, in-house Matlab models
have been developed on the principal assumption that the working fluid is pure CO2. This
assumption is however not formally correct for oxy-fired cycles (cycles j, k and l in Figure 3.1),
which typically work with a mixture of CO2, H2O and residuals in the turbine and low pressure
side of the recuperator. Nevertheless, the corresponding inaccuracy (i.e., the impact of the
modified composition on turbine work and heat exchanger performance) is considered to
not have a strong influence on cycle performance whilst, at the same time, it simplifies the
calculations and enables considering these cycles for externally fired applications also. The
validation presented later in this chapter confirms that this approach is correct.
For the calculation of the thermodynamic properties of sCO2, the open-source library CoolProp
has been used [220]. Fyrthermore, since the comparison developed in the present chapter is
based on (on-design) thermodynamic performance only, the major equipment of the cycle
can be simulated with simple thermal models, without considering their actual geometry and
design. In order to carry out the thermo-economic assessment contained in the next chapters,
much more elaborated models have been specifically developed by the author.
3.2.1 Heat Exchangers
Heat exchangers have been modeled with a one-dimensional model whereby the equipment
is divided into a suitable number of sub-heat exchangers, all with the seam heat duty, in
order to consider small temperature changes and therefore constant sCO2 properties in each
of them [10]. This common expedient enables the application of simplified performance
analysis methods like, for instance, the ε-NTU methodology in each division [221]. Other
approaches used in literature are even simpler, assuming constant effectiveness or constant
∆Tmi n (pinch-point) at one end of the heat exchanger. In the present work, an initial value of
ε= 95% is assumed for all divisions and the corresponding temperature differences between
hot and cold fluids (∆Ti ) are computed. The resulting minimum difference (pinch point of
the heat exchanger ∆Tmi n) is checked to be not lower than 5 ºC. If this were not the case
(i.e., ∆Ti < 5 ºC for any given i ), the corresponding εi would be reduced to achieve the target
pinch point. A thorough explanation of the one-dimensional model has been published by
the author and co-workers in the public domain [221].
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3.2.2 Turbomachinery
Turbomachinery performance models are fairly simple given that, at this stage, the code
is intended for on-design thermodynamic performance only, for which isentropic efficien-
cies or equivalent figures of merit of the compression/expansion process serve the purpose.
Nevertheless, a survey of the isentropic compressor/turbine efficiencies reported in (or reverse-
calculated from) the original references yields a very large variability (the actual values are
provided in a later section) so it is decided in this work to use representative polytropic
efficiencies for compressors (89%), turbines (90%) and pumps (83%). These then yield dif-
ferent isentropic efficiencies depending on the operating conditions of each turbomachine
(mostly pressure ratio). It is worth noting that the choice of a constant polytropic in lieu of
isentropic efficiency is made in order to better capture the influence of the very different
pressure/temperature ratios of the cycles considered1.
(a) Relationship between isentropic and polytropic efficiency of an air compressor.
(b) Relationship between isentropic and poly-
tropic efficiency of an air turbine.
Figure 3.3: Relationship between isentropic and polytropic efficiency in compressors and
turbines (taken from [7]).
1Boyce claims that polytropic efficiency, also called small stage or infinitesimal stage efficiency, "is the true
aerodynamic efficiency exclusive of the pressure-ratio effect" [7]
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Figure 3.3 shows the correlation between polytropic and isentropic efficiencies of an air
compressor and turbine with varying pressure ratio [7]. It becomes clearer that, considering
a constant value of polytropic efficiency, the isentropic one varies as a consequence of the
specific operating conditions.
3.2.3 Split-Flow Definition
As commented in the previous chapter, several sCO2 cycles exhibit parallel streams during
the compression and heat exchange processes (sometimes also during expansion) which are
aimed at overcoming the known pinch point problem in low temperature heat exchangers,
see Tables 2.6 and 2.7. This feature is usually referred to as a Split-Flow (or Part-Flow) com-
pression process, and it is characterized by an additional parameter termed "Split-Flow" or
"Recompression" fraction (φ). The latter represents the portion of fluid that, skipping the
main compressor, is compressed in the recompressor without previous cooling, and then
mixed with the main stream in between the low and high-T recuperators. In Figure 3.1, it is
possible to see that the Recompression and Partial Cooling cycles and their respective evolu-
tions incorporate this particular feature. Figure 3.4, taken from the work of Dyreby et al. at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison [8] and showing results of a Recompression cycle operating at
550ºC and 20 MPa (TIT and cycle maximum pressure respectively) with different recuperator
conductance values, shows the importance of a correct selection of φ. It is worth noting that
an optimal φ, yielding the highest thermal efficiency, becomes very visible.
Figure 3.4: Dependence of thermal efficiency on split-flow Fraction, considering a Recompres-
sion cycle operating at 550ºC and 20 MPa (taken from [8]).
The definition of the optimum split-flow fraction, in literature, can nevertheless be defined
either as the one that yields the highest thermal efficiency or, alternatively, that matches the
temperatures of two streams that mix at a particular location (thus reducing thermal stresses
of the components). The so defined fractions φ apply to a fixed set of boundary conditions
and, when the latter change, they must change accordingly. Irrespective of this, in this dis-
sertation, the values of φ are set to those reported in the original papers during verification
of the code. Also, they do not remain constant but, on the contrary, they are continuously
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adapted to yield highest thermal efficiency ηth for each set of boundary conditions considered.
In order to clarify this further, Figure 3.5 provides the trends presented by φ and ηth when
the maximum cycle pressure is varied from 15 to 35 MPa, considering the Recompression and
Partial Cooling layouts with turbine inlet temperature set to 750ºC.
(a) Dependence of split-flow fraction and thermal efficiency on maximum pressure for the Recompres-
sion layout.
(b) Dependence of split-flow fraction and thermal efficiency on maximum pressure for the Partial
Cooling layout.
Figure 3.5: Dependence of split-flow fraction and thermal efficiency on maximum pressure
for different configurations. Turbine inlet temperature is set to 750ºC.
The split-flow fraction is then represented by bars on the left axis, while thermal efficiency is
presented by a black line whose values are reported by the right axis. Firstly, it is to note that
φ decreases for increasing pressure in both configurations, and this means that the portion
of low-T fluid flowing across the low-T recuperator increases. On the other hand, the trend
of ηth results to be fairly different depending on which layout is taken into account. It is
worth noting that the values of φ obtained for the former layout are very similar to those
shown by Dyreby and shown in Figure 3.4. Considering a pressure of 20 MPa, for instance, the
maximum thermal efficiency is achieved when 34% of the main sCO2 stream is directed to the
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recompressor, while the remaining 66% is sent to the low-T recuperator.
3.2.4 Verification
In order to validate the models, a comparison between the performances reported in the
original references and those computed by the code is presented in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.6. It
is observed that the calculated thermal efficiencies (ηth) are very similar to the original values
(ηth,0) for cycles from a to i, for which deviations (∆%) are smaller than 1%. For oxy-fired
cycles though, the deviation is slightly larger, the reason being the cited assumption about
the composition of the working fluid. Actually, as checked by the author, these deviations
become negligible when specific simulations are run with corrected fluid compositions across
the cycle, adjusted as per the corresponding oxy-combustion stoichiometry. This is confirmed
by cases j and j2 in Table 3.1 which correspond to the same Allam cycle with pure CO2 and oxy-
combustion products respectively; whereas the error in the later is negligible, the calculated
efficiency in the former is 8% lower than in the reference case. This verification confirms that
the code is accurate and it can hence be used in this fundamental analysis.
Cycle ηcompr ηtur b ηr ec ηth,0 ηth ∆%
a 89 93 95 40.44 40.45 0.02
b 85 90 951 42.00 41.63 0.88
c 89 93 95 43.49 43.45 0.09
d 89 90 95/93 46.48 46.98 1.07
e 89 93 95 46.12 46.11 0.02
f 89 93 95 48.50 48.62 0.25
g 89 93 95 48.00 48.31 0.65
h 85/88 93/89 96/98 49.57 49.65 0.16
i 89 93 ∆Tmi n = 6 ºC 52.40 52.42 0.04
j 85 88 951 59.00 54.22 8.10
j2 85 88 951 59.00 59.40 0.68
k 75/85 87 951 44.30 48.99 10.5
l 88 88 902 65.60 66.42 1.25
Table 3.1: Verification of the simulation code employing the efficiencies reported in literature
(ηcompr , ηtur b and ηr ec ). Note that, for the Simple Recuperated cycle a, reference [11] is used
instead of [12] and that all the values in the table are displayed as percentages.
1Value not declared in the original papers. The author has assumed the standard value of 95% from literature.
2Heat exchanger effectiveness is not reported in [168] . The author has found that an effectiveness of 90 %
provides the best fit with the values declared in this reference.
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Figure 3.6: Verification of the code: comparison between original (ηth,0) and computed
thermal efficiencies (ηth).
3.2.5 Boundary Conditions and Complementary Assumptions
In order to achieve comparable results, the selected cycles have been analyzed under the com-
mon set of boundary conditions reported in Table 3.2. Regarding compressor inlet conditions,
the standard values in literature (32 ºC and 7.5 MPa) are used for the Simple Recuperated,
Precompression and Recompression cycles (including the alternative embodiments e and i).
The Partial Cooling and related cycles (g and h) show a lower minimum pressure due to the
presence of a pre-compressor, whilst the Transcritical CO2 (b) layout presents lower com-
pressor inlet pressure and temperature to enable condensation. Finally, the original paper
conditions are used for the oxy-fired cycles (j, k and l).
Cycle Ti n,compr Pi n,compr ηpol ,tur b ηpol ,compr ηpol ,pump ∆PH X
[ºC] [Mpa] [%] [%] [%] [%]
a 32 7.5 90 89 83 1
b 15 5 90 89 83 1
c 32 7.5 90 89 83 1
d 32 7.5 90 89 83 1
e 32 7.5 90 89 83 1
f 32 5 90 89 83 1
g 32 5 90 89 83 1
h 32 5 90 89 83 1
i 32 7.5 90 89 83 1
j 20 3 90 89 83 1
k 29 0.1 90 89 83 1
l -70 0.1 90 89 83 1
Table 3.2: Parameters used in the sensitivity analysis. Note that turbomachinery efficiency is
polytropic.
The thermodynamic analysis presented in the following sections is simplified by assuming
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that the inlet conditions to the compressor and pump remain constant whilst the pressure
and temperature at turbine inlet change during the analysis. This assumption is based on
numerous parametric studies about how compressor inlet conditions can impact thermal
efficiency conclude that rising compressor inlet temperature and pressure (CIP and CIT) leads
to a dramatic drop in cycle performance. Indeed, Figure 3.7, taken from the works by Turchi
[103] and Dyreby [8], confirms that setting the inlet conditions of the compressor to as close
as possible of the critical point of CO2 is beneficial for cycle performance.
(a) Dependence of thermal efficiency upon compressor inlet temperature for
the Recompression layout. Different turbine inlet temperature and pressure and
recuperator conductance are considered. Taken from [8].
(b) Dependence of thermal efficiency upon compressor inlet temperature and
pressure for the Simple Recuperated layout. Turbine inlet temperature is set to
550ºC. Taken from [103].
Figure 3.7: Dependence of thermal efficiency upon compressor inlet temperature and pressure
for different cycle layouts.
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Moreover, even if Figure 3.7(b) confirms that further reductions of compressor inlet tempera-
ture below the critical temperature might also bring about higher thermal efficiencies, this
is usually limited by ambient temperature or by the components employed to implement
the cycle. For instance, in order to obtain the left branch of the blue line for temperatures
below the critical temperature, Bryant et al. change the layout from a Simple Recuperated to
a Transcritical CO2 one, thus enabling condensation. Of course, this change would not be
feasible in practice due to the fact that it would request a pump/compressor system capable
of working with a fluid characterized by a extremely wide range of compressibility factors. Still,
the plot is useful to show the great potential of the Transcritical CO2 cycle configuration when
low temperatures can be achieved at the beginning of the compression process.
A final consideration in regards to compressor inlet temperature and pressure is the possibility
to change the composition of the working fluids, as suggested by several authors [222, 223, 224].
This could potentially increase the pseudo-critical temperature of the mixture, with respect to
the critical temperature of CO2, thus enabling condensation cycles even with high ambient
temperatures. This option is certainly promising and it is briefly discussed in the last chapter
of this work.
Finally, pressure drops across heat exchangers are set to 1% on each side (recuperators, coolers
and heaters) whereas piping pressure drops have been neglected. The effectiveness of heat
exchanger takes the default value of 95% (90 % for the Quasi-Combined cycle) whenever
the resulting pinch point is not lower than 5 ºC; if this were the case, the corresponding
effectiveness would be reduced to match this desired minimum pinch-point.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Analysis of Individual Cycles
The performances of the aforedescribed cycles have been studied for four different turbine
inlet temperatures -550, 750, 950 and 1150ºC- and variable pressure ratio. The lower boundary
of the temperature range is taken after Angelino’s statement that steam Rankine cycles are
more efficient than their supercritical CO2 counterpart for peak temperatures below 550ºC,
whereas the upper boundary is set to a reasonable value that is well above what contemporary
heat exchangers can achieve (note that these cycles are mostly intended for externally fired
applications). Regarding pressure level, PR is varied from virtually no compression to its
maximum thermodynamically consistent value (i.e., maximum pressure ratio that does not
yield thermodynamically inconsistent results like, for instance, temperature crossing in heat
exchangers), even if this turns out to be ridiculously high. The thermodynamic limits are
therefore not fixed arbitrarily by the authors, but they are specific to each cycle configuration
and come usually determined by the recuperation process. In most cases, the sensitivity
analysis to PR is limited by the PR value for which heat transfer in the recuperators is feasible.
The curves plotted in Figures 3.8 to 3.19 result from the computation of thermal efficiency and
specific work for each layout and set of operating conditions. As observed, the plots are made
up of two segments with black (full) and white (empty) markers. Black markers correspond to
cycles where peak pressure is not higher than 40 MPa whereas white markers indicate that the
peak cycle pressure is above this value. This threshold value of maximum cycle pressure is
higher than the values usually employed in literature, 25-30 MPa [101, 132], but it is still taken
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as a representative technological limit for next generation power plants. This is based on the
demonstrated operation of supercritical steam power stations at 35 MPa as early as 1960 [225]
and on the foreseen increase in live steam pressures in the decades to come [226]. Therefore,
the black markers stand for conditions that are currently feasible technology-wise whereas
empty markers correspond to scenarios that are valid from a theoretical standpoint only.
Figure 3.8: ηth vs Ws diagrams for the Simple Recuperated cycle.
Figure 3.9: ηth vs Ws diagrams for the Transcritical CO2 cycle.
Each plot in the diagram shows three or four labels indicating maximum cycle pressure for
certain operating conditions. These values are reported for the first and last calculations (i.e.,
cycles with minimum and maximum peak pressure) and for the cases yielding highest thermal
efficiency and specific work (even though this last value is not reported in cases where very
high pressure ratios are not feasible). Quoting peak pressure has been preferred over pressure
ratio as the latter value is not directly related to the mechanical capability of the system com-
ponents (note that compressor inlet pressure might be different for different cycles and thus
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there is no univocal correspondence between pressure ratio and peak cycle pressure). Also, it
is worth noting that some curves present a relatively high first value, for instance 34.5 MPa for
the Recompression+IC+RH layout in Figure 3.12) or 40.5 MPa the for Partial Cooling cycle in
Figure 3.13. Even if this is partially due to the inherently higher compressor inlet pressures,
the main reason is that the curves have been trimmed to avoid intersections between different
lines.
Figure 3.10: ηth vs. Ws diagrams for the Precompression cycle.
Figure 3.11: ηth vs. Ws diagrams for the Recompression cycle.
Interestingly, the shape of the ηth vs. Ws curves changes significantly depending on the
configuration considered and the same happens to the maximum pressure of the. Yet, it
is possible to observe several affinities between cycles characterized by similar layouts or
thermodynamic features. For instance, the Recompression+IC+RH and Double Reheated
Recompression layouts stem from the common root of the Recompression cycle, and this can
easily be observed in the similar patterns presented in Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.16. The same
consideration is applicable to the Partial Cooling and Partial Cooling+RH layouts, which
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Figure 3.12: ηth vs. Ws diagrams for the Recompression+RH+IC cycle.
Figure 3.13: ηth vs. Ws diagrams for the Partial Cooling cycle.
are characterized by the same plateau-type trend, especially at high temperatures, or the
oxy-fired Matiant and Quasi-Combined cycles, whose corresponding plots seem to fold back
on themselves sharplier. Interestingly, most of these trends are in line with those already
discussed by Frutschi in [98] for closed cycle hot-air turbines, demonstrating the common
thermodynamic principles of both closed cycles.
Finally, some common features shared by all the cycles in the comparison are worth noting.
For instance, the plots corresponding to lower turbine inlet temperatures seem to have a more
circular shape and they turn elliptical and flatter when temperature increases. Regarding the
technological limits, it is confirmed that most cycles reach their peak thermal efficiency and
specific work at pressures higher than 40 MPa when turbine inlet temperature is higher than
550ºC. On the contrary, when this temperature is lower than 550ºC, some cycles achieve peak
efficiency within the feasible pressure range whilst others do not; this is shown in Figures
3.8,3.10,3.11,3.13,3.15,3.16,3.19. Remarkably, the Quasi-Combined cycle is the only configu-
ration presenting diagrams almost fully situated within the technological limitations (black
markers), mainly due the relatively low pump inlet pressure, Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.14: ηth vs. Ws diagrams for the Partial Cooling + RH cycle.
Figure 3.15: ηth vs. Ws diagrams for the Schroder-Turner cycle.
3.3.2 Compared Analysis
A global assessment of the individual plots shown in the foregoing section suggests that some
of the cycles still hold a non-negligible potential for further efficiency increase (should higher
pressures be attainable) whereas others seem to have already achieved the best performance
possible for a given turbine inlet temperature (no further gains for higher pressures), all this
for the current limits of technology. For instance, the Transcritical CO2 cycle operating at
750ºC turbine inlet temperature would be able to attain efficiencies higher than 50% with a
very high specific work, hence fuel and footprint savings simultaneously; such performance
would set the thermodynamic road-map for further cycle development, notwithstanding the
very high pressures that would be required (∼75 MPa). At the same time, cycles acknowledged
to be most efficient, like the Recompression layout, seem to have already achieved the highest
efficiency for the current turbine inlet temperatures, thus holding no further gains coming
from higher operating pressures.
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Figure 3.16: ηth vs. Ws diagrams for the Double Reheated Recompression cycle.
Figure 3.17: ηth vs. Ws diagrams for the Allam cycle.
Another interesting, not obvious question to answer is which the most efficient or most com-
pact cycle is for a given turbine inlet temperature (energy source). In order to provide a
sensible answer to this question, this section presents a comparison amongst the various lay-
outs discussed earlier which are overlaid on one single chart for each temperature level. This
is shown in Figures 3.20 to 3.21 where some plots have been trimmed to simplify the reading.
The increasing ranges of the horizontal and vertical scales for increasing inlet temperature
must be noted.
Let the chart corresponding to 550ºC be considered, Figure 3.20. Those cycles conceived
for oxy-fired applications (if stable oxy-combustion at such temperature is possible at all)
like the Allam and, especially, Matiant cycles are not of much interest as they exhibit fairly
low thermal efficiency in spite of a very high specific work (small footprint). For this peak
temperature, the highest specific work corresponds to the Allam cycle if mechanical limits
are set on the operating pressure, and the Transcritical CO2 if higher pressures are allowed.
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Figure 3.18: ηth vs. Ws diagrams for the Matiant cycle.
Figure 3.19: ηth vs. Ws diagrams for the Quasi-Combined cycle.
With respect to efficiency, the Partial Cooling + RH and Recompression+IC+RH layouts attain
highest efficiencies (46.5 and 47.6% respectively) when pressure is limited to 40 MPa whereas
efficiency rises to a higher value (48%) for the Recompression+IC+RH cycle if this limit is
released. Moreover, from a global standpoint, the Partial Cooling+RH and Transcritical CO2
cycles provide a good compromise between thermal efficiency and specific work. In summary,
Figure 3.20 confirms that the most interesting cycles are the Recompression, Double Reheated
Recompression, Recompression+IC+RH, Partial Cooling+RH, Transcritical CO2 and, in terms of
specific work only, Allam cycles.
Increasing turbine inlet temperature brings about changes in the absolute thermal efficiency
and specific work achieved by each cycle and also in their relative position in the ηth vs. Ws
diagram. This is easily observed by comparing the two graphs in Figure 3.20. In the plot on
the right, corresponding to 750 ºC, the Matiant cycle exhibits highest specific work but this
feature is offset by a very low thermal efficiency. The Allam cycle follows behind with a slightly
lower specific work but higher thermal efficiency. Nevertheless, both oxy-fired cycles are still
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burdened by a low turbine inlet temperature and cannot compete against most of the cycles
in the comparison. Considering thermal efficiency only, the scenario remains the same as
for 550ºC. The Recompression+IC+RH cycle achieves highest ηth , 54.5 or 55.8% depending on
whether or not pressure limits are in place. The Double Reheated Recompression and Partial
Cooling + RH layouts follow close behind, enabling efficiencies of almost 54%. Overall, the
cycles indicated in the previous paragraph remain the most interesting options.
A turbine inlet temperature of 550 ºC would be typical of a WHR application, or even a state-of-
the-art CSP plant using molten salts, whereas 750 ºC would represent nuclear applications in
Gen IV High Temperature Gas Reactors. 950 ºC is a very interesting temperature level as this is
currently foreseen for next generation CSP applications using central receiver technology. The
resulting performances at this temperature are shown in Figure 3.21 where the corresponding
plots for each cycle are observed to concentrate on a smaller region of the ηth vs. Ws diagram.
Regarding oxy-fired cycles, the Matiant cycle shifts rightwards to attain very high specific work
even if still with the lowest efficiency amongst the cycles considered. When pressure is limited
to 40 MPa, the Partial cooling+RH layout stems as the most efficient although with moderate
specific work, being later matched in efficiency by the Recompression+IC+RH cycle when no
pressure limit exists; it is noteworthy that the latter cycles can achieve almost 60% efficiency
at 950ºC only. Globally, the cycles of interest at this temperature are the Recompression, Dou-
ble Reheated Recompression, Recompression+IC+RH, Partial Cooling+RH, Transcritical CO2,
Quasi-Combined and, again only in terms of specific work, Allam cycles.
The last chart is shown in Figure 3.21 and corresponds to 1150 ºC turbine inlet temperature. It
shows similar patterns to Figure 3.21 but with higher efficiency and specific work, in particular
the latter. The are two main takeaways in this chart. The first is that whilst the achievable
efficiency for the given pressure limit of 40 MPa is just over 62%, some of the cycles have the
potential to raise this value to almost 65%, which is remarkable for a somewhat moderate inlet
temperature. The second is related to the Quasi-Combined cycle which shifts "north-east"
from its initial position in Figure 3.20 to a relative position in Figure 3.21 where it begins to
outperform all the other configurations. This modifies the overall scenario, as a result of which
the most interesting cycles turn out to be the Precompression, Recompression+IC+RH, Partial
Cooling+RH, Transcritical CO2, Allam and Quasi-Combined layouts. Actually, the latter yields
the best combination of thermal efficiency (63%) and specific work (∼475 kJ/kg), amongst the
portfolio of cycles in this work. This is a very interesting finding as one could have overlooked
the true potential of this layout if having the information in Figure 3.20 only, which comes to
highlight the interest of the parametric analysis shown in this chapter.
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(a) Comparison of cycles operating at TIT=550ºC.
(b) Comparison of cycles operating at TIT=750ºC.
Figure 3.20: Comparison of cycles operating at TIT=550 ºC and TIT=750ºC.
3.3.3 Further Mechanical Limitations
An interesting analysis from a practical standpoint is to consider another mechanical con-
straint with regards to the hot inlet temperature of the high temperature recuperator. To assess
this effect, the operating temperature of this equipment is limited to 800ºC which is higher
than for state-of-the-art equipment made of stainless steel (675ºC) but still compatible with
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(a) Comparison of cycles operating at TIT=950ºC.
(b) Comparison of cycles operating at TIT=1150ºC.
Figure 3.21: Comparison of cycles operating at TIT=950ºC and TIT=1150ºC.
more advanced materials such as Inconel 625 [227].
When this restriction is applied to a turbine inlet temperature of 950ºC, Figure 3.21(a) trans-
forms into Figure 3.22 where some of the formerly feasible pressure ratios are not feasible
anymore. For instance, the Recompression+IC+RH and Double Reheated Recompression cycles
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cannot satisfy the new requirement for any pressure ratio, due to the reduced expansion ratio
of the last turbine, caused by the reheating process; therefore, the corresponding curves are
removed from the chart. Also, the Partial Cooling+RH layout complies with the new constraint
for pressures higher than 40.5 MPa only, which means that they are at the very end of what is
considered technically feasible today (and most likely economically unfeasible). Considering
1150ºC, Figure 3.23 represents the new scenario and the dramatic difference is immediately
observed by comparing the latter chart with Figure 3.21(b). At this high turbine inlet tem-
perature, only three cycles comply with the new mechanical constraint: Quasi-Combined,
Transcritical CO2 and Allam.
These observations confirm the conclusion obtained in the previous section; i.e., that the
Quasi-Combined and Partial Cooling+RH cycles are the most interesting cycles at intermediate
to high turbine inlet temperature levels. The interest and versatility of the approach presented
in this chapter is also highlighted further.
Figure 3.22: Comparison of cycles operating at TIT=950 ºC. Operating conditions yielding
recuperators with hot inlet temperatures higher than 800ºC have been removed.
3.3.4 Second Law Analysis
Table 3.2 showed earlier that the boundary conditions applied to each cycle were not com-
pletely homogeneous. Such differences come from the need to model dissimilar cycles and
become particularly evident for the compressor/pump inlet conditions in the Transcritical
CO2 and the Quasi-Combined layouts. Although this is inevitable to model the particular
features of these cycles properly (condensation and cryogenic cooling respectively), it can also
be misleading when the comparison relies on the First Law of Thermodynamics only, as in
Figures 3.20 to 3.23.
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Figure 3.23: Comparison of cycles operating at TIT=1150 ºC. Operating conditions yielding
recuperators with hot inlet temperatures higher than 800ºC have been removed.
Such limitation is easily overcome if the Second Law is also used, as it is the case in this section
where the Carnot Factor (CF) is used as a metric of cycle performance. This factor is the ratio
from the thermal efficiency of the cycle (ηth) to the thermal efficiency of the Carnot cycle
operated between the same extreme temperatures (ηC ), Eq. (3.1).
ηC = 1− TL
TH
, C F = ηth
ηC
(3.1)
Based on this figure of merit representing Second Law performance, a new plot of efficiency
vs. specific work is presented in Figures 3.24 and 3.25. These new charts account for the
dissimilar cold cycle temperatures, and they introduce significant changes in the results
with respect to the previous analysis. It is immediately observed, in fact, that the Quasi-
Combined layout, which stood out as one of the most promising cycles in Figure 3.22 and
the best in Figure 3.23, is no longer interesting in Figure 3.25(a) and does not seem the most
promising in Figure 3.25(b) either. Actually, the apparently very high thermal efficiency was
due to an extremely low temperature at compressor inlet and not to a layout with unmatched
thermodynamic potential. On the contrary, the Partial Cooling + RH configuration exhibits
better performance than any other cycle in the comparison, which confirms the results based
on First Law presented in earlier sections. In this case, the cycle has some inherent advantages
over the alternative layouts whereas no significant changes are produced in the 550ºC and
750ºC scenarios.
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(a) Carnot Factor comparison of cycles operating at TIT=550ºC.
(b) Carnot Factor comparison of cycles operating at TIT=750ºC.
Figure 3.24: Carnot Factor comparison of cycles operating at TIT=550ºC and TIT=750ºC.
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(a) Carnot Factor comparison of cycles operating at TIT=950ºC.
(b) Carnot Factor comparison of cycles operating at TIT=1150ºC.
Figure 3.25: Carnot Factor comparison of cycles operating at TIT=950ºC and TIT=1150ºC.
Operating conditions yielding recuperators with hot inlet temperatures higher than 800ºC
have been highlighted in red.
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3.4 Conclusions
Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from the individual and compared analyses of
the twelve sCO2 cycles considered in this chapter. As a general observation, pressure ratio
seems to have a weaker influence on thermal efficiency at lower turbine inlet temperatures,
as deduced from the lower slope (flatter curves) of the ηth vs. Ws lines in Figure 3.20(a) in
comparison with the same plots in Figure 3.21(b). Accordingly, increasing the pressure ratio in
the latter set of plots brings about similar enhancements of thermal efficiency and specific
work. This was to be expected from the recuperative layout of the cycles and is here confirmed
and quantified.
Another important conclusion is that a number of cycles are of no interest at all, regardless of
whether or not pressure limits are taken into account. These cycles would easily be identified
if an envelope curve were plot by linking the rightmost black markers achieving highest effi-
ciency and specific work. Those cycles falling to the left of this "border" would have no added
value and should be disregarded for future analysis (except if there were noteworthy economic
reasons that would compensate for a higher heat rate). On the contrary, those intersecting the
envelope curve should be kept for further analysis. This is illustrated in Figure 3.26 where the
grey area stands for the remaining potential to achieve higher efficiency and specific work,
should higher operating pressures be enabled in the future.
Figure 3.26: Comparison of cycles operating at TIT=750ºC, showing envelope curve for 40 MPa
and margin for future performance enhancement.
The conclusions above are general but must be taken with care given that the relative po-
sitions of the cycles in Figures 3.20 and 3.21 change when turbine inlet pressure changes.
Thus, according to the aforedescribed rationale, the Quasi-Combined cycle should have been
discarded from an analysis at 550ºC. Nevertheless, as turbine inlet temperature increases, the
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corresponding plot shifts northeast and, by the time this temperature reaches 950ºC, the cycle
yields the most leveraged performance (i.e., combination of ηth and Ws).
Based on this remark, reporting the most interesting cycle must be accompanied by an in-
dication of the operating and boundary conditions considered, including whether or not
technological limits exist. Only with such a complete description, one can state that the
Quasi-Combined and Partial Cooling + RH cycles are the most interesting for applications
with turbine inlet temperatures in the range from 900 to 1200ºC, and peak cycle pressure
and hot inlet temperature to the recuperator limited to 40 MPa and 800ºC respectively. More-
over, if cryogenic cooling is not available or if the minimum cycle temperature is limited to
a minimum value regardless of the cycle layout, then the Partial Cooling + RH cycle must
be acknowledged as the best choice based on the Carnot Factor analysis. Below 800ºC, the
Recompression + IC + RH layout yields the best performance and complies with the maximum
cycle pressure being lower than 40 MPa. These last two configurations are as well the best
options for 550ºC and 750ºC, from the point of view of both the First and Second Laws of
Thermodynamics, Figures 3.20 and 3.24).
Finally, when there are no restrictions to pressure and temperature, the analysis shows that
the Recompression + IC + RH cycle yields highest thermal efficiency irrespective of turbine
inlet temperature: 48% at 550ºC, 59% at 750ºC, 61% at 950ºC and 65% at 1150ºC.
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4 Economic Analysis
This chapter focuses on estimating the capital cost of the system, including all the major
equipment such as the power block, the solar subsystem (field, tower and receiver) and the
thermal energy storage. A brief review of the current cost engineering techniques is presented
first, describing the existing methodologies (if available) in order to select the most suitable
one for the objectives of this thesis, along with a description of the major equipment and the
assumptions needed to model them. A summary of the thermal design model of PCHEs is also
presented in this chapter, with a full description in the corresponding appendix. In the second
part of the chapter, the costs of each equipment are estimated and an uncertainty analysis is
developed, based on the Montecarlo method. Finally, the results of this cost estimation are
provided, both in general terms and through a breakdown of specific costs.
Parts of this chapter have been published in:
F. Crespi, D. Sánchez, J.M. Rodríguez, G. Gavagnin, 2017, Fundamental Thermo-Economic Ap-
proach to Selecting sCO2 Power Cycles for CSP Applications, Energy Procedia 129, pp. 963-970.
F. Crespi, D. Sánchez, T. Sánchez, G.S. Martínez, 2019, Capital Cost Assessment of Concentrated
Solar Power Plants Based on Supercritical Carbon Dioxide Power Cycles, Journal of Engineering
for Gas Turbines and Power 141, 071011.
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter presented a comparison between twelve different cycle configurations
based on their thermodynamic features only. These power cycles were considered individually
in order to discover their thermodynamic potential, without considering any specific applica-
tions a priori. Nevertheless, results were provided for four different turbine inlet temperatures
which are representative of certain applications, as shown in Figure 2.33. Hence, 550ºC would
be representative of Nuclear Power plants and standard steam turbine CSP plant, 750ºC would
represent the next generation of CSP plants if new molten salts were developed adopted [116],
950ºC could be achieved in CSP using solid particles receivers in lieu of molten salts [31] and,
finally, 1150ºC could refer to oxy-combustion power cycles.
In this chapter, the thermodynamic approach used in Chapter 3 is complemented with eco-
nomic performance tools following the path set forth by other authors recently [116, 108, 228,
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229], with the ultimate objective to estimate the Overnight Capital Costs (OCC) of the result-
ing sCO2-based CSP plants employing the different cycle layouts presented in the foregoing
chapter. Ten layouts are selected amongst the twelve cycles considered originally, with the
boundary conditions and specifications presented in Table 4.1. In this selection, both the
Matiant and Quasi combined cycles have been discarded, the former due to its poor thermal
performance at 750ºC (see Figure 3.20(b)) and the latter due to its low Second Law efficiency
brought about by cryogenic cooling (see Figure 3.24(b)). Additionally, these two configurations
present further complexity due to the presence of three-flow heat exchangers and cryogenic
cooling system, whose higher costs are not compensated for by a high thermal performance.
Power Output Pmax,sCO2 TIT Ts,mi n Ts,max TEScapaci t y SM
[MWel ] [MPa] [ºC] [ºC] [ºC] [hour] [-]
50 30 750 480 770 10 2.4
Table 4.1: Specifications of the reference power plant.
4.2 Cost Estimation techniques and models
Estimating the cost of a Concentrated Solar Power plant can become an extremely complex
task, depending on the level of detail required [230]. The difficulty lies on the lack of reliable
data since these are mostly proprietary of the EPC companies acting in the CSP industry,
especially when an emergent technology like sCO2 in this work is involved. The only publi-
cation that is worth mentioning is the work developed by Weiland et al. [74], providing cost
estimation correlations for all the major components of a sCO2 power cycle, employing vendor
component costs collected by U.S. DOE and presented in ASME Turbo Expo 2019, only a few
weeks before the present manuscript was deposited.
In this section, cost estimation models developed for the entire power plant are reported and
discussed. At this stage, the various equipment are considered are modeled individually since
the chapter is meant only to assess the installation costs of the plant, for which transient and
partial load conditions of the power plant (i.e., system integration) are not necessary.
4.2.1 Solar Subsystem
With the expression Solar Subsystem, the author refers to all the equipment, not included in
the power block, that collect and concentrate solar radiation, transforming it into the final
heat power input for the power block itself. Therefore, the Solar Subsystem is constituted
by the field of heliostats, solar tower and receiver and thermal energy storage system. The
intermediate heat exchanger that links the solar heat transfer fluid with the sCO2 working
fluid is not hereby considered but it is, instead, included in the Power Block section.
Before analyzing each one of these equipment though, the following assumption concerning
the entire solar subsystem must be discussed. The high temperatures considered in this work
are unattainable by the molten salts used in contemporary CSP plants, whose degradation
temperature is in the order of 600ºC [231]. Therefore, salts with a different composition and
capable of enabling the turbine inlet temperature demanded by the present study needs to be
taken into account. Amongst the different candidates, FLiNaK seems to be the most interesting
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one, thanks to its good thermo-physical properties and its wide range of operability in terms of
maximum and minim temperature allowed [232]. This fluid has been studied several times in
literature, in particular for thermal and mechanical design of Printed Circuit Heat Exchanger
[13, 73] and as coolant for nuclear reactor applications [233].
FLiNaK is a ternary eutectic alkaline metal fluoride salt mixture of Lithium, Sodium and
Potassium (46.5% LiF, 11.5% NaF and 42% KF). It has a melting point of 454ºC and a boiling
point of 1570ºC, yielding an operating temperature range that is compatible with the sCO2
power blocks considered. A comparison between FLiNaK and the standard solar salt, along
with their thermodynamic properties, is provided in Table 4.2 where a constant temperature
difference of 20ºC between the hot (salt) and cold (carbon dioxide) fluids is adopted to model
the heat transfer rate between FLiNaK and sCO2 (note that CO2 behaves close to ideally in
this temperature and pressure region far from the critical point). This assumption considers
that the heat transfer process between FLiNaK and sCO2 is not far from ideal (constant, low
temperature difference between hot and cold fluid) and yields a standard approach linking
the temperature change of molten salts to the temperature change of sCO2 without loss of
generality. Accordingly, the fact that the ∆T experienced by both fluids are linked, implies that
the inventory (or mass flow rate) of molten salts needed in the solar subsystem is a function of
the inlet temperature of carbon dioxide to the heat addition process, which depends itself on
cycle layout, turbine inlet temperature and pressure ratio.
Salt Composition Freezing Point [ºC] Boiling Point [ºC] Density [kg/m3] Specific heat J/kgK] Price [$/kg]
Solar Salt NaNO3-KNO3 220 [231] 600 [231] −0.636 ·T +2090 [75] 0.172 ·T +1443 [75] 1.1 [234]
FLiNaK LiF-NaF-KF 454 [235] 1570 [235] 2408.9−0.624 ·T [13] 1267.2+1.0634 ·T [13] 8.6
Table 4.2: Comparison between a standard molten salt and FLiNaK. Price of FLiNaK calculated
from data available in [13].
Solar Power Towers are fully-developed commercially nowadays [19], as shown by the signifi-
cant number of operating commercial-scale plants [230], and as such several software have
added the capability to provide a design for all the major equipment of the plant, along with
their cost estimations. Amongst these tools, the author decided to use SAM, an open-source
software developed by NREL and used frequently by various works in literature, for instance
Ho et al [236, 237] and Schmitt et al. [76]. This software provides a wide range of different
CSP plant design and of their corresponding financial models, with default commercial values
that can easily be customized. Moreover, a significant set of interesting locations worldwide is
available, for which the solar subsystem equipment can automatically be optimized according
to geographical coordinates.
Using these features, a conventional 50 MW Solar Power Tower with Thermal Energy storage
based on molten salts is modeled, considering the reference location in Seville and employing
the specifications provided in Table 4.1 1. The resulting costs of the solar subsystem are stored
in a database to be used later in the power plants based on sCO2 technology. This latter
information is used in later sections.
1With the exception of minimum and maximum temperatures of the salts, which must be 290 and 574ºC given
that standard solar salts are employed.
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Of course, the change in composition of the heat transfer fluid affects the final cost of the
solar subsystem in several ways. First of all, FLiNaK is significantly more expensive than the
standard solar salts. Secondly, the higher temperature rise of molten salts enabled by FLiNak
poses larger challenges to the design of the solar receiver and thermal energy storage. This is
all discussed in the next section.
Solar Field
The cost of the solar field (CSF ) is very sensitive to the efficiency of the power block as this
figure drastically affects the heat input required for the given power output. This is shown
in Figure 4.1 where the inverse, non-linear dependence of CSF upon ηth is observed. These
results are obtained with SAM, considering a surrounding field composed by square heliostats
with a unit surface of 144.4m2. The total amount of mirrors, and therefore the total reflecting
surface, obviously changes inversely to the thermal efficiency, and it is obtained by an auto-
matic optimization process carried out by the software.
Figure 4.1: Solar Field Cost function as produced by SAM.
Solar Receiver and Tower
The cost of these components is again obtained with SAM based on the values given for a
reference power plant using steam turbine technology. For the tower, the cost depends on
height, which is itself dependent on the thermal efficiency of the power block through heat
input [230], Figure 4.2. This is the only dependence of the solar tower cost function as no
differences are expected between towers in power plants based on steam turbines or sCO2
cycles.
With respect to the receiver, a cylindrical one similar to Gemasolar Power Plant [22] is taken
into account, and two correction factors are then applied to the reference values calculated
with SAM for state-of-the-art molten salts used in contemporary CSP plants. The first cor-
rection accounts for the different operating temperature of the receiver, which in this work
is increased to 770ºC with respect to standard steam technology. In accordance to this, and
in order to account for the higher technical risk, 30% higher costs are considered regardless
of the size of the receiver. The second correction factor takes into account that the working
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Figure 4.2: Solar Tower Cost function as produced by SAM.
fluid in a CSP plant based on steam turbines and in a plant based on sCO2 technology are
likely to exhibit a very different temperature rise across the receiver. This translates into an
inversely proportional variation of molten salt flow rate and, therefore, receiver volume. The
factor takes into account the different energy absorption capacity of state-of-the-art salts used
in contemporary CSP plants with respect to a high temperature salt like FLiNaK, which is the
working fluid of choice in this work.
The resulting global correction factor is shown in Eq.(4.1) where subscripts FLiNaK and r e f
refer to the said high temperature salt and the solar salt used by default in commercial CSP
plants. The cost function of the reference receiver CR,r e f is shown in Figure 4.3.
CR,F Li N aK = fr ec ·CR,r e f = 1.3 ·
c̄p,r e f ·∆Tr e f
c̄p,F Li N aK ·∆TF Li N aK
·CR,r e f (4.1)
Figure 4.3: Solar Receiver Cost function as produced by SAM.
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Thermal Energy Storage
The Thermal Energy Storage system is perhaps the equipment which is affected the most
by the change in molten salts, due to the huge amount of HTF contained in it and for the
greater temperature rise enabled by FLiNak. Its cost (CT ES) is calculated with an in-house
code previously developed at the University of Seville. Originally, this model considered an
1 MWe parabolic trough plant based on steam turbines operating at 550ºC, with Delcoterm
thermal oil employed in the TES system.The model, which was initially intended for small
plants, was modified by Rodríguez to fit to larger scales and then modified again by the author
of this thesis to incorporate FLiNak as HTF, both from the thermodynamic and economic
standpoints. A complete description and validation of Rodriguez’s model is provided in [238],
including the cost of purchasing the major equipment as well as other costs related to installa-
tion, insulation, foundations and all the auxiliary equipment required for system operation.
The costs employed by the model are corrected with cost indexes available in the Interna-
tional Journal of Production Economics to account for the time value of money [239], and
with exponential cost scaling factors taken from literature [240]. The cost of the individual
components of the storage system are adapted from the detailed project budget reported
in [234], which provides cost estimates of every single component of a real storage project.
Additional information, like wages, labor hours and productivity is taken from [241].
In the present study, the maximum operating temperature of molten salts is set to 770ºC
whereas the minimum temperature is dictated by the working sCO2 cycle, meaning that it
has a different value for each configuration. The gap between these two temperatures is
the temperature rise across the solar receiver (∆Tsol ar ) which is found to affect the size and
cost of the TES largely; this was also the case for the receiver in the previous section. It is to
note that estimating the effect of this parameter combined with the one caused by thermal
efficiency is not trivial, especially because the relation between the two is not known a priori.
To this end, a sensitivity analysis of CT ES to variations of ηth and ∆Tsol ar is done by varying
these parameters in the ranges 30-60 % and 90-300ºC respectively. The results of this study
are presented in Figure 4.4, where it becomes evident that the size of the storage system is
inversely proportional to ∆Tsol ar . Indeed, when ∆Tsol ar increases, the specific energy storage
capacity (kJ/kg) of the storage material increases, thus reducing the inventory of molten salts
for the same specifications (hours of extended operation at full load). On the other hand, ηth
also contributes to reducing the size of the storage system since the heat input required for a
given electric output is reduced proportionally to ηth .
Therefore, knowing the pattern of∆Tsol ar for each cycle configuration turns out indispensable
to complete the thermo-economic comparison, since the TES system is undoubtedly one of
the most expensive equipment of a CSP plant. These trends are successively presented and
discussed in Section 4.3 of this Chapter.
4.2.2 Heat Exchangers
Following the most usual approach, and even if the author acknowledges that it might not be
the best option for a large scale-commercial power plant, Printed Circuit Heat Exchangers
have been considered the technology of choice in this analysis, for their common acceptance
and proven capability [67, 78, 242]. The name of this HXs derives from the procedure used to
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Figure 4.4: Cost of Thermal Energy Storage system.
manufacture the flat metal plates that form the core of the heat exchanger, done by chemical
milling. The plates are then stacked, diffusion bonded and finally converted into a solid metal
block, as shown in Figure 4.5 from [9]. This model of compact heat exchangers is particularly
indicated for high pressure fluids, due to the fact that the plates are alternately joined by
diffusion bonding, yielding a compact, extremely strong, all-metal heat exchanger core [242].
On the negative side, the resulting equipment is bulky and heavy and the manufacturing
cost is very high. The main manufacturers of PCHEs today are Heatric [243], Vacuum Process
Engineering VPE [244] and Alfa Laval [245], which declare different maximum design pressures
and temperatures in the range from 650 to 1000 bar and from 800 to 900ºC. Any of these
manufacturers provide equipment suitable for the operating conditions considered in the
feasible range of the present study, Table 4.1.
Figure 4.5: Section of a counter-flow PCHE. Taken from [9].
The thermal performance of the PCHE has been modeled with an in-house code whose de-
scription and validation are available in a series of joint publications by the author of this
thesis and Kevin Hoopes, from Southwest Research Institute, TX [221, 246]. These works were
originally presented at the 5th International sCO2 Power Cycles Symposium held in San Anto-
nio in 2016 and the ASME Turbo Expo conference held in Charlotte, NC, in 2017. Reference to
the second work is made in Chapter 5.
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The model is based on the standard approach considering the heat exchanger as divided in N
divisions with equal heat duty and with a low enough temperature rise/drop on each side so
as to enable the application of the ε-NTU method in each division 2 [10]. In addition to this, as
published in [221, 246], the code has recently been improved with new thermal correlations
for wavy channels PCHE [73] and a mechanical stress analysis based on the work by Yoon [13].
To this latter aim, a maximum allowable mechanical stress must be set, which in this case
corresponds to a maximum pressure difference between the hot and cold sides after which the
geometry of the PCHE (channel pitch and wall thickness) is modified to ensure mechanical
integrity at the working pressure and temperature of interest. This approach links the working
pressure and void fraction of the equipment, yielding bulkier PCHEs at higher pressures. A
complete description of the in-house model, along with the thermodynamic correlations
employed, is provided in Annex A.
The default geometry of the PCHE design code is presented in Figure 4.6. This geometry
makes use of a counter-flow layout with semi-cylindrical, zigzag channels whose dimensions
take values usually employed in the industry [67]. In particular, the channel pitch and plate
thickness take approximate values which must later be varied according to the pressure levels
in order to ensure mechanical integrity (see Annex A).
Figure 4.6: Section of the counter-flow PCHE taken into account in the in-house model. Dc ,
Pc and tc are channel diameter, pitch and plate thickness.
The cost of the PCHEs is estimated with a methodology based on the works by Dostal [67] and
Kim [73]. In these, the mass of the heat exchanger M is obtained from its volume V and void
fraction -or porosity- (εH X = 1− fm) which is given a reference value taken from literature. The
latter parameter represents a sort of "density" of the HX, as defined in Eq.(4.2) where Dc , Pc
and tc are the channel diameter, pitch and plate thickness. The former is set to 3 mm whilst
the other two parameters result from the mechanical analysis (typical values are 3.5 and 2 mm
respectively). The total mass is finally obtained by merely multiplying V , fm and ρm (density
of the raw material considered). The cost of the PCHE is then calculated from the cost of the
raw material (Cr aw ), expressed in $/kg, Eq.(4.3).
2The ε-NTU method is based on the assumption that the fluid’s properties are constant. Hence, it cannot be
applied in a flange to flange simulation or with too few internal divisions, due to the strong real-gas-behavior of
sCO2.
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fm = 1− π ·Dc
2
8 ·Pc · tc
; M = ρm ·V · fm (4.2)
CH X [$] = M ·Cr aw (4.3)
Two different alloys are considered depending on the operating temperature. Stainless Steel
316L is used for the coolers, which do not have to withstand high temperatures, and the
recuperators whose maximum temperature does not exceed 475 ºC. Inconel 617 is employed
in those HXs operating at higher temperatures, including the heaters. The maximum allowable
mechanical stresses of these alloys, taken from [247, 248], are represented as a function of
temperature in Figure 4.7.
(a) Allowable stress for Stainless Steel 316L. [247] (b) Allowable stress for Inconel617 [248].
Figure 4.7: Maximum allowable mechanical stresses of materials employed in HX design, as a
function of temperature.
Estimating the manufacturing/processing cost to be added to the raw material (usually sup-
plied in bars) to calculate Cr aw in PCHEs is a challenging task, inasmuch as this information
is proprietary of the original equipment manufacturers. This is why the approach presented
by Kim et al. to produce a correction factor that could be applied to the un-processed (raw
material) cost is used, in the absence of a better approach [73]. These authors consider a
cost of 150 $/kg for the processed Alloy 800 HT, which is six times higher than the cost of
the un-processed material in the market (ca. 25 $/kg). Applying this correction factor to the
afore-listed alloys yields the following cost ranges: Stainless Steel 316L from 20 to 25 $/kg,
Inconel 617 from 120 to 180 $/kg.
4.2.3 Turbomachinery
Turbomachinery components are simulated with simple lumped volume models given that
these are intended for on-design performance only, the same way already discussed in Chapter
3. Then, due to the lack of reliable cost data for sCO2 turbomachinery, standard cost estimates
for air compressors and centrifugal pumps are employed, as presented in [249]. The cost
of centrifugal compressors is obtained as a function of the required electric power in Horse
Power, Eq.(4.4), whereas the cost of the pumps is calculated as a function of their volumetric
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flow Q and head H in gal/min and ft, Eq.(4.5).
Ccompr [k$] = 7.90 ·Ẇel 0.62, 200 < Ẇel [HP ] < 30000 (4.4)

Cpump [$] = 2 ·FT ·Cb
FT = exp(9.8849−1.6164 · ln(Q ·
p
H)+0.083 · (ln(Q ·pH))2)
Cb = 3 ·exp(8.833−0.6019 · ln(Q ·
p
H)+0.0519(ln(Q ·pH))2)
(4.5)
Supercritical CO2 turbines are expected to be less costly than steam turbines of similar output
due to the lower footprint brought about by the lower specific volume of the working fluid and
the lower pressure ratio of the working cycle (fewer stages) [67]. Based on this rationale, the
cost of sCO2 turbines is extrapolated from the cost of supercritical steam turbines without
steam bleeds, as produced by Thermoflex software [250]. Two correction factors are then
applied, the first of which is the ratio of volume flow rate between the reference and sCO2
turbines. The second correction factor is based on the assumption that, due to material
strength limitations, stage loading in a sCO2 turbine is roughly 25-30% lower than in a steam
turbine, Eq.(4.6),
ΨsCO2 =
Wst ag e,sCO2
u2sCO2
= 0.75 ·Ψsteam = 0.75 ·
Wst ag e,steam
u2steam
(4.6)
where Ψ is the stage loading coefficient, Wst ag e,steam is the expansion work and u is the
peripheral blade speed at mean turbine radius. Such a statement can be easily deduced from
the following expression of the forces exerted by turbine blades on an incompressible, inviscid
flow expanding across a bi-dimensional cascade, given by mass and momentum conservation:
{
Fx = (p1 −p2) ·b
Fy = ρ ·b · c2x · (tanα1 − tanα2)
(4.7)
where ρ is density, b is pitch of the cascade, cx is axial velocity and α is flow angle with respect
to the axial direction. The boundary conditions and forces are illustrated in Figure 4.8.
Should the steam and carbon dioxide flows turn a similar angle across the cascade (deflection)
in Figure 4.8, the tangential force Fy exerted on the blade would increase proportionally to
the change in density and axial velocity squared, Eq.(4.7). With this in mind, the following
observations are noteworthy:
• Turbine inlet density almost doubles when using supercritical carbon dioxide in a CSP
application at 750°C versus a similar plant using supercritical steam turbines at the
standard temperature of 560°C3.
3The approximate density of steam at 250 bar and 560°C is 75 kg/m3 whilst carbon dioxide at 300 bar and 750ºC
has a density of 145 kg/m3.
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Figure 4.8: Forces on a cascade of turbine blades.
• In addition, the density drop along the expansion line in a supercritical steam cycle is
much larger than in a supercritical CO2 cycle due to (i) the much larger expansion ratio
of the former cycle and (ii) the higher isentropic exponent of steam. As a result, the
average densities of steam and carbon dioxide in these turbines are 40 and 90 kg/m3,4.
The cumulative effect on tangential force, based on these average densities, would be a
double Fy for CO2.
• On the other hand, the change in axial velocity can be correlated to the change in speed
of sound, which is in the order of 20% (525 m/s for CO2 and 650 m/s for steam at turbine
inlet). This means a 35% lower axial velocity squared, hence tangential force, for CO2.
Nevertheless, this last contribution is not able to counteract the significant increase in Fy
produced by the difference in fluid density, and the tangential force in the sCO2 case can be
roughly considered as 165% higher than the supercritical steam one. In the light of these
results, Fy in a sCO2 turbine could be reduced by simply reducing the pitch/chord ratio of
the blade row. Nevertheless, it is unrealistic to think that the twofold difference between
Fy,CO2 and Fy,H2O can completely be offset through this effect as this would drastically increase
profile losses (friction on the blade passage walls). This is why a 15-25% lower load coefficient
for sCO2 is assumed in Eq.(4.6), the remainder reduction of Fy,CO2 (if any) relying on a higher
solidity. The resulting difference in tangential force Fy between sCO2 and supercritical steam
turbines turns out to be in the order of 150%, as indicated in Eq. 4.8 later.
If expansion work in the Rankine steam cycle and in each sCO2 cycle is then expressed as a
function of expansion ratio, turbine inlet conditions and properties of the working fluid, the
following correction factor can be devised under the assumption that all stages in the turbine
exchange equal work
NsCO2
Nsteam
= 1.5 · c̄p,sCO2 ·T I T · (1−PR
1−γ
γ )
∆hsteam
(4.8)
where N is the number of stages, T I T and PR are the turbine inlet temperature and pressure
ratio of the sCO2 cycle and∆hsteam is the isentropic enthalpy change across the steam turbine.
4These densities are based on isentropic expansions from the conditions in footnote 1 to 0.080 and 75 bar for
steam and carbon dioxide respectively.
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With this information, the resulting cost function of the sCO2 turbine is
Ctur b[k$] =CT F X ·
V̇sCO2
V̇steam
· NsCO2
Nsteam
(4.9)
where CT F X is the cost estimate of a supercritical steam turbine of given volumetric flow rate
V̇steam as provided by Thermoflex.
4.2.4 Cooling Towers
The cost of this equipment is also obtained with Thermoflex, considering a standard natural
draft wet cooling tower with horizontal fill. To this aim, the inlet temperature of hot water
entering the cooling tower and the tower range (∆Tr ang e ) are set to 26.8 ºC and 10 ºC respec-
tively. With this information, the water mass flow rate of the cooling tower is easily calculated
by merely applying energy conservation under ISO ambient conditions: 15 ºC, 1 atm and 60%
RH. The correlation estimating the cost of the cooling tower as a function of the water mass
flow rate ṁw is presented in Eq.(4.10).
CC T [k$] = a ·ṁ6w −b ·ṁ5w + c ·ṁ4w +d ·ṁ3w +e ·ṁ2w + f ·ṁw + g
a = 2.45 ·10−15 b =−1.1 ·10−11 c = 1.9 ·10−9
d =−1.52 ·10−5 e = 0.0046 f = 1.17 g = 26.62
(4.10)
For the case of the Transcritical CO2 cycle, which has a minimum cycle temperature of 15ºC
to enable condensation [251], the water temperature at the inlet to the cooler is set to 10 ºC
whereas the range ∆Tr ang e remains the same as in the other cycles.
4.2.5 Balance of plant and other assumptions
Balance of Plant (BoP ) is the last contribution to the total installed cost. This cost Ctot ,BoP is as-
sumed to be in the range from 10 to 20% of the total installed cost. Other owner’s costs or costs
related to engineering, procurement and construction are not included in the calculations.
4.3 Sensitivity Analysis to Pressure Ratio
A series of specifications for the reference power plant considered in the economic analysis
were presented in Table 4.1 at the beginning of this chapter. Amongst them, turbine inlet
temperature comes usually determined by the energy source or application, as discussed
earlier, whilst the appropriate value of peak pressure is less easily fixed, due to the lack of
sCO2-based commercial power plants and of specific references in literature. Nevertheless,
from Chapter 3, it results evident that the thermodynamic performance of all the cycles gener-
ally improve when higher pressures are considered. Therefore, a starting point to assess the
best turbine inlet pressure would be to consider the highest feasible value from the thermody-
namic and economic standpoints. To this end, a parametric study is developed whereby this
pressure varies from 15 to 40 MPa, on the assumption that the latter value sets the current limit
in turbine inlet pressure (as drawn from the experience with ultrasupercritical steam turbines).
The figures of merit considered in the parametric analysis are thermal efficiency, temperature
rise across the solar receiver∆Tsol ar , whose importance is remarked in Section 4.2.1, Overnight
Capital cost (OCC) and Power Block (PB) cost. Figure 4.9 presents the trends of ηth and∆Tsol ar ,
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(a) Thermal efficiency as a function of peak cycle pressure. TIT is set to 750ºC in all cycles.
(b) Temperature rise across solar receiver as a function of peak cycle pressure. TIT is set to 750ºC in all cycles.
The Transcritical CO2 Allam cycles show the same trend, constant and equal to 290ºC.
Figure 4.9: ηth and ∆Tsol ar as a function of peak cycle pressure.
the former of which was already discussed in the previous chapter with a different graph,
Figure 3.20.
Interestingly, ∆Tsol ar and ηth show similar trends since both of them increase monotonically,
even if ∆Tsol ar for Transcritical CO2, Allam, Simple Recuperated and Recompression remains
constant at 290ºC for pressures higher than 30 MPa, in order to avoid solidification of the
molten salt. Theoretically, if lower FLiNaK temperatures were possible, the trend of ∆Tsol ar
would be a true monotonic increase. As expected, those layouts presenting highest ηth (Partial
Cooling + RH, Recompression+IC+RH and Double Reheated) are also those with lowest ∆Tsol ar .
From a thermodynamic standpoint, this is explained by the recuperative nature of the cycle:
indeed, those cycles with the highest potential for internal heat recovery (preheating of the
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receiver inlet stream with heat available in the turbine exhaust flow) reducing the need for
external heat addition, leading to a higher average temperature of the heat addition process
(hence ∆Tsol ar ). The large importance of this observation is found in the very strong an
counteracting impacts of these two parameters on the costs of the solar subsystem and the
power block.
Figure 4.10 shows the Overnight Capital Cost and Power Block Cost. It becomes very visible
that all configurations exhibit similar features. The Overnight Capital Cost decreases as the
peak pressure gets higher and then, once a minimum value OCC is reached, it rises again as
pressure continues to grow.
(a) Overnight Capital Costs per kilowatt as a function of peak cycle pressure.
(b) Power Block Costs as a function of peak cycle pressure.
Figure 4.10: OCC and PB costs as a function of peak cycle pressure.
The initial decay is mostly thanks to a higher thermal efficiency, Figure 4.9(a), whilst the
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subsequent rise is due to the very high operating pressures. The Power Block cost presents
a somewhat mirrored trend, with highest costs at very high pressures and also high costs
when pressure is very low. In this case, it is also observed that the pressure at which the
PB cost is lowest depends on cycle configuration. This becomes particularly evident for the
Schroder-Turner and Precompression cycles which reach very high PB costs (higher than 100
M$) for pressures around 40 MPa due to two counteracting effects. At low to intermediate
pressures, the rise of thermal efficiency is dominant and brings about a PB cost reduction.
On the other hand, at high pressure, the equipment get bulkier to endure the extremely high
mechanical stresses, and this has a large impact on the cost of major components. Generally
speaking, it is worth noting that almost all the configurations exhibit a minimum PB and OCC
at around 25 MPa and 35 MPa.
Based on the information obtained from Figures 4.9 and 4.10, the assumption to consider a 30
MPa peak pressure for the reference power plant is validated. Among the feasible pressures,
either mechanically or thermodynamically speaking, this value ensures a significant reduction
of the Overnight Capital cost from which it can be inferred that the PB cost has a smaller effect
on OCC as compared to other subsystems, in particular the solar field and thermal energy
storage system. This conclusion also increases the interest in ∆Tsol ar , which has a very strong
influence on the cost of the TES itself, since it is found to achieve its maximum value (for four
of the ten cycles considered) when a pressure of 30 MPa is adopted.
4.4 Uncertainty Analysis
As it is common to any cost analysis [252], the foregoing discussion on how to estimate the
costs of the different components in a supercritical CO2 power plant holds an inevitable degree
of uncertainty. In order to address it, a probabilistic approach to uncertainty quantification
based on the Montecarlo methodology is incorporated into the assessment. This tool is highly
recommended to take into account the uncertainty encountered in the cost estimation pro-
cess, especially if an innovative technology like sCO2 is considered.
Based on a similar analysis by Ho et al. [236, 237], uniform probability distributions are as-
signed to each main parameter in the cost functions presented before. This means constant
probability between the maximum and minimum values that each parameter can take, as
reported in Table 4.3. The limits are wider for those parameters which bring in larger uncer-
tainty whereas the range is lower for the most mature technology, for instance the solar field.
With these boundary conditions, and setting the number of samples to 10000, the Overnight
Capital Cost (OCC ) is calculated.
The uniform probability distribution used in [236, 237] has been selected for its capacity to de-
fine the boundary conditions more clearly and for its low computational duty 5. Nonetheless,
calculations with a normal distribution have also been performed in order to double check
potential errors (larger uncertainty) coming from the selection of a wrong probability function.
The results obtained with both distributions are almost identical, but with a significant com-
putational cost saving for the uniform distribution, which is used in the remainder of this work.
5Personal communication with Craig Turchi, NREL.
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The criteria used to define the possible ranges of values for all the costs employed in the
uncertainty analysis, resumed in Table 4.3, are as follows:
• For turbomachinery, the uniform distribution considers that a 40% higher cost than
in Eqs.(4.4-4.9) is possible, whilst the possibility to have a lower cost is considered
negligible. This assumption is made principally to take into account the extreme lack of
information available about cost estimation techniques for sCO2 turbomachinery, with
the intent to provide results close to the worst case scenario instead of more optimistic
ones.
• Something similar applies to the cost of the cooling tower for which potential changes of
±30% are foreseen due to large variations in relative humidity at the selected plant site.
• Regarding the heat exchangers, the range of values discussed and provided in Section
4.2.2 is used in the uncertainty analysis. It is worth highlighting that these costs include
both raw material and manufacturing/processing costs.
• The solar field and tower are already mature technologies and thus only a 10% devi-
ation towards higher costs is considered, possibly brought about by unforeseen local
constraints.
• The range shown in Table 4.3 for the thermal energy storage system is wider, accounting
for potential changes between -20% and +30% with respect to the cost estimated by the
in-house code, Figure 4.4. This range is intended to leave room for a new generation of
less costly molten salts being introduced in the market in the near to mid future.
• The cost of the receiver CR is thought to potentially be up to 50% higher than the value
provided by Figure 4.3, due to unforeseen material-related issues encountered when
operating the system at very high temperatures.
• Finally, Ctot ,BoP is assumed to be in the range from 10 to 20% of the total installed cost.
Cost [k$] Min Value Max Value Distribution
Compressor Ccompr 1.4 · Ccompr Uniform
Pump Cpump 1.4 · Cpump Uniform
Turbine Ctur b 1.4 · Ctur b Uniform
SS 316L [$/kg] 20 25 Uniform
Inconel 617 [$/kg] 120 180 Uniform
Cooling Tower 0.7 · CC T 1.3 · CC T Uniform
Solar Field CSF 1.1 · CSF Uniform
TES 0.8 · CT ES 1.3 · CT ES Uniform
Receiver 1.3 CR 1.8 · CR Uniform
Tower Ctower 1.1 · Ctower Uniform
BoP 0.1 · Ctot 0.2 · Ctot Uniform
Table 4.3: Uncertainty analysis: limits of the uniform probability distributions.
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4.5 Economic Results
This section presents the results provided by the uncertainty analysis using the Montecarlo
method. To this aim, the probability density functions of OCC -per-kW are presented first,
providing an overall scenario of configurations considered. Secondly, a comparison between
these configurations is developed, considering the 85% percentile and analyzing the individual
contributions to OCC .
A summary of all the figures of merit obtained for all the cycles considered and the operating
conditions in Table 4.1 (750ºC and 30 MPa) is provided in Table 4.4. The information shown
contains the main performance parameters such as ηth , Ws , ∆Tsol ar . This is later employed
to estimate the cost of all major equipment with the correlations and assumptions discussed
at the beginning of this Chapter.
Cycle Ti n,compr Pi n,compr ηth Ws ∆Tsol ar
[ºC] [MPa] [%] [kJ/kg] [ºC]
a 32 7.5 45.8 171 290
b 15 5 48.3 242 290
c 32 7.5 50.6 164 254
d 32 7.5 50.5 142 220
e 32 7.5 52.8 174 130
f 32 5 51.1 192 290
g 32 5 53.0 210 157
h 32 5 52.8 159 80
i 32 7.5 49.0 200 160
j 32 3 45.0 252 290
Table 4.4: Parameters used in the economic analysis.
4.5.1 Total Costs
The specific Overnight Capital Costs (per installed electric kilowatt) of the cycles presented
in Figure 3.1 are presented in Figure 4.116. Three regions are identified in this chart. On the
right hand side, the Double Reheated cycle is identified as having the highest OCC -per-kW
with up to 14000 $/kW. In the central region, the Recompression+IC+RH, Schroder-Turner and
Partial Cooling+RH cycles exhibit high OCC -per-kW with up to 10000 $/kW. Finally, the other
six layouts are on the left hand side of the chart with installed costs in the range from 5000 to
7000 $/kW.
The first interesting observation is related to the impact of uncertainty. It is worth noting that
those cycles with higher costs also experience larger uncertainty, manifested as a less steep
slope which broadens the range of possible installed cost values. For instance, for the Double
Reheated layout, this range increases to more than 4000 $/kW between the least and most
probable costs. This is symptomatic of a larger data dispersion in the Montecarlo simulation,
due to the higher relative importance of the thermal energy storage system and the tower/re-
ceiver. Such behavior could have been deduced from the values given in Table 4.3 for the latter
6Note that the Matiant and Quasi Combined layouts, k and l in Figure 3.1, are excluded from the economic
analysis as discussed at the beginning of the Chapter.
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component.
Figure 4.11: Cumulative probability distribution of Overnight Capital Costs per kilowatt. All
cycles (see Figure 3.1 to identify labels).
The physical explanation of the foregoing discussion has to do with the fact that these cycles
with higher costs are extremely recuperative, leading to significantly smaller values of ∆Tsol ar
(smaller temperature rise in the heaters) and an exponential rise of the size of receiver and
TES; this confirms what was already observed in Section 4.2.1. On the other end, heat recovery
in the Transcritical CO2 layout is not particularly enhanced, yielding a larger ∆Tsol ar and a
more vertical slope in Figure 4.11. This is also observed in the close-up of those cycles with
lowest capital cost presented in Figure 4.12. In the light of these results, it is easily concluded
that the Transcritical CO2 cycle is the only layout likely to yield an OCC lower than 6000 $/kW
whilst the Partial Cooling and Allam cycles yield the same value but with 90% confidence only.
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Figure 4.12: Cumulative probability distribution of Overnight Capital Costs per kilowatt. Close-
up of Figure 4.11.
4.5.2 Cost Breakdown
Upon evaluation of the impact of uncertainty, the 85% percentiles are used to perform a capital
cost comparison of the ten cycles considered in the analysis. The comparison is presented in
Figure 4.13 with the labels already presented in Figure 3.1.
Figure 4.13: Breakdown of Capital Costs. Labels refer to Figure 3.1.
At first glance, the Recompression+IC+RH and Double Reheated layouts (e and h in Figure 4.13)
exhibit unusual results. Indeed, the costs of thermal energy storage and tower/receiver are
significantly higher than that of the solar field, which is usually the most expensive subsystem
in a CSP plant. A similar though slightly attenuated pattern is presented by other layouts:
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Recompression, Schroder-Turner and Partial Cooling+RH (d , i and g respectively). This is
due to the very low ∆Tsol ar , which is actually much lower than ∆Tr e f and leads to a dramatic
increase in the size of these components. In particular, the Double Reheated layout presents
a ∆Tsol ar of 80ºC, a value three times lower than ∆Tr e f (284ºC) and the maximum ∆Tsol ar
achieved by some of the configurations considered (290ºC, see Table 4.4). The conclusion
already reported in [253] with regards to the capital importance of ∆Tsol ar is confirmed here
again.
Another interesting observation in Figure 4.13 is the share of the solar field in those cycles
with more complex layouts (e, g , h, i ) which is indeed lower thanks to a higher efficiency
ηth . Unfortunately, this lower cost is outweighed by the much higher cost of the remaining
components in the plant. And for the same reasons, the cost of the power block is significantly
lower than that of the solar subsystem in those cycles characterized by simpler configurations
(b and j, for instance). Also due to this relationship between efficiency and size of solar field,
the costs of power block and solar field are comparable in those cycles incorporating reheating
and intercooling (e, g), due to the higher thermal efficiencies achieved. Nevertheless, on the
negative side, these cycles typically exhibit low∆Tsol ar , see Table 4.4, which leads to extremely
high CT ES , CR and Ctower . This can be better observed in Figure 4.14 where a breakdown of
the power block cost is provided.
Figure 4.14: Breakdown of Power Block Costs. Labels refer to Figure 3.1.
The Recompression+IC+RH, Partial Cooling + RH, Double Reheated and Schroder-Turner lay-
outs in Figure 4.14 (e, g , h and i ) show a high turbine cost, due to the larger number of
turbomachineries required by the reheating configuration. Yet, the costliest items turn out
to be the heaters, owing to the more expensive materials that must be used to withstand
the extremely high temperatures at the inlet. Furthermore, the cost of the heaters is directly
affected by ∆Tsol ar given that, for a given output, a larger temperature rise across the heater
implies a lower ∆T across the solar receiver, which also implies a smaller temperature dif-
ference between the hot and cold tanks of the thermal energy storage system. This can be
inferred from the parallel trends of TES and heaters costs, yellow bars in Figures 4.13 and 4.14
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respectively.
The thermodynamic information presented in Chapter 3 and the cost analysis in the previous
section are integrated in Figure 4.15. This chart presents a comparison between the ten cycles
considered in terms of First and Second Law efficiencies and OCC , allowing to better under-
stand the foregoing discussion. It is easily observed that the Transcritical CO2 (b), Allam ( j )
and Partial Cooling ( f ) cycles are the least expensive options. Nevertheless, while the first two
configurations do not exhibit particularly good thermodynamic features, the Partial Cooling
system seems to provide a better compromise. This is further assessed in Figure 4.16, where
the trade-offs between the key figures of merit of each cycle are presented. These metrics are
thermal efficiency ηth , Carnot Factor C F , temperature rise across the receiver ∆Tsol ar and
installed cost (expressed as 1-$/kW).
Thermal efficiency has a direct impact on the size of the solar field and, accordingly, the tower
and receiver. The Carnot Factor is a measure of the overall irreversibility of the cycle, hence
the temperature gap (between the hot and cold reservoirs) needed to achieve a given thermal
efficiency; i.e., a combination of thermal efficiency and compressor inlet temperature for
cycles operating at constant turbine inlet temperature. The temperature rise is an indirect
measure of the inventory of molten salts that is needed to run the cycle and store thermal
energy in the Thermal Energy Storage system. Finally, the complementary relative cost 1-$/kW
is self-explanatory.
Figure 4.15: Thermo-economic comparison of supercritical CO2 cycles.
The aim of Figure 4.16 is to provide a graphical comparison of the overall performance of the
cycles, both thermally and economically. Accordingly, the layout achieving highest value in
each axis (note that each metric is expressed in relative terms for the sake of the comparison)
stems as the best option since it provides highest production of energy at the minimum cost.
With this in mind, it becomes clear that the Double Reheated layout cannot be considered the
best choice because it exhibits an extremely high OCC (1-$/kW→0) in spite of its high thermal
efficiency. The other three cycles, on the other hand, present very similar areas.
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Figure 4.16: Thermo-economic comparison of supercritical CO2 cycles. Trade-offs between
key figures of merit.
The economic results of the uncertainty analysis, Figure 4.12, suggest that whilst the Transcrit-
ical CO2 cycle could be the layout of choice for the CSP application considered, the Partial
Cooling cycle also presents significantly higher thermal efficiency and Carnot factor, Figure
4.15, even if with slightly higher $/kW, Figure 4.16. For these reasons, the Partial Cooling
cycle would potentially step forth as a shorter-term, slightly more feasible option whereby
a balanced techno-economic performance would be attained with less demanding design
constraints for the solar receiver. On the negative side, this would be at the cost of a larger
inventory of salts as shown in Figure 4.16.
4.6 Conclusions
This chapter presented an assessment of the Overnight Capital Cost of a 50 MWe CSP power
plant with a 10 hour Thermal Energy Storage system, operating at high temperature and
employing a sCO2 power cycle. The major equipment of the plant have been modeled either
with validated in-house codes (Thermal Energy Storage, heat exchangers) or using software
accepted by the industry (SAM for the solar field, tower and receiver, and Thermoflex for the
turbomachinery and cooling tower). The commercial software has also been employed to
calculate reference costs of a steam-based CSP plant with a TES of similar capacity using
state-of-the-art molten salts. Then, a series of correction factors have been developed in order
to account for the difference between the high temperature salt F Li N aK and the reference
salt, thus adapting the cost estimates to plants based on sCO2 technology.
The integral thermo-economic analysis applied to the cycles explored in Chapter 3 has been
based on the Overnight Capital Cost per kilowatt and on efficiency according to the First and
Second Laws of Thermodynamics. A first conclusion is that only the Transcritical CO2 cycle
seems to be likely to enable installation costs lower than 6000 $/kW with a 100% probabil-
ity. If the 85% confidence interval is considered, the capital cost of this cycle is 5657 $/kW,
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which seems to be competitive against some 3800 $/kW for a coal power plant [254] or 5800
$/kW for a state-of-the-art CSP plant using tower technology [255]. Interestingly, this config-
uration does not present a remarkably high ηth (lower than 48.5%) or a very high Carnot Factor.
The Partial Cooling and the Allam layouts follow close behind with 5907 and 5943 $/kW
respectively. Considering the former cycle, the relatively low OCC is combined with very good
thermodynamic features. This cycle provides a thermal efficiency higher than 51%, and ap-
parently the best compromise between thermodynamic and economic features. Finally, very
complex layouts seem to be not advisable, even if they are characterized by really high thermal
efficiencies ηth . The Double Reheating, Recompression+IC+RH and Partial Cooling+RH cycles
are actually able to exceed 53% thermal efficiency but suffer from a much larger number of
components, some of them operating at high temperature. As a consequence, their capital
costs per kilowatt increase to 12538, 9096 and 8130 $/kW respectively.
The work in this chapter suggests that sCO2 can potentially be installed at a cost that is compa-
rable with current steam turbine technology. Bearing in mind that the latter technology does
not hold the potential to become much more efficient than it currently is, this is a promising
result that has now to be confirmed by the calculation of the corresponding Levelized Cost of
Electricity in the next Chapter.
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5 Partial Load Analysis and LCoE As-
sessment
This chapter is going to be embargoed during the next six months in order to ensure publica-
tion confidentiality.
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6 Conclusions
This thesis has presented a systematic approach, based on a thorough thermo-economic
analysis, to selecting sCO2 power cycles for Concentrated Solar Power applications with the
aim to assess their actual potential to yield lower cost of electricity than state-of-the-art CSP
plants based on steam turbines. This final chapter provides a closure to this work by presenting
a critical review of the various assumptions and the methodology applied in the research, and
by summarizing the main findings of it.
6.1 Critical review of assumptions and methodology
Assessing a trustworthy and thorough feasibility analysis of CSP plants employing sCO2 power
blocks is very challenging, mostly due to the low TRL of sCO2 technology and to the scarcity of
reliable cost-related information, especially for turbomachines. Furthermore, the comparison
between several cycle configurations, characterized by different thermodynamic features and
required boundary conditions, brings in additional complexity to the problem under analysis.
In consequence, a series of assumptions have been made throughout the present dissertation,
in order to reduce the complexity of the problem down to a manageable level. In this section,
these assumptions are revisited with the aim to assess the reliability of the results provided by
the thesis, highlighting both the principal positive features and also the main flaws.
First of all, considering a single value of compressor inlet temperature may be regarded as
an oversimplification. The value of 32ºC taken into account results to be only slightly higher
than the supercritical point, and it could be argued that higher temperatures would be pre-
ferred in order to avoid strongly variable sCO2 thermophysical properties. Nevertheless, the
choice was pondered and considered reliable for the next reasons. On the one hand, 32ºC is
well-established value in specific sCO2 power cycle literature and does not undermine the
validity of the results. Property databases like Refprop and Coolprop provide good approxima-
tions at temperatures 1ºC above the supercritical value, and considering higher temperatures
would only lead to worse cycle thermal performances. On the other hand, looking into the
future, 32ºC results would be suitable if sCO2 blends were used in lieu of pure sCO2 as this
temperature would enable condensation of the working fluid and, hence, better thermal
performance of the cycle. This is currently under research in the SCARABEUS project, funded
by the European Commission under the H2020 programme and developed by an European
consortium participated by the University of Seville.
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Considering the thermodynamic comparison presented in Chapter 3, the efficiency of tur-
bomachinery as calculated with lumped-volume models can be considered reliable, as well
as the one-dimensional model employed for the heat exchangers, due to the fact that both
are intended for on-design calculations only. Regarding the former equipment, a constant
polytropic efficiency has been chosen, whose values can be considered consistent with the
information available in literature. Moreover, the selection of polytropic instead of isentropic
efficiency allows to better capture the influence of the very different pressure/temperature
ratios of the cycles considered in the comparison. Along the same lines, the selection of the
twelve cycles considered in Chapter 3 is deemed reliable, since it is the result of a thorough
review of the state-of-the-art of sCO2 technology provided in Chapter 2.
The PCHE design code employed in Chapter 4 is based on well-known and verified references,
improved with the most recent thermal correlations presented in literature. Similarly, the
Conductance Ratio Method, the original off-design performance model presented in Chapter
5, has been extensively proven against experimental data provided by manufacturers and
users and also found in literature. On the contrary, the compressor performance maps used
in this chapter might need a further check in the future, owing mostly to the low TRL of this
technology and the lack of truly reliable information available in literature. Nevertheless, the
maps obtained with AxStream and employed in Chapter 5 are still a good compromise and,
therefore, constitute a suitable solution for the present dissertation. Finally, regarding the
part-load performance of sCO2 cycles, standard control strategies usually applied in closed
cycle gas turbine applications are employed, along with the widely used software SAM.
As far as the economic analysis is concerned, the cost estimation process is inherently more
uncertain than the design process. For this reason, the simplifying assumptions have to be
made with even more care, in particular given the low TRL of sCO2 technologies. This is why
the economic analysis includes a thorough assessment of the effect of uncertainty.
Regarding the solar sub-system, solar field and tower are not strongly affected by the utilization
of sCO2, and the cost estimation provided by SAM can be considered satisfactory. The same
can not be said for the solar receiver, this being the reason why two in-house correlations
have been developed in order to improve the trustworthiness of the estimates and to take
into account the higher receiver temperature required by the sCO2 power cycle and the dif-
ference in heat capacity between FLiNaK and the standard solar salt. Finally, the in-house
model employed for the Thermal Energy Storage system can be considered reliable since it
has been validated against experimental data and modified to incorporate FLiNaK as HTF
both thermodynamically and economically.
Similarly, the cost estimation of the Printed Circuit Heat Exchanger can be considered reliable
given that it is based on the verified PCHE design code discussed earlier. Due to the lack of
reliable cost data for sCO2 turbomachinery, standard cost estimates for air compressors and
centrifugal pumps are employed. This assumption does not undermine the validity of the
cost estimation function inasmuch as the contribution of compressor and pump to the total
installed cost is small compared to other power block equipment, and almost negligible in the
context of the solar sub-system. Regarding sCO2 turbine instead, this is expected to be less
costly than steam turbines of similar output due to the lower footprint brought about by the
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lower specific volume of the working fluid and the lower pressure ratio of the working cycle.
For this reason, a series of correlations have been created in order to adjust the approximated
cost estimation obtained with commercial software Thermoflex for state-of-the-art subcritical
and supercritical steam turbines. Finally, the contributions of the Cooling Tower, Balance of
Plant and other minor equipment to the total installed cost can be considered reliable since
these are calculated with Thermoflex or directly obtained from well-known references found
in literature.
With all this in mind, it is confirmed that the cost estimation methodology employed in this
thesis is based on well-established guidelines, adjusted with dedicated correlations developed
by the author and capable to take into account the different temperatures and Heat Transfer
Fluids employed in both the solar subsystem and the power block. It is acknowledged though
that a different approach could have been used and this is certainly an aspect worth looking
into in further research carried out at the Department of Energy Engineering of the University
of Seville.
6.2 Overall and specific conclusions
A number of questions were put forward at the beginning of this research, regarding the
actual feasibility of a Concentrated Solar Power plant employing sCO2 power cycle technology.
Tentative answers to these questions, based on the findings of this research, are reported
below:
• For an actual power cycle, above which temperature do sCO2 power cycles yield better
thermodynamic performance than state-of-the-art steam cycles? Is this temperature
achievable by the current or foreseen receiver technology?
A preliminary answer to this question was initially provided in Chapter 1, following
Angelino’s statement that sCO2 power cycles are more efficient than Rankine steam
cycles at turbine inlet temperatures higher than 600-650ºC. This assumption was then
confirmed by the results presented in Chapter 3, showing that the thermal efficiency
of a sCO2 cycle achieves 55% at 770ºC turbine inlet temperature, which is almost 15
percentage points higher than contemporary steam cycles. Nevertheless, from a prac-
tical point of view, sCO2 cycles presenting lower ηth (in the order of 50%) but higher
temperature rise across the solar receiver were found to be more interesting in order
to reduce installation costs, providing a better compromise between thermodynamic
and economic features. It is worth noting that such values of thermal efficiency are still
significantly higher than those enabled by steam cycles.
With respect to the feasibility of achieving this temperature, it was not possible to provide
a final answer to this question given that this impacts the design of the solar receiver dra-
matically, and this assessment was out of the scope of the thesis. Nevertheless, similar
temperatures have already been considered in literature, and private communications
with Abengoa Solar confirm that this value is achievable in a short-term future.
• Even at a temperature range for which sCO2 power cycles exhibit a clear thermodynamic
advantage over contemporary steam technology, will they enable lower installation costs
than state-of-the-art CSP plants based on steam turbines?
In the economic analysis presented in Chapter 4, sCO2 cycles are proven to enable
installation costs lower than 6000 $/kW with a 100% probability, and this value goes
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down to roughly 5650 if an 85% confidence interval is considered. The latter value turns
out to be lower than a state-of-the-art CSP plant, which is in the order of 5800$/kW
[25]. Therefore, since the cost estimation methodology makes use of conservative
assumptions, these results are deemed to demonstrate that sCO2 power cycles have the
potential to yield lower installations costs than steam powre plants.
• Will sCO2 power cycles enable a significant reduction of the LCoE of a CSP plant, making
this technology competitive against steam-driven CSP and even gas or steam turbines
run on fossil fuels? In particular, will sCO2 power cycles enable the 6 ¢/kWh target cost of
energy pursued by the Sunshot Programme [37]?
Considering the results obtained in Chapter 5, no clear answer can be provided for
this question. On the one hand, sCO2 cycles were found to enable Levelized Costs of
Electricity between 8.3 and 11 ¢/kWh, depending on the location and dispatch control
strategy considered. Such values are comparable to those of typical steam-driven CSP
(even lower), but they are still higher than those enabled by combined cycle power
plants running on natural gas. Nevertheless, in spite of the fact that the target cost
pursued by the Sunshot Programme was not actually achieved, the competitiveness of
this technology is still confirmed. In fact, it is worth noting that the results obtained by
the present thesis probably overestimate sCO2 installation costs and, therefore, LCoE.
Moreover, significant uncertainty is still present when it comes to the cost estimation
methodology of sCO2 power cycle technology and part-load operation. Future research
activities are therefore mandatory to demonstrate the actual potential of sCO2 power
cycles applied to CSP, but it can still be stated that the results presented in this thesis
put this technology forward as a very interesting option, capable of enabling lower
installation costs and LCoE than state-of-the-art CSP plants.
Regarding some more specific conclusions obtained throughout this dissertation, a good
definition of maximum cycle temperature and pressure was found to be particularly important
to enhance the thermal performance of the cycle. As discussed previously, a turbine inlet
temperature of 750ºC is chosen, as a good compromise between high thermal efficiency and
technical feasibility. On the other hand, maximum cycle pressures in the order of 30 MPa are
found particularly interesting both thermodynamically and economically.
Moreover, the thesis confirms that combining thermodynamic and thermo-economic fea-
tures of each cycle is vital when selecting the best cycle configuration. In Chapter 3, in fact,
the Recompression+IC+RH and Partial Cooling+RH cycles were found to be the best options
providing extremely good thermodynamic performance, with very high thermal efficiency
and specific work (55% and 225 kJ/kg at 750ºC turbine inlet temperature). Nevertheless, in the
economic comparison presented in Chapter 4, the temperature rise across the solar receiver
was found to drastically affect installation costs. A low value of ∆Tsol ar , typical of largely
recuperative cycles with high ηth , leads to much larger receiver and TES costs, which can
triple the values obtained with higher temperature changes across the receiver. As a conse-
quence, the Partial Cooling and Allam cycles were found to be the best configurations from a
thermo-economic point of view, providing a very good compromise between economic and
thermodynamic features and leading to thermal efficiencies and installation costs in the order
of 50% and 5900 $/kW respectively.
Finally, regarding the part-load operation analysis presented in Chapter 5, the Levelized Cost
of Electricity was seen to depend strongly on location, dispatch control strategy and financial
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parameters. The Allam cycle yields the lowest value (8.33 ¢/kWh) in the best combination
of these parameters and a whereas LCoE increases to 10.4 ¢/kWh if the least favorable com-
bination is adopted. On the other hand, the Partial Cooling cycle yielded LCoE between 8.6
and 11 ¢/kWh. Therefore, no single conclusion about which the best cycle layout is could be
achieved. Also, both sCO2 cycles seem capable to provide LCoE values comparable to, or even
lower than, Rankine steam cycles and this confirms that sCO2 technology is interesting for
CSP plants in the mid-term.
6.3 Future research activities
As it is always the case when wrapping up a long research work, one realizes the considerable
number of things he would have wanted to add or study in more detail to further improve
the reliability of his research, or to merely satisfy the curiosity that often arises spontaneously.
Nevertheless, it would be impossible, and certainly not very appropriate, to dwell too much
in this section, which could itself reach the extension of a short scientific report. Therefore, I
would limit this section to suggesting some areas that, in my humble opinion, deserve further
attention and should be investigated more deeply by further researchers:
• Cost estimation methodology: as said earlier in this chapter, cost estimation may be
considered as the part of this thesis that is most strongly affected by uncertainty. The
original correlations developed by the author and applied to existing databases and
the incorporation of uncertainty assessment were aimed at overcoming this issue, but
a more accurate analysis is certainly needed, particularly as the sCO2 scientific and
industrial communities develop more actual installations.
• Off-design and part-load operation: similarly, the analysis of off-design operation can
be improved in future works, and this may be done following these suggested pathways:
i) improving the design code of sCO2 compressors previously developed at the Thermal
Power Group of the University of Seville, including an off-design performance prediction
tool and enabling the creation of performance maps; ii) if sCO2 power cycles are to still
be studied with SAM in the future, a deeper study of dispatch control and strategy should
be done; iii) also, a tool capable of modeling the off-design performance of the solar
sub-system could be developed and then integrated with sCO2 power cycles employed
in the power block; iv) finally, a deeper study of control strategies and their effect on
the off-design performance of sCO2 power cycles could be undertaken, developing a
dynamic model and evaluating the response time of the different strategies.
• Minimum cycle temperature of sCO2 cycles: as previously said in this chapter, the in-
herent problems caused by unstable sCO2 thermo-physical properties in the vicinity
of the supercritical point can be overcome completely by blending sCO2 with other
chemical compounds, shifting the pseudo-supercritical point of the mixture to a higher
temperatures and enabling condensation of the working fluid at a higher temperature
(hence using a pump in lieu of a compressor). This research is currently being developed
by a consortium participated by the Thermal Power Group of the University of Seville
through the H2020 programme of the European Commission.
• Solar receiver design: the solar receiver is the most critical equipment in the entire
plant due to the challenging operating conditions and to the impact on overall plant
performance. Therefore, deeper research regarding its thermal and mechanical design
is highly recommended, and this is indeed an interesting topic for future developments.
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A PCHE Design Code
This Annex describes the PCHE design code used to obtain the volume and mass of sCO2
power cycles heat exchangers, in order to include them in the economic analysis in Chapter 4.
The author does not claim any novelty in the present in-house code, since it is based on other
works already published in sCO2-specific literature. Nevertheless, this is a very important part
of the thesis, since it allows to complete the economic comparison between the different sCO2
cycles considered, and hence emphasis is put on verifying the code in order to ensure its the
validity. In this regard, the newest correlations for wavy channels are employed, and a detailed
thermal stress analysis is incorporated into the original code proposed in [246], in order to
improve the results obtained and to make the code sensitive to operating pressures.
In the first part of this Annex, a flow chart of the entire design code is presented, discussing
its thermal fundamentals and providing a draft geometry of the PCHE. Then, the thermal
correlations used for the different fluids are reported (sCO2, FLiNaK and water), along with
the mechanical stress analysis.
A.1 Overall structure and thermodynamic principles
The in-house PCHE design code is based on the work by Gavic [268], which is in turn devel-
oped considering the handbook by Nellis and Klein [10].
The design process of the PCHEs begins with the complete definition of the cross sectional
area of the heat exchanger, as shown in Figure A.1. A semicircular cross-sectional channel
area is considered, with a diameter of 3 mm and channel pitch and plate thickness depen-
dent on the mechanical stress analysis. Approximated values of these two parameters are 3.5
and 2 mm respectively. Both straight or zig-zag channels can be modeled by the in-house code.
Considering the control volume in Figure A.1(b), this is formed by four channels. The wall that
separates the hot and cold channels is the plate of the heat exchanger whereas the vertical
walls divide two adjoin channels on the cold or the hot sides. The number of channels in
the cross sectional area depends on the height and width of the heat exchanger and on the
specifications of the channel. The width and height of each PCHE are guessed at the beginning
of the design process and then iterated until the target efficiency and pressure drops are
achieved. Their mathematical formulation is provided in Eq.(A.1), where H and W are height
and width of the cross sectional area taken into account, while Nch,ver and Nch,hor represent
the number of vertical and horizontal channels. The total number of channels (Nch,tot ) is
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(a) Counter-flow Printed Circuit Heat Exchanger [9].
(b) Cross section of the counter-flow PCHE considered in the
in-house model.
Figure A.1: Cross-sectional area of the counter-flow PCHE: actual heat exchanger and model.
obtained multiplying these two values.
H = Nch,ver ∗ tc + (tc +
Dc
2
); W = Nch,hor · (Pc )+pc ; (pc = Pc −Dc ) (A.1)
The ε-NTU methodology cannot be applied directly to sCO2 heat exchangers or to any other
heat exchanger where fluid properties on one of the sides are not constant. This problem is
nevertheless solved by dividing the heat exchanger into a number of subdivisions to produce
an equivalent series arrangement of smaller heat exchangers each one of which fulfills this re-
quirement [10]. The resulting temperature and pressure gradients in each subdivision turn out
to be significantly smaller, hence bringing about negligible variations of the thermo-physical
properties of the fluids and enabling the application of the ε-NTU methodology.
In order to apply this method, it is assumed that each sub-heat exchanger has the same duty
(total heat exchange), as shown in Figure A.2 and Eq.(A.2):
Q̇i = Q̇tot
N
f or i = 1...N (A.2)
The total heat duty of the heat exchanger is calculated from the application of energy conser-
vation to the results of the thermodynamic analysis, originally calculated assuming a target
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Figure A.2: Sub-HX model with counter-flow configuration [10].
effectiveness of the heat transfer equipment. Then, this duty is evenly distributed amongst all
the internal divisions. Once Q̇i (particular heat duty) is known, it is possible to calculate the
effectiveness, number of transfer units and overall heat transfer coefficient of each sub-HX,
using Eqs.(A.3-A.5). All the symbols in these equations are reported in the Nomenclature.
εi = Q̇i
Ċmi n,i · (TH ,i −TC ,i+1)
f or i = 1...N (A.3)
N TUi = 1
1− Ċ∗i
· ln 1−εi · Ċ
∗
i
1−εi
wi th Ċ∗i =
Ċmi n,i
Ċmax,i
f or i = 1...N (A.4)
U Ai = N TU · Ċmi n,i f or i = 1...N (A.5)
With the overall heat transfer coefficient U Ai , it is possible to obtain the required length of
each subdivision i (∆Li , see Figure A.3) which ensures that the corresponding heat duty Q̇i is
achieved.
Figure A.3 shows the five different contributions to heat transfer within the heat exchanger
taken into account in the present model: two convective thermal resistances (hot Rconv,H and
cold Rconv,C ), conductive thermal resistance of the plate (Rcond ,p ) and contributions of the
lateral walls, i.e. the walls that separate two neighbor channels. These last two conductive
resistances are neglected given that the flow in adjacent hot or cold channels is considered
to be at approximately the same temperature. The thermodynamic correlations available to
calculate Nusselt number and friction factor are discussed in the next section.
Figure A.4 provides the flow-chart of the entire methodology.
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Figure A.3: Thermal resistance in a subdivision of a PCHE.
Figure A.4: Flow chart of the PCHE design.
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A.2 Correlations
There are several heat transfer correlations available to calculate Nusselt number and friction
factor depending on flow regime: laminar, transition or turbulent. In all cases, fully-developed
thermal and hydrodynamic boundary layers are assumed given the aspect ratio of the chan-
nels: very long in comparison with channel diameter, enabling to neglect the effect of the
entry region. It is also noted here that this assumption is conservative inasmuch as assuming
fully developed flow yields a lower total heat transfer. In other words, the heat exchangers so
calculated are slightly larger than they would otherwise be had the entry region been modeled
in detail.
Straight Channels
If 3000 < Rei < 5x106:
fc,i = (0.790 · ln(Rei )−1.64)−2 (A.6)
Nux,i =
( fc,i /8) · (Rei −1000) ·Pri
1+12.7 · (Pr 2/3i −1) ·
√
fc,i /8)
(A.7)
If Rei < 3000:
fc,i = 15.78
Rei
(A.8)
Nux,i = 4.089+ (
fc,i
8 · (5000−1000) ·Pri
1+12.7 · (Pr 2/3i −1) ·
√
fc,i /8)
−4.089) · Rei −2300
5000−2300 (A.9)
These correlations, taken from [73], are valid for sCO2, water and FLiNaK (molten salt). In the
latter case, Eq.(A.9) is simplified and the resulting Nusselt has a constant value of 4.089.
Zig-Zag Channels
The correlations used for sCO2 and water are provided here. Taken from [73], they apply
to a zig-zag angle of 52° (see Figure A.1(b)) and are valid for Reynolds number in the range
3500-10000 and Prandtl numbers between 0.75 and 2.2.
fc,i = 0.1924 ·Re0.091i (A.10)
Nux,i = 0.1696 ·Re0.629i ·Pr 0.317i (A.11)
Regarding FLiNaK, the following correlations are used, once again obtained from [73], consid-
ering a zig-zag angle of 15° and laminar flow.
fc,i =
15.78+0.0487 ·Re0.84i
Rei
(A.12)
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Nux,i = 4.089+0.00497 ·Re0.95i ·Pr 0.55i (A.13)
Pressure drops
Regarding pressure drops across the PCHE, the approach found in Dostal’s work is employed
[67]. Eq.(A.14) is used to calculate primary friction losses through PCHE channels, while
secondary pressure losses at inlet and outlet are obtained with Eq.(A.15).
∆P f ,i =
fc,i ∗∆Li
Dhyd
ρi
u2i
2
, wher e Dhyd =
4 · Ar ea
Per i meter
= 4 ·
πD2c
8
π·Dc
2 +Dc
(A.14)
∆Pi nlet = 0.5 ·
ρi nlet ·u2i nlet
2
∆Poutlet = 1 ·
ρoutlet ·u2outlet
2
(A.15)
A.3 Mechanical stress analysis
The analysis of mechanical stress is based on the work published by Yoon et al. at Idaho
National Laboratory [13]. Fixing channel diameter and the maximum allowable mechanical
stress of the material under consideration (σM AX , see Figure 4.7 in Chapter 4), channel pitch
and plate thickness are strongly dependent on the pressure gradient between the hot and cold
sides of the PCHE. These geometrical parameters are obtained with Eqs.(A.16,A.17) respec-
tively. It is worth noting though that Pi n,Pmax and Pi n,Pmi n can refer to either the hot or the
cold side of the PCHE, depending on which heat exchanger is considered. For instance, in a
recuperator, the cold side (generally the compressor outlet) is at a higher pressure than the
hot side (turbine outlet), and the same applies to sCO2/FLiNaK heaters. On the contrary, the
sCO2 side is at higher temperature and pressure in the coolers.
Pc = Dc ·
1+ (Pi n,Pmax −Pi n,Pmi n)
σM AX
(A.16)
tp = Dc
2
·
√
σM AX −Pi n,Pmax
σM AX +2 ·Pi n,Pmi n −Pi n,Pmax
(A.17)
A.4 Verification of the code
Providing an exhaustive validation of the in-house PCHE design code is challenging due to the
absolute lack of information published in literature. Therefore, in order to validate the design
code of PCHEs, the recuperator of a standard Allam cycle is modeled and the results are com-
pared with those obtained with the CRM methodology, already validated against experimental
data from Alfa Laval in Chapter 5 and further in [246]. The main operating conditions, taken
from [269], are summarized in Table A.1. It is worth noting that the working fluid is pure CO2
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in lieu of the gas mixture flowing in the Allam cycle. This enables easier property evaluation
even if it brings about some deviations in the final results. The conclusions of the analysis
regarding the validity of the scaling methodology should not be affected by this change, since
both methods use pure sCO2.
The default geometry considered in the application of the PCHE design code to the operating
conditions in Table A.1 is slightly different from the one presented in Figure A.1(b) since a
channel diameter of 2 mm is considered.
Ti n [°C ] pi n[bar ] Tout [°C ] pout [bar ] ṁ[kg /s]
sCO2 (hot side) 776.9 30.86 102.9 30.05 290
sCO2 (cold side) 81.9 297.62 624.6 297.48 290
Table A.1: Operating conditions of the selected recuperator.
The off-design case studies are summarized in Table A.2 along with the outlet temperatures
and pressures predicted by the scaling method. The inlet temperatures and pressures remain
constant (boundary conditions) whilst the mass flow rates on both sides decrease from the
rated value down to 25% of the design mass flow.
PCHE Design Code CRM Methodology
˙mCO2 Q Tout ,h Tout ,c pout ,h pout ,c Tout ,h Tout ,c pout ,h pout ,c
[kg /s] [kW ] [°C ] [°C ] [bar ] [bar ] [°C ] [°C ] [bar ] [bar ]
58.0 44599 102.9 624.6 30.05 297.48 102.9 624.5 30.05 297.48
55.1 42417 102.1 625.3 30.12 297.49 102.3 625.1 30.14 297.49
52.2 40230 101.3 625.9 30.19 297.50 101.6 625.7 30.21 297.51
49.3 38038 100.5 626.6 30.25 297.51 100.9 626.3 30.28 297.52
46.4 35841 99.6 627.3 30.31 297.51 100.2 626.9 30.35 297.53
43.5 33639 98.8 628.0 30.37 297.52 99.4 627.5 30.41 297.54
40.6 31432 98.0 628.7 30.42 297.53 98.6 628.2 30.48 297.55
37.7 29220 97.2 629.4 30.48 297.54 97.8 628.9 30.53 297.56
34.8 27002 96.4 630.0 30.53 297.55 96.9 629.6 30.58 297.57
31.9 24778 95.6 630.7 30.57 297.55 96.0 630.4 30.63 297.58
29.0 22549 94.9 631.3 30.61 297.56 95.1 631.2 30.67 297.59
26.1 20313 94.2 631.9 30.65 297.57 94.1 632.0 30.71 297.59
23.2 18071 93.6 632.4 30.69 297.58 93.0 632.9 30.74 297.60
20.3 15822 93.1 632.8 30.72 297.58 91.9 633.8 30.77 297.60
17.4 13565 93.0 632.9 30.75 297.59 90.7 634.8 30.79 297.61
14.5 11297 93.5 632.5 30.78 297.59 89.4 635.9 30.81 297.61
Table A.2: Operating conditions of the selected recuperator.
The outlet temperatures on both sides of the recuperator are presented graphically in Figures
A.5(a) and (b) . A very good match between the PCHE model and the CRM methodology
is observed for loads higher than 50%. The deviation is small for loads between 40% and
50% and, below 40%, there is an evident mismatch between both models. Since the PCHE
design code in the present doctoral dissertation is meant only for on-design conditions, it can
be considered verified by these results. Nevertheless, a discussion about the observed mis-
match is reported here in order to provide a deeper insight into the thermal model of the PCHE.
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(a) Predicted outlet temperature on the hot (low pressure)
side.
(b) Predicted outlet temperature on the hot (high pressure)
side.
Figure A.5: Predicted outlet temperatures of the selected recuperator.
A closer look into the results of the PCHE model reveals that the root cause for the deviation
observed at loads lower than 40% is that the flow becomes laminar. Indeed, at very low loads,
the velocity of the flow decreases substantially and so does Reynolds number. At about 40%
load, local Reynolds numbers decrease to values lower than 3000 which is the assumed critical
value [10]. This is easily observed in Figure A.6 where Re on the hot and cold sides is plotted
for 25% and 100% load.
Figure A.6: Average Reynolds number on both sides as predicted by the PCHE model at various
load settings. In this figure, the hot side of the heat exchanger flows from left to right while the
cold side of the heat exchanger flows leftwards.
At full load, the Reynolds number is higher than 104 everywhere in the heat exchanger. Never-
theless, at 25% load, low values of Re in the entry regions of both sides bring about laminar
flow locally, hence lower heat transfer coefficients (h) and higher thermal resistance (1/h A).
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This hinders heat transfer locally and brings about a higher temperature gradient at both ends
of the heat exchanger, as observed in Figures A.5(a) and (b). It should also be noted that the
larger temperature difference at both ends of the equipment is not due to laminar flow on
both sides but just to low heat transfer coefficients on one side. In other words, the pattern
exhibited on both sides is an increasing Re from inlet to roughly 50% of the HX length and a
later decrease to values below critical. These latter values are not likely to bring about laminar
flow as the flow is also influenced by the upstream regime.
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B Off-design performance of the Partial
Cooling cycle
This Annex provides the results of the off-design performance of the Partial Cooling cycle
that are not included in Chapter 5. Firstly, pressure-enthalpy and enthalpy-entropy diagrams
are provided for each control strategy, representing compressor C3 only for the highest and
lowest load to improve the readability of the plots. Secondly, the off-design performance of
compressors C1 and C3 is presented.
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(a) Pressure-enthalpy diagram of the Partial Cooling cycle at partial load considering Inventory
control strategy.
(b) Enthalpy-entropy diagram of the Partial Cooling cycle at partial load considering Inventory
control strategy.
Figure B.1: Pressure-enthalpy and Enthalpy-entropy diagrams of the Partial Cooling cycle at
partial load considering Inventory control strategy.
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(a) Pressure-enthalpy diagram of the Partial Cooling cycle at partial load considering By-pass
control strategy.
(b) Enthalpy-entropy diagram of the Partial Cooling cycle at partial load considering By-pass
control strategy.
Figure B.2: Pressure-enthalpy and Enthalpy-entropy diagrams of the Partial Cooling cycle at
partial load considering By-pass control strategy.
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(a) Pressure-enthalpy diagram of the Partial Cooling cycle at partial load considering Tempera-
ture control strategy.
(b) Enthalpy-entropy diagram of the Partial Cooling cycle at partial load considering Tempera-
ture control strategy.
Figure B.3: Pressure-enthalpy and Enthalpy-entropy diagrams of the Partial Cooling cycle at
partial load considering Temperature control strategy.
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(a) Pressure-enthalpy diagram of the Partial Cooling cycle at partial load considering best
control strategy.
(b) Enthalpy-entropy diagram of the Partial Cooling cycle at partial load considering best
control strategy.
Figure B.4: Pressure-enthalpy and Enthalpy-entropy diagrams of the Partial Cooling cycle at
partial load considering the best control strategy, a combination of Inventory and By-pass.
(a) Relative corrected shaft speed Ncor r . (b) Relative corrected mass flow rate ṁcor r .
Figure B.5: Partial load performance of compressor C1 in the Partial Cooling cycle - part 1.
The three different control strategies are considered.
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(a) Relative pressure ratio PR. (b) Relative total-to-total efficiency ηT T .
Figure B.6: Partial load performance of compressor C1 in the Partial Cooling cycle - part 2.
The three different control strategies are considered.
(a) Relative corrected shaft speed Ncor r . (b) Relative corrected mass flow rate ṁcor r .
Figure B.7: Partial load performance of compressor C3 in the Partial Cooling cycle - part 1.
The three different control strategies are considered.
(a) Relative pressure ratio PR. (b) Relative total-to-total efficiency ηT T .
Figure B.8: Partial load performance of compressor C3 in the Partial Cooling cycle - part 2.
The three different control strategies are considered.
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(a) Excursion of compressor C1 in the Partial Cooling cycle
when operating at partial load. Inventory control.
(b) Excursion of compressor C3 in the Partial Cooling cycle
when operating at partial load. Inventory control.
Figure B.9: Partial load performance of compressors C1 and C3 in the Partial Cooling cycle for
Inventory control strategy.
(a) Excursion of compressor C1 in the Partial Cooling cycle
when operating at partial load. By-pass control.
(b) Excursion of compressor C3 in the Partial Cooling cycle
when operating at partial load. By-pass control.
Figure B.10: Partial load performance of compressors C1 and C3 in the Partial Cooling cycle
for By-pass control strategy.
(a) Excursion of compressor C1 in the Partial Cooling cycle
when operating at partial load. Temperature control.
(b) Excursion of compressor C3 in the Partial Cooling cycle
when operating at partial load. Temperature control.
Figure B.11: Partial load performance of compressors C1 and C3 in the Partial Cooling cycle
for Temperature control strategy.
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(a) Part-load performance of compressor C1 in the Partial
Cooling cycle.
(b) Part-load performance of compressor C3 in the Partial
Cooling cycle.
(c) Running line of compressor C1 in the Partial Cooling
cycle.
(d) Running line of compressor C3 in the Partial Cooling
cycle.
Figure B.12: Part-load performance of compressors C1 and C3 in the Partial Cooling cycle
when using the best control strategy.
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C Off-design performance of the Allam
cycle
This Annex provides the results of the off-design performance of the Allam cycle that are not
included in Chapter 5. Firstly, pressure-enthalpy and enthalpy-entropy diagrams are provided
for each type of control strategy. Secondly, the off-design performance of compressors C1 and
C2 is presented.
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(a) Pressure-enthalpy diagram of the Allam cycle at partial load considering Inventory control
strategy.
(b) Enthalpy-entropy diagram of the Allam cycle at partial load considering Inventory control
strategy.
Figure C.1: Pressure-enthalpy and Enthalpy-entropy diagrams of the Allam cycle at partial
load considering Inventory control strategy.
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(a) Pressure-enthalpy diagram of the Allam cycle at partial load considering By-pass control
strategy.
(b) Enthalpy-entropy diagram of the Allam cycle at partial load considering By-pass control
strategy.
Figure C.2: Pressure-enthalpy and Enthalpy-entropy diagrams of the Allam cycle at partial
load considering By-pass control strategy.
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(a) Pressure-enthalpy diagram of the Allam cycle at partial load considering Temperature
control strategy.
(b) Enthalpy-entropy diagram of the Allam cycle at partial load considering Temperature control
strategy.
Figure C.3: Pressure-enthalpy and Enthalpy-entropy diagrams of the Allam cycle at partial
load considering Temperature control strategy.
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(a) Pressure-enthalpy diagram of the Allam cycle at partial load considering best control
strategy.
(b) Enthalpy-entropy diagram of the Allam cycle at partial load considering best control strategy.
Figure C.4: Pressure-enthalpy and Enthalpy-entropy diagrams of the Allam cycle at partial
load considering best control strategy.
(a) Relative corrected shaft speed Ncor r . (b) Relative corrected mass flow rate ṁcor r .
Figure C.5: Partial load performance of compressor C1 in the Allam cycle - part 1. The three
different control strategies are considered.
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(a) Relative pressure ratio PR. (b) Relative total-to-total efficiency ηT T .
Figure C.6: Partial load performance of compressor C1 in the Allam cycle - part 2. The three
different control strategies are considered.
(a) Relative corrected shaft speed Ncor r . (b) Relative corrected mass flow rate ṁcor r .
Figure C.7: Partial load performance of compressor C2 in the Allam cycle - part 1. The three
different control strategies are considered.
(a) Relative pressure ratio PR. (b) Relative total-to-total efficiency ηT T .
Figure C.8: Partial load performance of compressor C2 in the Allam cycle - part 2. The three
different control strategies are considered.
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(a) Excursion of compressor C1 in the Allam cycle when
operating at partial load. Inventory control.
(b) Excursion of compressor C2 in the Allam cycle when
operating at partial load. Inventory control.
Figure C.9: Partial load performance of compressors C1 and C2 in the Allam cycle for Inventory
control strategy.
(a) Excursion of compressor C1 in the Allam cycle when
operating at partial load. By-pass control.
(b) Excursion of compressor C2 in the Allam cycle when
operating at partial load. By-pass control.
Figure C.10: Partial load performance of compressors C1 and C2 in the Partial Cooling cycle
for By-pass control strategy.
(a) Excursion of compressor C1 in the Allam cycle when
operating at partial load. Temperature control.
(b) Excursion of compressor C2 in the Allam cycle when
operating at partial load. Temperature control.
Figure C.11: Partial load performance of compressors C1 and C2 in the Partial Cooling cycle
for Temperature control strategy.
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(a) Part-load performance of compressor C1 in the Allam
cycle.
(b) Part-load performance of compressor C2 in the Allam
cycle.
(c) Running line of compressor C1 in the Allam cycle. (d) Running line of compressor C2 in the Allam cycle.
Figure C.12: Part-load performance of compressors C1 and C2 in the Allam cycle when using
the best control strategy.
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D SAM Input Parameters
This annex provides all the input parameters to the System Advisor Model that are not included
in Section ??, with the aim to avoid increasing the length of the main report, hence improving
readability.
The screenshots of the main menus are provided for a CSP plant located in Las Vegas, for the
Allam cycle and employing the dispatch control and financial models setting of Case 1. This
information is completed with a series of tables providing the input parameters that apply to
the settings, cycles and locations.
Regard System Control and Time of delivery factors, no further information is discussed herein,
since they are thoroughly discussed in Section ??. Similarly, no screenshots of the Lifetime
menu are shown since, for all the cases considered, the degradation rate is set to null.
Figure D.1: System Design menu in SAM.
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Allam Partial Cooling Rankine
ηth [%] 45.06 51.10 41.20
Thermal Power [MWt] 126 112 138
Rec. Thermal Power [MWt] 304 268 332
THT F,Hot [ºC] 770 770 574
THT F,Cold [ºC] 480 480 290
Table D.1: System Design parameters for the three different cycles considered, see Figure D.1.
(a) Las Vegas.
(b) Tonopah.
Figure D.2: Location and Resource menu in SAM.
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Figure D.3: Heliostat Field menu in SAM.
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Las Vegas Tonopah
Allam Partial Cooling Rankine Allam Partial Cooling Rankine
Nº Heliostats 4337 3768 4849 4398 3876 4782
Base land area [ac] 835.188 649.913 1024.06 902.065 802.2 958.359
Total land area [ac] 880 740 1069 947 847 1003
Total refl. area [m2] 626154 544004 700073 634960 559597 690400
Tower height [m] 150.835 148.895 146.526 142.819 134.107 154.265
LM AX ,Tower [m] 1432.93 1414.5 1392 1356.78 1274.01 1465.52
LM I N ,Tower [m] 113.126 111.671 109.894 107.114 100.58 115.699
Table D.2: Parameters of the Heliostat Field for the three different cycles considered, see Figure
D.3.
Figure D.4: Tower and Receiver menu in SAM.
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Las Vegas Tonopah
Allam Partial Cooling Rankine Allam Partial Cooling Rankine
Tower Height [m] 150.835 148.895 146.526 142.819 134.107 154.265
Rec. Height [m] 13.887 13.602 14.325 13.771 12.726 14.153
Rec. Diameter [m] 13.321 12.744 13.726 13.282 12.725 14.482
ṁM AX ,Rec. [kg/s] 625.003 551.128 931.217 625.003 551.128 931.217
Piping Length [m] 392.171 387.126 380.967 371.33 348.678 401.09
Tot. Piping Loss [kWt] 4000.14 3948.68 3885.87 3787.56 3556.51 4091.12
Table D.3: Parameters of the Tower and Receiver for the three different cycles considered, see
Figure D.4.
Allam Partial Cooling Rankine
Design ṁHT F [kg/s] 217 191.4 323.3
ṁCOOLI NG [kg/s] 1457 1145 - 1
WCOOLI NG fraction [%] 0.58 0.46 -
WCOOLI NG [MWe] 0.3 0.3 -
Table D.4: Parameters of the Power Cycles for the three different cycles considered, see Figure
D.5.
Allam Partial Cooling Rankine
TES Capacity [MWt-hr] 1265 1115.5 1383.5
Available VHT F [m3] 3766 3321 6436
VStor ag eTank [m
3] 3965 3496 6775
Tank Diameter [m] 15.9 14.9 20.8
Estimated Heat loss [MWt] 0.42 0.39 0.45
Table D.5: Parameters of the Thermal Storage system for the three different cycles considered,
see Figure D.6.
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(a) User defined Power cycle.
(b) Rankine Power cycle.
Figure D.5: Parameters of the Power Cycle in SAM.
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Figure D.6: Thermal Storage menu in SAM.
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Figure D.7: System Costs menu in SAM.
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Figure D.8: Financial Parameters menu in SAM.
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Figure D.9: Incentives menu in SAM.
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Figure D.10: Depreciation menu in SAM.
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